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Doctors object to new Medicare pay schedule

INSIDE:
Land Between the
Lakes (LBL) is gearing up for a busy
summer season with
longer operating
hours. Page 10

SPORTS:

WASHINGTON (AP) — Doctors are objecting to the Bush
administration's proposed Medicare fee schedule because it
would reduce overall physician payment levels.
The American Medical Association says the administration's "inappropriate interpretation" of the law Congress
passed in 1989 takes money away from surgeons and other
specialists but does not channel all of the savings to the family doctors and rural physicians.
In 1992, when the fee schedule would begin to be phased
in, Medicare payments to physicians would be around $32 bil-

The Murray High
Tiger tennis duo of
Josh Johnson and
Aaron Whitaker were
defeated Friday at the
Kentucky State Tennis Tournament. Page
8

TODAY
Saturday, June 1
WOLZLI)
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
senior House Democrat says he
is puzzled by the limited nature
of President Bush's denials of a
conspiracy by the Reagan-Bush
campaign to delay the release of
American hostages in Iran. Page
2

STATE
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— Pending a final decision by
the U.S. Department of the
Army, a helicopter battalion
may be relocating here from
Saudi Arabia, according to a
statement released Friday. Page
2

SPORTS
NEW YORK (AP) — Pat Riley,
the No. 1 coach in winning percentage, playoff victories and
salary, is only, No. 3 in the hierarchy of the New York Knicks.
Page 8

I3USINESS
A new industry is up and running in the old Dennco building
on U.S. 641 north of Puryear.
Quality Apparel, like Dennco,
mufactures sportswear. Page 5

FORECAST
Saturday, partly sunny and
humid. Highs around 90. Southwest wind around 10 mph.
Saturday night, muggy again
with lows around 70. Sunday,
warm and humid with a 30 percent chance of thunderstorms.
Highs near 90.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
358.9, -0.4; below 322.3, -6.5
BARKLEY LAKE
358.9, -0.6; below 320.4, -1.2
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30 to 4 p.m. Saturday.
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.
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State's first AIDs
patient to observe
10th anniversary
with grill, kids
Belinda Mason thinks she's
picked the best way to commemorate Wednesday's 10th anniversary
of the first diagnosed case of
AIDS.
"What I'll probably do is cook
up a mess of hamburgers on the
grill and sit on the deck with my
kids," said the western Kentucky
woman, who found out four years
ago that she had contracted the
deadly immune-deficiency disease.
It's not that Mason doesn't care
about the issue. She founded Kentuckiana People With AIDS, the
first Kentucky-based group dedicated to fighting for a cure.
She also is the only AIDSinfected member of President
Bush's National Commission on
AIDS, and has the same status as a
member of the AIDS Action Council, a national AIDS lobbying
group. The other infected council
member died this past week of
complications from the disease.
Mason, who herself is nearing
the outer envelope of the life
expectancy for an AIDS sufferer,
passed up a chance to appear Wednesday on the nationally-syndicated
television show, "Geraldo." Wednesday. She felt staying at home
was more important.
"I really began to cherish the
time I had left with my family;"
the-32-year-old Utica resident said
during a recent telephone
interview.
As of April, the Centers for Dis(Cont'd on page 2)

Congress wrote into the law.
lion, about the same as ti is year. This meets the law's transition mechanism
"We are not trying to save money with this regulation,"
requirement that the changes be "budget neutral" the first
-Said. Gail Wilensky, head of the Health Care Financing Miniyear.
nistration, which includes Medicare.
physifully,
in
phased
be
But in 1996, when the plan would
The agency hopes the first major change in how physicians
been
have
would
than
less
billion
$3
be
would
payments
cians
paid under the 25-year-old health care program for the
are
Medicare
spent if no changes were made. Under the plan,
lead more doctors to practice in rural
payments to physicians would be around $50 billion that year, elderly and disabled will
into specialties.
movement
their
slow
and
areas
instead of $53 billion if no changes were made.
Medicut
to
trying
weren't
they
Federal health officials say
(Cont'd on page 2)
care. The reduction, they said, was an unintended effect of the

NASA scrubs launch
of Columbia after
navigational unit fails

Fake fatalities

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— NASA today scrubbed the
launch of space shuttle Columbia
after a navigational unit failed, and
officials said the biomedical
research miion would be delayed
until at leant Wednesday.
The seven astronauts waiting
inside the spaceship were informed
of the delay less than an hour
before the scheduled 8 a.m. EDT
liftoff.
"Nice try," launch director Bob
Sieck told the crew. "A lot of hard
work wasn't rewarded today."
"It doesn't look like it's a flyable machine," he said.
One of the shuttle's three navigational units three times failed a
test to verify that it was able to
work properly. The problem surfaced around 3 a.m., and engineers
worked to resolve the problem
while the countdown continued and

the astronauts boarded Columbia.
Then, a little more than a halfhour before the launch was supposed to have taken place, it was
announced that the unit would be
replaced.
Jellyfish and rats, aboard the
shuttle as part of the biomedical
experiments, were to be removed
later today. They will be replaced
with a fresh menagerie for the next
launch attempt.
All three navigational devices,
called inertia measurement units,
must be functioning together before
a shuttle can lift off. Engineers said
that on the third attempt to align
the faulty device, it continued to
have problems.
"Data from the IMU show it is
drifting back and forth," said
NASA spokeswoman Lisa Malone.
(Cont'd on page 2)

TVA director supports review
of plan to lay off 6,000 workers
By MIKE EMBRY
Associalad Press Wrhor

Members of the Murray Calloway County Hospital Ambulance Service, Murray Fire Department, Calloway County Rescue Squad and
Murray Calloway County Disaster Emergency Service practice using
the jaws of life Friday evening at Key Auto Parts on Highway 121.
Key Auto Parts donated the vehicles for this months practice session
— removing victims from vehicles while stabilizing them.
Kerr
Staff photo by Rhonnda

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — New
Tennessee Valley Authority director William H. Kennoy says he
supports an independent review of
the federal utility's plan to eliminate 6,000 construction jobs in
favor of outside contractors.
In a news conference before his
swearing-in ceremony Friday, he
said a General Accounting Office

Inspection would be "good if it
will reinforce some of the things
they've done right and maybe point
out some of the things they need to
look at further. So this is a learning
process for all of us."
But he added that the elimination
of jobs "might be a blessing in disguise to the employees" because
"the construction still has to be
done.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Economic indicators point to summer end to recession
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government's chief economic barometer posted a broadly based 0.6
percent gain in April, and analysts
said the third straight monthly
advance pointed toward a summer
recovery from the recession.
The Commerce Department said
Friday that six of the 11 contributors to its Index of Leading Economic Indicators turned up. One

was unchanged.
In a second report, the department said orders to U.S. factories
rose 1.8 percent in April, the first
gain in six months. That suggested
some easing in the hard-hit manufacturing sector.
The stock market responded
positively to Friday's reports. The
Dow Jones industrial average
closed at a record 3,027.50, up

LBL officials put away cigars:
wolf No. 323 isn't pregnant yet
GOLDEN POND, Ky.(AP) — Staffers at Land Between the Lakes are
sadly storing away their cigars and champagne with word that red wolf
No. 323 is not pregnant.
The bulging belly that had park officials giddy with anticipation turned
out to be only a thick winter coat and a healthy appetite, not an indicator
of a wolf love connection, spokesman Scott Seiber said.
It was a setup romance anyhow. She came from Tacoma, Wash., and he
was from the Birmingham Zoo in Alabama.
"Maybe they didn't have time to settle into their new surroundings, to
accommodate themselves to each other's company," Seiber said. "We'll
look forward to next year and hope things will work out then."
It's a disappointment to wildlife experts with the national captive
breeding program, which brought the endangered pair to a large outdoor
pen at LBL in January.
Park rangers and visitors waited with excitement as the whelping season came — and passed — without the patter of little paws.
A biologist examined No. 323 — named impersonally to preserve her
wild image — and said no pups are forthcoming.
If the pair fails to breed next year, program coordinators will consider
rematching them.
"Wolves mate for life, and the people that know them best say sometimes they're 'choosy about their mates," Seiber said.
"The female is much more outgoing, and appears to be less shy. The
male is not as effervescent."
With only about 135 adults remaining — most in captivity — the red
wolf is among the' most endangered mammals in the world.
Some 34 new animals were born this spring at other captivP ;reeding
locations, including one site in the Great Smoky Mountains. Many are to
be returned to the wild.
Before the breeding program began, only about 50 survived in the wild
— victims of indiscriminate shooting and dwindling habitat and ravaged
by heartworms, hookworms and mange.

27.05 for the day.
"The data supports the view that
the recession is nearly at an end
and that the recovery is not too far
away," said economist Gilbert
Benz of the Swiss Bank Corp. of
New York.
Surveys show that most economic forecasters believe the recession
will end this quarter, which ends
June 30. The Bush administration

also contends the economy will
turn up by mid-summer.
Most analysts agree, however,
that the recovery will be less than
robust, dampened by a lack of government stimulus and high levels of
both business and consumer debt.
"The recovery will be gradual
and unspectacular," suggested economist Gordon Richards of the
National Association of

Manufacturers.
The leading index is designed to
foretell economic activity six to
nine months in advance.
"When you get three months of
increases, it's a signal ... that does
show we're on the brink of a turn"
in the economy, said Stephen S.
Roach, senior economist with Morgan Stanley in New York.

JPAC kickoff

1..
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WAIrall‘
Gerry Reed, left, and Albert Speareth prepare a tasty batch of weiners Friday afternoon at Kenlake State
Resort Park as part of the kickoff to the Jackson Purchase Arts & Crafts Festival to be held today and
tomorrow. The annual event is sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County Business Council for the Arts
and the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.
Staff photos by Marianna Alexander

Attend the Jackson Purchase Arts & Crafts Festival
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House Democrat says questions remain
after Bush denies hostage conspiracy

Doctors object...
(coned from

page I)
"Physician payment reform in
large pan succeeds in correcting
historical price distortions, especially for specialized procedures.
which have been traditionally overvalued. and primary care, which
has been undervalued," Wilensky
said.
The change, intended to become
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final in five months, "sends signals
in have doctors more involved in
primary care by making it more
rewarding," she said.
Medicare serves about 34 million
elderly and disabled Americans.
Because of its size, its revisions are
watched closely and often followed
by the private insurance industry.
Instead of basing physicians'
payments on prevailing and reasonable charges, as Medicare does
now, the program will pay doctors
based on a national fee schedule,
adjusted only for geographical
differences.
The new fees are based on a
"relative value scale," which
incorporates the average time it
takes a physician to perform a service, the complexity of the service
and the risk it poses to the patient.
The largest increases will go to
family physicians and general prac-

The plan includes a Medicare
beneficiary protection limiting the
amount physicians who do not
accept Medicare's reimbursement
can charge a patient beyond what
Medicare will pay to 20 percent. In
1993, that will drop to L54percent.
The proposal sets out a schedule
of fees for more than 4,000 medical services that account for about
85 percent of annual Medicare payments to physicians. .

$4
64
$4

NASA scrubs launch...

(Cont'd from page 1)
It was the closest NASA had
come to sending Columbia on the
34 --nineAlay --research- 1111311011. -The
34
halted May
44 first countdown was
34 21, the day before the scheduled
34
trou.34 launch, because of computer
44 ble and concern over fuel tempera
34 ture sensors, one of which was
4 cracked.
$1
Columbia's voyage 184 miles
4
above Earth will be the 41st flight
14 of a space shuttle. It also.willbe
41 the first.mission in S'A years for
.41 Spieelib; a -laboratory moduie- in
4
the cargo bay. The ,-astronaunt will
.34
.4114 float through a tunnel to get there.
-44
One of the astronauts is a cell
.31
-44 biologist, and three others are
4f
41
41
34

.41
.41
.44
.44

(Cont'd from page 1)
ease Control in Atlanta reported
171,876 diagnosed cases of AIDS
in the United States. 108,731 of
whom have died.
In Kentucky, 575 cases had been
reported as of May 29, 410 of
whom have died, according to the
state Cabinet for Human Resour.44
.41 ces. Some state officials estimate
.41 that as many as 2,000 Kentuckians
.41
may be infected.
Ii
Mason became infected. with
.44
.41 HIV - the virus that causes AIDS
ALI
-in January 1987., while receiving
.41
44
44
.44
.41
-44
.4/
-44
.44
44
-41
.44

Fast, Accurate Prescriptions
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on Prescriptions
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physicians. They will draw blood
from one another and monitor each
other's heart, blood pressure and
lungs each day in orbit. It will be
the most elaborate medical checkup' ever conducted in space.
the purpose is to beuer underhew humans adapt to space,
vital knowledge as NASA looks
ahead to a space station and trips to
the moon and Mars. Astronauts
routinely return from space with
weakened immune systems,
_reduced bone mass and less muscle
- protein.
Researchers also are to study the
effects of weightlessness on the 30
rats and 2,478 tiny Jellyfish.
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August Class Now

•Additional Self Confidence
.Communicate More Effectively
•Acquire a Better Understanding of •Control Tension and Anxiety
•Remember Names
Human Relations
-Gam leadwship Abilities
Presented by Charles D. Eubank ai Assoc. inc.
Dale Carnegie Founder
747 Oak Hill Road
Evansville, Indiana 47711%5369
**Accredited by the Council for Continuing Education & Training"

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL TERRY LILES 1-800-262-5448
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SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES
Listen To This Radio Broadcast
Every Sunday Morning -- 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
WBLN-FM (103.7)

used - and was
term no
diagnosed with the disease in
October l988.
At that time, Mason said the
only way to get information about
AIDS was to order it from the Surgeon General's office. She said she
lived in fear that the people at the
post office would find out what she
was receiving.
Coping with the disease has not
gotten any easier, Mason said. But
she said the lot of AIDS sufferers
has improved ,some since she
became infected.
The passage last year of the
Americans With Disabilities Act
made it illegal to discriminate
against all handicapped people,
including those with AIDS.

TVA director...

FORT CAMPBELL Ky. (AP)
- Pending a final decision by the
U.S. Department of the Army, a
helicopter battalion may be relocating here from Saudi Arabia,
according to a statement released
Friday.

COURSES
DALE CARNEGIE Forming

mow nom moo um Imo mom am

blood transfusion &ring the birth
of her second child. She soon developed AIDS-related complex -

Bush has emphatically denied
"I accept the president's word"
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
senior House Democrat says he is as far as it goes, Hamilton said Fri- that he personally was involved in
puzzled by the limited nature of day at a breakfast with reporters. any such contacts. But he stressed
"But what was significant about he was speaking for himself, and
President Bush's denials of a conspiracy by the Reagan-Bush cam- the president's denial was how lim- did not talk about whether Casey or
paign to delay the release of ited it was. He only denied he was other campaign officials may have
in Paris. He did not deny that had such contacts before the 1980
American hostages in Iran.
Bush has denied personal (then-campaign manager William) election.
involvement in any such scheme, Casey was there. He did not deny
"All I'm talking about, all I can
focusing in particular on allega- that they were trying to seek con- speak for is my own participation
tions that he attended a meeting tacts" with Iranians.
or lack thereof," the president said
with Iranians in Paris in October
Nor, Hamilton said, did Bush
at a May 9 news conference. "The
1980.
deny that either he or Ronald Rea- allegations about me are grossly
But Lee Hamilton, D-Ind., noted gan had any knowledge of contacts untrue, factually incorrect, baldthat Bush's statements do not touch with Iranians.
faced lies," he said.
the broader allegation that the cam"So that, in my mind, leaves a
There is evidence that meetings
paign, of which he was the vice lot of questions hanging out there.
presidential candidate, cut a deal If he really wanted to put this to took place between Casey and repwith Iran to put off release of the rest, why didn't he deny all of it?" resentatives of the Iranian government, Hamilton said. Out the credi52 hostages until after the Novem- said Hamilton, who was chairman
ber election and thus gain political of the House Iran-Contra investiga- bility of some of the sources of
advantage over President Jimmy tive committee. He is chairman of information has been called into
Carter.
the House Foreign Affairs Subcom- question, and he said it "is diffiLawmakers have interviewed mittee on Europe and the Middle cult to say" how solid the evidence
is.
several figures with knowledge of East.
the affair, but have not decided
Asked about Hamilton's ques"There is evidence of meetings
whether to proceed with a more tions, White House spokesman
in Madrid and Paris, but not strong
formal investigation.
Marlin Fitzwater declined to go evidence at this point of a deal
beyond Bush's previous denials.
having been struck," he said.
"We've said all we're going to
Meanwhile, Iran-Contra prosecusay on this," Fitzwater said.
tor Lawrence E. Walsh answered
Asked if he would request an
Republican calls for his dismissal
(Cant'd from page 1)
tinswer from Bush on the question, by saying his work is nearly
"The construction is not going Fitzwater said, "No."
finished.
away. Somebody has to do it.
Those people will be doing it, as a
far as I know. It can open up a lot
of opportunities for them."
Kennoy, 54, was sworn in by
By The Associated Press
U.S. Judge Eugene E. Siler Jr at
the Kentucky Horse Center Pavistatement, said the agreement includes
"major revisions and a more than doulion as TVA chairman Marvin ETHIOPIA
bling" of the previous number of
Runyon and director John Waters
ADDIS ABABA, (AP) - An influential
government-funded projects open for bidgroup of academics has accused the
stood by.
ding by U.S firms The projects include
back"a
orchestrating
of
States
United
airports, highways and train stations. The
The only other Kentuckian to
door deal" that led to the rebel takeover
embassy noted, however, that the agreeserve on the board in the utility's
of Ethiopia's government. The group said
ment must still be accepted by "Cabinet
58-year istory was Frank T. Herman Cohen, a U.S. assistant secret- level officials" in Washington before the
and
"ill-advised"
an
made
state,
of
ary
sanctions threat is formally lifted U S
Welch's term from November 1957
"unilateral decision" in recommending
construction companies have complained
to February 1959.
the rebels enter Addis Ababa on Tuesabout the imbalance between Japanese
day The commentary came in an open
"I'm eager to make my contricompanies' 12 5 billion stake in the U S
Addis
of
University
10
by
signed
letter
bution because I know that success
construction market and $440 million in
Ababa professors calling themselves the
contracts U S firms have gained under a
for TVA generates benefits for the
Committee for Peace and Reconciliation
1988 agreement. The U.S firms also
eight million people of the Tennesin Ethiopia It was dated May 30 and
complained that bid-rigging, called "danwas
letter
The
today
available
made
region,"
see Valley region and our
go" in Japan, are widespread among
to the governments of the
Japan's giant construction companies,
Keanoy said to about 200 friends addressed
United States. the Soviet Union, Great
and in some other Japanese industries.
Britain, France and China as well as the
and TVA officials.
In Washington last month, U.S. Trade
Nations,
United
Community,
European
deveeconomic
"TVA is a vital
Representative Carla Hills announced
Arab League and Organization of African
lopment partner with the cities, Unity
her intention to bar Japan from federally
Meanwhile, the capital city
funded U.S construction protects if the
towns and communities it serves
remained quiet today with no sign of a
negotiations did not succeed by the end
resumption of the anti-U.S demonstraand with the distributors who delivof May
bons that left at least 10 protesters dead
er TVA power to homes and
earlier this week
ICELAND
businesses." he said.
"I want to strengthen and PORTUGAL
REYKJAVIK, (AP) - Denied permissome
expand those partnerships wherever LISBON,(AP)- With an Angolan peace sion to resume whaleto hunting,
nations are threatening leave the Intermonitor
to
preparations
sealed,
accord
possible in the years ahead. And I
national Whaling Commission and risk
truce were under way today among
want to help realize the vision of the
economic sanctions and international
the nation's former colonial ruler and the
said it may drop
making TVA the best electric utili- Cold War powers that armed the 16-year condemnation Iceland
of the 36-nation commission because
ty in North America and the most civil war. The United Nations, meanwhile, out
of opposition to a new whaling treaty that
prepared to send more aid to famine vicproductive and effective agency in tims
keeps 16-year-old restrictions but could
in the war-shattered southern Afrieventually allow some limited hunts in
the federal government."
can nation Angolan President Jose

NEWS OF THE WORLD

Helicopter battalion
may move to Ft. Campbell

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R Ph

titioners, who will see their fees
increase 14 percent and 15 percent,
respectively, in the first year and
17 percent and 16 percent by 1996.
The biggest decrease will be in
fees for ophthalmologists and anesthesiologists. Doctors in these
fields will see their Medicare reimbursements drop by 3 percent in
the first year and by 16 percent in
1996.

Forces Command Headquarters
at Fort McPherson, GL, had proposed moving the AH-64 Apache
helicopter battalion to Fort Campbell because the 101st Airborne
Division (Air Assault) needs more
Apaches and other equipment, said
Maj. Dan Grigson at Fort
Campbell.

The unit, known as the 1st Battalion, 3rd Aviation Regiment, was
deployed to the Middle East from
its home base at Fort Hood, Texas.
Although the equipment will be
sent directly to Fort Cambell from
Saudi Arabia, the unit's 264 soldiers are to return to Fort Hood
with their families before relocating to Fort Campbell with their
families, Grigson said.
If approved, the relocation would
occur next spring or summer, the
news release said. Upon arrival at
Fort Campbell, the unit would be
renamed the 2nd Battalion, 101st
Aviation Regiment
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)Here are Friday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 3-3-0.
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SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES
P.O. Box 984

Murray, Ky. 42O71

This program is supported by the

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST

Antarctic waters Norway also may consider leaving the organization, and Japan
criticized the whaling pact. Nations that
withdraw from the commission may face
economic sanctions The United States.
for example, is legally bound to impose
sanctions against nations that violate
Whaling Commission regulations On Friday, the commission voted 18-6 to adopt
a U S.-British plan to ban commercial
whaling on species whose population
drops below 54 percent of its estimated
levglibefore intensive commercial whaling began in the 19th century Five
nations abstained, and Peru could not
vote because it had not paid its dues
The 54 percent level has been used by
the commission since 1975, but the
whale-counting formulas have been
improved Even if a whale stock is large
enough to be hunted, the commission
would have to remove its overall moratorium on whaling. -

IRAQ
DOHUK,(AP)- One week after allied
soldiers entered this provincial capital, a
Hindi soap opera plays at the movies,
trucks carry Kurdish refugees home and
"Hello, mister" springs from the lips of
nearly every child.-.But behind the gradual return to normalcy, Kurds in this northern city are increasingly pessimistic
about the possibilities for a political
agreement between their leaders and
Saddam Hussein "What happens when
the Americans go?" asked Nail Zeru, a
vegetable grocer in Dohuk, part of the
no-man's land between Iraqi and allied
forces. "How is the life?" asked Kurdish
poet Abdullah Ahmed ZEIN in his bookshop "The life is no life" An average of
16,000 people return to Dohuk from refugee camps every day in dumptrucks,
farm wagons, cars and air-conditioned
buses Talks between Kurdish leaders
and Saddam's government appear deadlocked over Kurdish demands for more
territory in theig, desired autonomous
zone The Kurds also want a greater say
in the writing of Iraq's Constitution and
are irked at a clause saying Iraq is part of
the Arab nation In the week since the
small allied detachment arrived to restore
basic services, the population of Dohuk
has ballooned to more than 145,000 lust over half of its size before the Kurdish rebellion and Saddam's crackdown

FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
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This radio broadcast is dedicated to answering Bible
Questions ard responding to Bible Comments from listenners of the Searching the Scriptures Radio Broadcast and
the Searching the Scriptures television program. If you
have any questions concerning the Word of God and would
like to have them answered on radio, or TV,then send them
to . . .

TOKYO (AP) - Facing the imminent
threat of U.S. trade sanctions. Japan
agreed in last-minute talks today to let
American companies compete for billions
of dollars in additional construction proiects. American officials, under pressure
at home to trim Japan's huge trade surplus with the United States, planned to
retaliate if there was no agreement by
the end of May The U S Embassy, in a

Shell

What Profit is there
in Studying the Old
Testament?
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JAPAN

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

PUBLIC SERVICE

SUBJECT TO BE DISCUSSED:
-

Eduardo dos Santos and U.S -backed
rebel chief Jonas Savimbi on Friday finalized a peace pact to end one of Africa's
bloodiest civil wars After the handshake,
U S , Soviet and Portuguese officials
announced they would join government
and rebel representatives in a commission to verify the cease-fire The commission will be backed by a U.N. force of
350 soldiers. 90 police observers, 14
medical workers and other administrative
staff. The pact culminated more than a
year Of negotiations led by the Soviet
Union, which along with Cuba backed the
leftist government, and by the United
States, which began in 1986 to fund the
rebels of Union for the Total Independence of Angola, or UNITA The last of
Cuba's 50,000 troops withdrew last
Saturday.

C

(Disciples of Christ)

lean, clear water is something that most
people take for granted. Each day, our water
treatfient plant operators perform over one
hundred individual analyses to monitor Lexington's
water supply. Science provides us with the tools to
ensure the tap water's clarity and safety . . .

N. 5th St..

SUMMER SCHEDULE
Sunday School - 9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship - 10:00 a.m.
Starting Sunday, June 2, 1991

Joe White - Water Quality Supervisor
Kentucky-American Water Company,
THE KENTUCKY SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL, Mc.
-Creating Opportunities Through Science and Tectswologr"
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Wilkinson said he wants assurThe governor said he's not sure
ances from Jones that he won't if Jones — his bitter rival —
weaken the authority of the gover- "wants me to support him" in his
nor's office. The governor had pre- race against Republican Larry
viously sought assurances from
Hopkins. The governor said he had
Jones that he won't pursue a con- not heard from the Jones camp.
stitutional convention.
Jones spokeswoman Diana TayThe governor said he had recov- lor said Thursday night, "There is
ered certain powers for the execu- no scheduled meeting. But that is
tive branch of state government. not to say one could not be
And while stressing he doesn't scheduled."
Asked to respond to Wilkinson's
want to roll back legislative independence, he said the General remarks about executive-branch
Assembly should not be encour- authority, Taylor said Jones often
aged to usurp authority now held has stated he "wants the support of
all good Democrats who are interby the executive branch.
in honest, hard-working govested
had
Wilkinson noted that Jones
supported unsuccessful constitu- ernment. Beyond that, I wouldn't
tional amendments last year that have anything to say."
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
state employees' group is vowing
to launch a legal fight to defend
workers who have been fired or
demoted as part of the Department
of Education's reorganization.
"Our members are calling in left
and right" to say they have been
fired, demoted or involuntarily
transferred to new positions, said
Charles Wells, assistance director
for the Kentucky Association of
State Employees.
The organization will file suit
against the department within two
weeks "to protect the interests of
our members, who have been
injured," he said.
Department officials said certified letters containing termination
notices or offers of new jobs
started going out Wednesday.
The school-reform law enacted
by legislators last year gave state
Education Commissioner Thomas
Boysen broad authority to restructure the department to fit the needs
of a drastically chanced public
school system.
The law terminates all jobs in
the department June 30 and allows

Boysen to rehire or replace any of
its 475 employees.
But employee advocates contend
that Boysen's treatment of workers
— which they., characterize as
rough and abrupt — goes beyond
his mandate.
Letters were sent Wednesday to
the homes of the department's support workers, department officials
said. They said notices to most
higher-ranking employees would be
mailed Friday but that division
chiefs and deputy commissioners
would not learn their fates until
next week at the earliest.
"Everybody's just tore up" over
Boysen's manner of notifying
employees about their jobs, said
Jim Terry, a Department of Education employee and former chairman
of the state Personnel Board.
Employees are being asked to
accept or turn down new jobs without being given a firm salary offer
and people are being interviewed
for new jobs that they didn't apply
for, Terry said.
Larry Conner, department personnel director, declined to say
how many employees were being

991

Bowling Green store
robbed by gunman

DEAR ABBY

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Defeated gubernatorial hopeful
Larry Forgy has advised his
primary-election opponent to dump
his media consultant and sign a
document preventing him from
pocketing his vast congressional
funds.
Forgy, who narrowly lost to
Republican U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins on Tuesday, said he would support the 6th District congressman
in his general-election campaign
against Democratic Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones.
Appearing on WLEX-TV's
"Your Government" program,
Forgy was asked Thursday about
his main closing argument in his
campaign that he was the only
Republican candidate capable of
winning in the fall. The program
airs 6 p.m. EDT Sunday.
"I'm not going to say that's
campaign rhetoric," Forgy
responded. "I will say this: Larry
Hopkins has to get out here and get
himself in gear. He has to get into
these issues."
Forgy said he fears Hopkins
Won't do that if he continues to
employ Roger Ailes, a New York
media consultant who also works
for President Bush and U.S. Sen.
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.
"My feeling is that the first
thing I would do if I was Larry
Hopkins, is that I would fire Roger
Ailes," Forgy said, "and I would
get myself somebody in here that
was not as overrated as Roger
Ailes.
"All Roger Ailes knows how to
do is put together negative commercials. What Larry Hopkins
needs to have is somebody who can

tional Society is one ot many
groups that will be doing their part
by "pitching in" to clean their
adopted portion of Highway 121
around Murray.
S.O.S. president Jeanne Fleming
explained one innovation they've
adopted in caring for their portion
of the highway. "We go out as a
group and have separate individuals assigned to pick up glass or aluminum or plastic, which we take to
the recycling center; however,
other individuals pick up unrecyclable trash, such as fast-food wrappers. The amount is unbelievable."
The Kentucky Lake Environmental Awareness Network (KLEAN)
is a new organization dedicated to
cleaning and eliminating the problem of litter in the lakes area. Some
of the members have planned activities to personally "do their part"
for this occasion, not only on June
1 but everyday.
"KLEAN is encouraged by the
growing concern and actions by
volunteers taken to improve and
eventually eliminate the problem of
litter in our environment," says
Sally Mills, spokesperson for
KLEAN.
Other groups, organizations and
individuals are enrouraged to participate in this event by "pitching in"
to make today litter-free.

Rov's Discount Pharmacy
For
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GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
Phone 753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES

•

•Over 15 yrs Experienco
.,nterior & ExtenOr

Al

PROMPT
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE

Wit

•

Dresses
1 Piece Plain
$319
1 Piece Plain
with
Matching Vest
or Jacket
$369
Pleats Extra

CLEANERS*
Drive-In Location
Central Center
753-9525

Mon.• Tue.• Wed.• Special
June 3 - 4 - 5
Bedspreads, Afghans
Quilts, Blankets,
Comforters

g00

HOURS:
Mon.-FH. 6:30 a.m.-6 p.m.,
Sat 6:30 a.m.-2 p.m.

Each
Down Filled $7.50

"Professional Dry Cleaning"
That's A Step Above The Ordinary
Lacey's Offers Delicious Dining
FRI. & SAT. SEAFOOD BUFFET
Crab Legs, Crab Meat, Frog Legs, Scallops, Clam Stnps, Cod Nuggets,
Fned Oysters, Fresh Oysters, Cod Stnps, Fried & Fresh Shrimp, Fned
Catfish Fiddler, Fillet, Shrimp Creole, Egg Rolls, Hush Puppies, Cajun Rice,
4 P.M.-9 P.M.
Corn on the Cob, White Beans, Potato Wedges.
32 Item Salad Bar and 29 Item Dessert Bar Included With Buffet

10.99
SUNDAY BUFFET
Steamboat Around Virginia Baked Sliced Ham, Turkey, Cornbread,
Dressing, Southern Fried Chicken, Bar-B-0 Ribs, Country Ham,
Country Fried Steak & Gravy, Cream Corn, Green Beans,
Broccoli & Cheese, Cauliflower & Cheese, Mashed Potatoes, Baked Apples,
Lima Beans, 30 Item Salad Bar, Delicious Dessert Bar With Wide Variety

Lacey's

FAMILY
RESTAURANT

319 N. Main St. In Benton, Ky

527-7275

753-0489

6th & Main

—AL

6.99

Da dy Monday - Friday

•

.5 ."

Mon.• Tue.• Wed.• Special

our ( onvenience Noss, Otter%

UPS Pick-Up

- Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
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sional campaign money to personal
use.
Hopkins has said that one of the
fall-election issues would be Jones'
refusal to write off the $1.6 million
debt remaining from his 1987
campaign.
Forgy acknowledged that Hopkins' congressional campaign fund
gives Jones some return ammunition. Forgy said Hopkins should
sign an agreement putting the
money in a trust so it could only be
used for campaign purposes.
Otherwise, Forgy said, "I would
expect it to be an issue.... If I were
him, I would eliminate that immediately from the campaign."
Forgy also offered a reason for
his loss.

help him tormulate an agenda tor
governing Kentucky. If this Ailes
kind of mentality prevails, I fear
for him."
Forgy said afterward that he had
verbally hired Ailes for his 1987
gubernatorial campaign, which he
abandoned.
Ailes said in a telephone interview that he had one conversation
with Forgy about that race, but no
agreement. As for Forgy's criticism, he said, "It's always painful
to lose, and I have sympathy for
Larry Forgy, and I forgive him for
his comments."
The Hopkins campaign declined
to comment.
Asked what good it does Hopkins and the Republican Party to
feel
lambast Ailes, Forgy said,
the same way about all these political consultants who do not spend
any time on government.... I'm not
trying to tell Mr. Hopkins who his
campaign media consultants need
to be, but this campaign needs to
be run about Kentucky and about
the issues and about what the
future of this state is."
Also on the program. Forgy also
advised Hopkins to sign a legal
document preventing him from
converting $665,000 in congres-

Kentucky to participate
in Great American Trash-Off

7
I

1.
.m.

terminated or rehired. He said
placement services for employees
leaving the department would
begin Monday.
He said employees also are being
offered financial and emotional
counseling.
The law requires that workers
who lose their Education Department jobs be placed at the top of
the list for jobs elsewhere in state
government. That means "every
support-staff person will likely get
employment" by June 30, when
the reorganization takes effect,
Conner said.
Terry said terminations 'and
transfers should be carried out in
accordance with state merit-system
rules, but Conner said it's clear
that "those provisions do not apply" to the reorganization.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— State police were investigating
an armed robbery at a convenience
store near Bowling Green.
A lone gunman entered the Minit
Mart on Kentucky 185 two miles
north of Bowling Green and robbed
the attendant, police said. The
amount taken wasn't disclosed.
by Abigail Van Buren
The gunman was armed with a
and fled on foot after the robrifle
DEAR ABBY: When we bought fact, the culprit. I have worked in bery around 11:20 p.m. CDT
Electric
General
for
service
customer
this
ago,
years
30
north
up
our home
motto was tacked to the frame of the Major Home Appliance Repairs for Thursday, police said.
entrance. We thought it was appro- many years, and we were instructed
to tell ourcustomers thatthe washing
• priate then, and still is now.
I thought you might want to share action of the water will sometimes
push a lighter item, i.e. a sock or
it with your readers.
A.M.T. IN FLORIDA washcloth, over the top of the inner
tub into the space between the inner
and outer tub — and during the
GO TO WORK AND SAVE $$
Today, Kentucky is one of 40
pumping cycle it can be washed down states participating in the Great
If you are poor — work.
sewer.
Ifyou are rich — continue to work. theI have scheduled hundreds of American Trash-Off. The primary
If you are happy — keep right on service calls for socks to be removed goal of the Trash-Off is to involve
working. '
the pump ofa washing machine. the entire counry in a national cleaIdleness gives you room for doubts from
take heart, and tell your nup that highlights the need for a
women,
So,
and fears.
go yell at the washer! litter-free environment, and to
to
husbands
Ifdisappointments come — work.
ORLEANS WOMAN spread the word about the populariNEW
and
you,
overwhelms
If sorrow
ty and success of Adopt-Aloved ones-seem not true — work.
ORLEANS Highway or similar programs
NEW
DEAR
When faith falters and reason fails WOMAN:
I'm sure that many who
—just work.
they were going already in effect or on the drawing
thought
have
When dreams are shattered and crazy after discovering an odd board.
hope seems dead — work.
Today, thousands of volunteers
number of socks in their washWork as if your life was in peril. It ing
appreciate plan to clean roadsides, parks,
will
machines
really is.
your explanation. Here's suds in beaches, and especially their own
Whatever happens or matters — your
eye!
backyards in an effort to create one
work.
day in America.
5*
litter-free
*
Work faithfully — work with faith.
Most of the volunteers are reguWork is the greatest material
remedy available.
ABBY:My husband thinks lar members of state Adopt-AWork will cure both mental and I'mDEAR
some kind of cleanliness nut be- Highway clean-up groups, but
physical afflictions.
I shower every night before some volunteers are joining in just
cause
— From the "Silent Partner" going to
bed. I believe it's just good for this special day.
hygiene. Please comment.
personal
The most visible way of combatDEAR A.M.T.: Thanks for a
SHOWER FREAK ting the litter problem is to go out
worthwhile addition to this
(HIS NAME FOR ME) and pick up trash. "Trash thrown
space. But how about all those
ruins the natural
people who are willing and eager
DEAR SHOWER FREAK: I'm onto roadways
to work, but cannot find a job?
with you. Cleanliness is next to beauty of our state," says Milo D.
Bryant, state Commissioner of
godliness.
•• *
Highways.
1.
•
Last year, eight states particiDEAR ABBY:This letter is for all
pated
in collecting 3.4 million galof those frustrated housewives who
Everything you'll need to know about
wonder if they've gone off their planninga wedding can befound in Abby's lons of garbage. This year, forty
rockers when they find only one sock booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding." states are expected to participate in
ordizr, send a long, business-size, self- the one-day event, according to the
in the washing machine. You dealt To
envelope, plus check or money
with this problem some time ago by addreastsd
order for $3.9511114.50 in Canada/ to: Dear Texas Highway Commission, coorstating that washers and dryers do Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 447, dinators for the event.
not eat socks.
Mount Morris, 111. 61054. (Postage is
Locally, the Singles OrganizaSorry, Abby, but the washer is, in included./

Ross Insurance Agency

Jones has said he expects to
work well with the General
Assembly. But he has emphasized
that he wouldn't let the legislature
dominate him, if he defeats Hopkins and becomes governor.
In his acceptance speech Tuesday night, Jones said he wants the
support of all of his Democratic
primary opponents, including first
lady Martha Wilkinson, who
dropped out of the race on May 10.
But Jones previously said he
would welcome the governor's support in the general election only if
it were made clear that Jones was
not altering Elintention to change
state government appointment and
contracting practices.
Jones and Wallace Wilkinson
have been bitter enemies since the
1987 campaign, when Wilkinson
continued to pursue his own fundraising and thereby prevented Jones
from recouping $1.6 million of his
own money that he spent on his
lieutenant governor primary
victory.

Forgy advises Hopkins to drop aide

Curtis Willding, 12, of 905 N. 16th St., stops to take advantage of the recent warm weather and play with
his dog Choco, 7 months. Warm weather is expected to continue throughout the weekend with temperaStaff photo by Rhonnda Kerr
tures in the high 80s.

State group to defend workers in wake
of Department of Education shake-up
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would have allowed the legislature
to call itself into session and to
immediately veto administrative
regulations.
Wilkinson said adoption of
either amendment "would have
irreparably damaged the power of
the governor's office."

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has
attached a new condition to his
support for Democratic gubernatorial nominee Brereton Jones, while
conceding he's not even sure the
lieutenant governor wants his
backing.
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Wilkinson attaches new condition
to his support of Jones as governor
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Granite gratitude
Our pasts have ways of catching
up to us.
The other day a former student
of mine from back at another campus and some 14111,10ars ago walked
into my office. He had been a
stand-out quarterback during our
few winning football seasons then.
Irtook me a moment to recall his
name because he had lost most of
his hair. As it turned out, he has
been battling serious cancer problems for the past few years.
He is only in his mid-30s. A
continuing sore mid-way down his
spine had shown up malignani An
operation was supposed to have
arrested the malignancy, but then it
had popped up again with a very
large tumor pressing on his brain.
That, too. was treated and thought
to be arrested. Then the cancer
came again, in his abdomen and on
a lung.
Courageously, he has undergone
about every cancer treatment
known to medicine at one of the
great cancer centers of the nation.
As of December, there was no evidence of cancer remaining anywhere in his body.
It has been a physical and mental
ordeal for him surpassing anything
he ever experienced on the football
field.
As I listened to him describe his
odyssey through pain and suffer-

Today In History

ITC

Today is Saturday, June 1. the 152nd day of 1991. There are 213 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 1, 1813, the U.S. Navy gained its motto as the mortally
wounded commander of the U.S. frigate Chesapeake. Captain James
Lawrence, was heard to say, "Don't give up the ship" during a losing
battle with a British frigate.
On this date:
In 1792, Kentucky became the 15th state of the union.
In 17%, Tennessee became the 16th state.
In 1801, Mormon leader Brigham Young was born in Whitingham, VL
In 1868, James Buchanan. the 15th president of the United States. died
near Lancaster, Pa.
In 1888. California got its first seismographs as three of the devices
were installed at the Lick Observatory.
In 1926, actress Marilyn Monroe was born in Los Angeles.
In 1943, actor Leslie Howard was killed when his civilian flight from
Lisbon to London was shot down by the Germans during World War II.
In 1958. Charles de Gaulle became premier of France.
• In 1967. the Beatles released their now-classic album, "Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band."
In 1968, Helen Keller, who received a college degree and became an
author and lecturer despite having been blind and deaf most of her life,
died in Westport, Conn.
In 1977, the Soviet Union formally charged Jewish human rights activist Anatoly Shcharansky with treason (Shcharansky was convicted.
imprisoned, then finally released to the West in 1986).
Thought for Today: "Originality does not consist in saying what no
one has ever said before, but in saying exactly what you think yourself."
— James Stephens, Irish. poet and novelist (1882-1950).
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Readers and residents are welcomed and encouraged at all times to
express their opinions on our "Viewpoints" page by writing letters to
the editor. We print letters on a variety of topics. provided they comply
with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer,
with the writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). The
Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any
letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, the Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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ing, it became clear that he had
learned a hard way how very little
that we have and how very few of
the blessings we enjoy can be taken
for granted. For this star athlete
and bright scholar whose primary
assets were fine physical health and
sharp mental agility, the loss of
both could have been a shattering
blow.
Fortunately, in his case, those
assets he had taken for granted —
as we take for granted flowers
blooming each spring or water
coming out of the faucet each time
we turn the handle — were key
elements in giving him the will and
physical strength to resist this new
opponent.
There is a very good chance that
he has won this game. Even if he
hasn't, he has won something just
as important.
"I learned most of all," he told
me, "something I knew all along
but never thought that deeply about
before — the importance of loving
support. My family and friends,
and even strangers, pulled in
around me and held me up with
their love. I never had to play
alone."
Whenever his will power. our
energy, and alertness sagged, they
were there with him. They did not
number in the thousands as had the
Saturday fans of his college days

Thefirst R

SOUTHERN
SEEN
4

BY LarrY
McGehee
who had cheered his wizardry and
booed his errors. These supporters
were fewer in number, more like
teammates on the field with him.
No good quarterback faces an
opposing eleven men alone. What
makes a good quarterback good are
the ten players on his team between
him and the opposition.
This young man was fortunate
enough to have a good team around
him. They were the people— and
they carried the love — he "had
taken for granted."
Together, they have turned his
"for granted" into "gratitude." He
is grateful, and the way he lives the
rest of his life is probably transformed because of them.
By sharing this story that is but a
shadow of a million such stories of
the power of loving support, they
also serve to remind us that all of
us are prone to postpone expressing
our gratitude to those of our own
we take for granted.

The best example is the most
obvious one. We take for granted
that our parents know that we
know and are grateful to them how
much they sacrifice for us. Yet
how many funerals have we
attended where we heard sons or
daughters lament, through tears,
that they "never had a chance to
say how much they loved them?"
How many of us have buried
cherished co-workers we depended
upon every day but seldom had
time to praise? How many of us
have pledged to our closest classmates and childhood friends to
"stay in touch." only to find
decades have passed without doing
it? How many of us have been
indelibly indebted to a special
teacher or a sustaining citizen without ever going back to express
thanks to them?
More importantly, how many of
us have turned the tables and been
givers of love instead of receivers
only?
Isn't that, after all, the point?
Isn't the best way of expressing
gratitude for what we take for
granted by becoming givers of love
so consistently and often- that
others can take us for granted?
Such love can be taken freely for
granite, with or without expectations of gratitude in return.

results

It puts the child's success first. Its core concept is that schools
will be engines of improved student performance. It" begins with
the expectation that we will make a quantum leap in student learning and well-being. It challenges us to beghT with the belief that
First among the four dynamics of the Kentucky Education
we will run the four-minute mile, that we will reach the moon by
ng
Reform Act is results. The other three — restructuring, refinanci
the end of the decade. that we will achieve internationally superior
ent
and rejoicing — all hinge upon the quest for and the achievem
schools by 1996.
of successful results. In fact, the reform law's radical results orienIn its challenge to the Council on School Performance Standards,
drive
to
power
the
it
gives
tation, more than any other factor,
the law outlines comprehensive — not just academic — results,
.
positive change in schooling and in the quality of our graduates
including personal and social performance standards for our young
American education has floundered in recent decades primarily
people.
to
because it has had no clear focus, no clear mission. By trying
It requires a performance-based approach to student testing that
to
y
be all things to all interest groups — by shifting constantl
will reflect the learning and behavior we seek and will showcase
meet competing political, social and bureaucratic demands — our
success we expect.
the
schools lost sight of real education. Kentucky's reform brings us
whole approach will enable Kentucky educators to concenThe
children
our
all
back to the basic purpose of education: to ensure
trate on producing Zero Defect students: 100 percent will graduate,
the academic, personal and social skills they mast have to succeed
all will be employable, all will be prepared to enter university or
as adults.
vocational programs, all will be chemical free.
Kentucky's efforts at reform prior to 1990 were commendable.
We will know that.because the testing system will focus on the
Compared to most other states, Kentucky was keeping up. But the
to demonstrate skills. For example, the test for writing will
ability
the
at
look
weakness of that approach becomes apparent when we
be the writing of an actual essay, not answering multiple choice
results. Yes, during the 1980s Kentucky, along with the nation,
questions about the rules of grammar. There's a powerful differimproved moderately its graduation rate, scores on basic skills test
ence. Grammar can be memorized; writing must be practiced and
that
was
problem
and the quality of college-bound graduates. The
demonstrated.
the nation's performance during that period was, at best, mediocre.
Finally, the reform act creates consequences for schools and their
"A
report,
1988
a
in
exposed
clearly
was
y
mediocrit
American
Schools that succeed reap rewards; those that fail suffer
World of Difference." The math and science performance of Ameri- staffs.
penalties. That's the mechanism that will propel individual teachers,
can 13-year-olds was compared to that of 13-year-olds in eight
councils, administrators and school boards toward adoption
school
industrialized countries of Europe and Asia plus Canada.
of the most effective teaching practices.
Three findings were striking. First, American students were last:
Careful research has clearly shown that students learn more when
Korean students first. In fact, in path Korean students were about
are actively engaged in learning, when they have opportunities
they
50 percent better.
to work with hands-on activities and when they can apply and
Second, when asked if they were good at math, only 21 percent
demonstrate what they have learned.
our
y,
of Koreans but 70 percent of Americans said yes. Obviousl
Yet, when we walk through American schools, what we see too
reality.
with
students are appallingly out of touch
often is a teacher talking and students sitting. A visitor from
Third, other countries' expectations were higher and their
another planet might conclude that American schools are places
concenwere
methods better. While our 6th, 7th and 8th graders
where younger people go to watch older people work. The trick is
trating on simple computation, their cohorts in Europe and Asia
put the students to work while the teacher coaches, much like
to
were mastering algebra and geometry. While active application
practice.
athletic
ized
character
n
characterized their learning, passivity and repetitio
Kentucky's new student testing mechanism and the rewards for
ours.
and penalties for failure provide powerful leverage for
A recent 20-year review of American test results by the National success
encouraging teachers to use the most effective methods.
Assessment for Educational Progress, "America's Challenge: AccelerThe ecstasy of rewards and the agony of sanctions will lead
ating Academic Achievement," reaches the same conclusions. Perforto better teaching and then to better student performance.
first
seldom
mance has lagged. and the best teaching techniques are too
We've known how for years. Kentucky's reform act provides the
used.
on results and. the incentives for change.
focus
So how does Kentucky's reform law address these issues?

By THOMAS C. BOYSEN
Kentucky Commissioner of Education
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Looking back
Ten years ago
About 200 persons attended the
annual Charity Ball for MurrayCalloway County Comprehensive
Care Center on May 30 at University Center Ballroom, Murray State
University. Ellie Christopher and
Sarah Bryan were co-chairmen of
the event.
Pictured with 60 crappie he
caught while fishing on Kentucky
Lake is Mason Thomas.
Twenty years ago
Preston Ty Holland who 20
years ago organized league baseball in Murray was recognized on
May 31 along with many of the
players from his first teams,
according to Don Henry, chairman
of the special event.
Thirty years ago
A population survey has just
been completed by Murray Planning Commission for the city of
Murray. It was prepared by Dr.
Thomas B. Hogancamp, George H.
Ligon, Phillip Tibbs and David
Pinson of Department of Business,
Murray State College.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Dale Outland,
May 31.
Forty years ago
Eugene V. Garland, Pat Harrell,
Billy Joe Denham and Buddy Let
White have enlisted in the United
States Navy.

ty and Western Kentucky are ChesMary Alice Hopkins and Sara
One
Calhoun, members of Murray High ter Marine, Rudolph Howard,
Mrs.
with
Key
Jesse
and
Key
Homeof
Future
School Chapter
as pianist.
makers of America, and their advi- Madelle Taylor
of Hazel High
officers
New
sor, Mrs. Kelly Fitzgerald, are
of
Future Farmers
Chapter
School
meeting
FHA
attending Kentucky
Ed Hendon,
Bill
are
of
America
at Morehead.
Grogan,
Harold
Waters,
Robert
Fifty years ago
Moore
Morgan
Steely,
Will
Frank
Nearly 200 mattresses a week
Miller.
n
Hardima
and
are being turned out in Calloway
Sixty years ago
County Mattress Center, located in
in Calloway Counrainfall
Total
Overbey Tobacco Warehouse on
was brought to
I
Jan.
since
ty
Depot Street, Murray, according to
inches by rains
14
ately
approxim
Rachel Rowland, county home
May. Rainfall
of
month
the
during
demonstration agent.
inches,
2.07
totalled
May
for
Urbena Starks, daughter of Mr.
governArnold,
to
H.B.
g
accordin
and Mrs. Urban Starks, has been
recorder.
weather
ment
selected as Strawberry Queen of
A preliminary permit for the
Calloway County.
power dam was granted
Aurora
Pictured this week are Nancy
in Washington, D.C.,
27
May
Norris, Murray's Junior Dairy
a message sent to T.H.
to
g
accordin
Robert
Dr.
and
Month Queen,
Murray.
of
Stokes
Mason with two of his champion
Births reported this week include
cows. Ricky and Pearl, as part of
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Everett
a
celebration of June Dairy Month.
May 15; a boy to Mr. and
Cleaver,
George Edward Jones is valedicPerry, May 22; a boy to
Earl
Mrs.
is
Pogue
Elizabeth
torian and Julia
Gaylon Carroll, May
Mrs.
and
Mr.
salutatorian of 1951 graduating
Mr. and Mrs. Rosto
boy
a
and
27;
class of Murray High School.
a boy to Mr. and
and
Clopton
coe
Marriages announced this week
no dates listed.
Parks,
Rupert
Mrs.
include Dove Anna Crass to Wade
y has been named
Abernath
W.E.
McNabb.
superintendent and general manaBirths reported this week include
ger of Mason Memorial Hospital,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Garnett CunMurray.
ningham, May 24.
Dr. Hugh M. McElrath has been
Members of Kentucky Quartet
ed to the/Kentucky Board
reappoint
who are singing in Calloway Coun-

of Dental Examiners by Kentucky
Governor Sampson.
Mildred Farris is valedictorian
and Mary Frances Miller is salutatorian of 1931 graduating class of
Murray High School.
Mildred Swann is valedictorian
and Hoyt Jones is salutatorian of
1931 graduating class of Lynn
Grove High School.
Coldwaters Homemakers Club
had an ice cream supper on May
30. Proceeds will be used to help
finish the log club house now
under construction on the school
grounds.
JAMES COLSON, ROBERTSON
/
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BUSINESS
Jim Crick qualifies
for President's Club
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Jim D. Crick, FICF, Third and
Maple, Murray, area manager for
the Woodmen of the World, has
qualified for membership in the
President's Clubs, President and
Chief Executive Officer John G.
Bookout announced.
Crick's membership in the
executive section of the President's
Clubs in recognition of his outstanding insurance sales production
and professional conduct during the
past year.

Crick and other members of the
clubs will be guests of President
Bookout at a August meeting in
Washington, D.C.
Woodmen is a fraternal benefit
society that provides protection and
fraternal benefits to over 953,000
member in 3,000 lodges throughout
the United States. Those lodges
conduct events that benefit families, neighborhoods and
communities.

New service manager
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Toyota of Murray is proud to announce its new service manager, Russell Maness. Before coming to Toyota of Murray, Maness owned and
operated his own auto repair shop for 13 years. He has worked on all
foreign and domestic cars and is experienced in computer car systems. Maness lives at Rt. 1 Dexter with his wife Deborah and two
children Brad, 16, and Cassie, 13. Maness believes in service with a
personal touch and invites you to come see him at Toyota of Murray.

Jack pot winners

FAR LANDS TRAWL AGENCY, Inc.
fir
1•3•••

Serving the Murray Area
with Experienced Staff
Jackie Weatherford
Manager

Two
Locations:

44

753.4646

247-8747

502 Maple St

101 South 7th St.
Mayfield

Murray

Michael D. Hamilton, executive
vice president of sales and service,
has named Hugo Keltz to the position of international vice president
of the Briggs & Stratton
Corporation.
Keltz, a native of Switzerland,
has held various service and distribution positions with the Milwaukee, Wis. based company. In his
13-year stint with the company, he
has held the positions of European
distribution manager, service and
distribution general manager and
most recently regional director of
European operations.
As international vice president.
Keltz will have worldwide marketing, sales, service and distribution
responsibilities excluding the USA
and Canada.
Briggs & Stratton Corporation
produces engines for the outdoor
power equipment, construction,
industrial and premium consumer
markets.
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Kentucky
Each month Fern Terrace Lodge of Murray holds a jack pot drawing
for its residents and employees. Resident winners for May include
(top from left) Robert Arnold, James Grace and Brent Bennett. Each
received a check for $10. (Above) Assistant Administrator Jerry Kalberer presents Diane Olive, the employee winner for May, with a
check for $100.

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
SINCE 1944

ROBERT
BILLINGTON, JR

• HOME - AUTO
• BUSINESS

753-4751

LH

AVLS

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

offer our

Congratulations
Jim D. Crick
Russell Maness
Robert Arnold
James Grace
Brent Bennett Diane Olive
Janet Herring
Sharon Board
Hugo Keltz
t

Now Is The BEST Time Ever
To Buy a Home in Murray, Ky.!!
"Murray's history of
appreciating Real Estate Values!
*Good -Selection of
fairly priced homes!
'Reasonable local interest rates!
Funds
Lending
Readily Available!
Reality
Kopperud
has over 175 Properties listed for sale!

753-1222

Like a good
neighbor,
State Farm
IS them

31161O Perm Mem'Automobile hiseerance Company
Homo Moe Illkomagm., mole

*** 4,1

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

Bank of Murray

Let Kopperud Realty assist in
your home sale or purchase!

•

Office Located Inside
Joe Smith Camet

;

We at the

For health
insurance to
help meet extra expenses
when you're
hospitalized,
see me.

I

.L• t.*C

Hugo A. Keltz

DAN
SHIPLEY

• BONDS
• RECREATIONAL
VEHICLES

Calf Today

"iota( Cothtnittnent
to Service'

Call:
Donald E. Henry
Bldg. 104 N 4th
Suite C
Office.
753-9935
Home:
753-1540

BOB
BILLINGTON CPCU

"

Professiona
Real Estate

A new industry is up and running in the old Dennco building on U.S.
641 north of Puryear. Quality Apparel, like Dennco, manufactures
sportswear.
The owners are Janet Herring of Eddyville, Ky., and Sharon Board of
Fredonia, Ky. Board mainly takes care of the office duties while Herring
serves as plant manager.
Herring knew of the empty Puryear facility and the equipment there
through Dennco owner Bob Denning of Palmersville. A former 20-year
employee of Martin Manufacturing in Martin, she worked with Denning
when he was also employed there.
Herring was assistant manager at the Martin plant before becoming
plant manager of H&E Apparel in Princeton, Ky., for the past four years.
Herring said Quality Apparel subcontracts work from different companies. It is currently making pajamas that will go to JC Penney. She said
the company plans to handle all types of sportswear, mostly all knits.
Operations started in the new plant Thursday with five former employees of Dennco. Board said they hope to soon have 25-30 employees and
later up to 40.
The new owners are leasing the 7,500-square-foot facility with an
option to buy. Dennco closed its operation.there last year and moved all
of its production to its Palmersville headquarters.
Another toy manufacturer, O.H. Wooley & Co., began negotiating for
the facility in October, but talks fell through and the company began
looking for another site in Puryear. That process has been temporarily
interrupted.
Quality Apparel is currently taking applications from experienced sewing machine operators. Such persons may apply by calling 247-5590 or by
appearing at the Puryear facility.

Keltz named international VP
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Kentucky's official Bicentennial Medallion has been released and
shipped to participating hanks.

A list of participating banks is
available free by sending a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to:
Kentucky's Bicentennial Medallion, 756 S. First Street, Suite 103,
Louisville, Ky. 40202.

Paris Post-Intelfigencler
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Jon Lawson, a prominent Ohio
County banker and also president
of CBK, confirmed that formal
introduction of Kentucky's Bicentennial Medallion will take place
on Statehood Day in Frankfort on
June 1. "We will present limited
edition set number 1992 to Senator
David Karem for permanent retention by the State of Kentucky,"
said Lawson. Sen. Karem is chairperson of the 30-member Kentucky
Bicentennial Commission.

By DONNA NEWCOMB
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Community banks throughout
Kentucky, via their service organization, the Community Bankers of
Kentucky, Inc., have sponsored
creation and distribution of the
medallion in cooperation with the
Kentucky Bicentennial Commission. Community bankers are making medallions available to Kentuckians on a non-profit basis as a
community service.
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Kentucky's official Bicentennial
Medallion has been released and
shipped to participating banks
throughout Kentucky. It is the only
officially-sanctioned medallion
which will be authorized by the
Kentucky Bicentennial Commission to commemorate the Commonwealth's 200 years of
statehood.
In accordance with Kentucky
Bicentennial Commission objectives, prices of medallions have
been made afforable in order to
assure that every Kentuckian can
obtain "a piece of Kentucky
history."
Moreover, a portion of proceeds
from the sale of medallions will be
used to fund Bicentennial Commission activities and non-profit organizations throughout the state may
sell the bronze issue as a fundraiser.
Three primary versions of the
medallions are available, including
an antique bronze issue, $5; a .999
fine silver edition, $35; and a silver
version which is plated with a
24-karat gold, $40. A limited edition set-of-three has also been
struck.
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MURRAY TODAY
Wilham-Weatherly wedding July 27

CALENDAR
Saturday, June 1
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./American
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.
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Dance/8 p.m.-12 midnight/Murray
Moose Lodge.
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Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
National Scouting Museum/open
m.-4:30 p.m.
q
Couples Bridge at Oaks Country
Club at 7:30 p.m. with Hazel and
Max Beale as hosts.
CCC Reunion/12 noon/MurrayCalloway County Park.
Sunday, June 2
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Attebury's
50th anniversary reception/2
p.m.:Kenlake State Park Hotel.

Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Witham ot
Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Kimberly Jane, to Harry
Whitten Weatherly II, son of Mrs.
Barbara Weatherly of Murray and
Harry Weatherly of Fulton.
Miss Witham is a graduate of
Murray High School and received
her degree in Elementary Education from Murray State University.
She employed by the DeKalb
County School System as a teacher
in Dunwoody, Ga.
Mr. Weatherly is a graduate of
Murray High School and attended
Murray State University. He is
employed by Flav-O-Rich Corp..
Atlanta, Ga.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged at 7 p.m. on Saturday,
July 27, in the Garden Room of
Kenlake State Park Hotel.
A reception will follow the

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Murray-Calloway County Chapter of NAACP Branch 03104 will meet
Monday, June 3, at 7 p.m. at Willis Community Center. The Chapter has
designated the week of June 2-8 as Clean Up Week in the Douglass and
Southside communities of the city. Dumpsters will be located at L.P.
Miller and Ash Streets in the Douglass Community and at Third and Mulberry Streets in the Southside Community.

a,
Retired teachers will meet
Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will have its next meeting
on Monday, June 3, at Ellis Center, 630 Ellis Dr., Murray. The retired educators will assemble at 1 p.m. for refreshments and at 1:30 p.m. for the program. CCRTA President Wilson Gantt says the program entitled 'The Third
Step To Dignity' will stress long term care for retired persons. Members and
others interested in retired teachers or long term care legislation should
attend.

MWC Board will meet

Ceremony.

Executive Board of Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday, June 3, at
11:30 a.m. in the meeting of Calloway County Public Library. Gerry Reed,
president, said this will be a planninii meeting for both outgoing and incoming board members. Last year's board members are reminded to bring pack-ets of materials for the new board members. Mrs. Reed urges all members
to attend and to note the change in meeting place to the Public Library.

All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

1
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Ray Powell's 50th anniversary reception/2-4
p.m./First Baptist Church. Benton.
Family requests guests not bring
gifts.

Kimberly Jane William and
Harry Whitten Weatherly II to marry

National Scouting Museum:open

Nutrition program menus are released

\A and Al-Anon closed
mectings/4 p.m./American Legion
Building. South Sixth and Maple
Streets. Info/759t4.059 or
-53-7663.

Menus for the Nutrition Program
for the Elderly and Meals on
Wheels for the week of June 3 to 7
have been released through the
office of Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Program, Inc..
Meals are served at 12 noon,
Monday through Friday, at Hazel
and Weaks Centers. Meals will be
sent to private homes each week
day.
Menus are as follows:

Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-00R6 or 757-704.6.
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church homecoming
x.tay
McDaniel Cemetery homecoming
at 12:15 p.m.

Thursday

•

Pork chopette, country style corn.
green beans, hot roll, margarine,
orange, milk coffee or tea

Friday
Meat loaf, new red potatoes, mixed
greens, hot roll, margarine, chocolate
brownie, milk, coffee or tea

Kiwanians resent scholarshi

Calvary homecoming Sunday
Calvary Missionary Baptist Church, located across from Bazzell Cemetery, southwest of Coldwater, will have its annual homecoming on Sunday,
June 2. The Rev. Jimmy Seaford will speak at 11 a.m. service with Sunday
School at 10 a.m. and a basket dinner at 12 noon. The Watchman Quartet
will be featured at the afternoon gospel singing. The pastor, the Rev. Richie
Slack, invites the public to attend.

District Masonic event tonight
District Four of Free and Accepted Masons will meet tonight (Saturday) at
6 p.m. at South Marshall. A supper will be served. This district is composed
of all Masonic lodges in Calloway and Marshall Counties.

Lutherans to hear Jenstrom
Elinar Jenstrom, chairman of the congregation of Immanuel Lutheran
Church, will speak on theme, We Are Stewards of God's Earth,' at 10:30

a.m, service on Sunday, June 2, at Immanuel Church. Dr. Larry Mallett will
be organist. Also assisting will be Leo Behnke, Dieter Jedan, Joe Gupton,
Andy Gupton, Dale Rotterman and Suzan Rotterman. Adult Bible Class will
be at 9:30 a.m.

Monday
Bar-B-Oue pork, baked beans.
steamed cabbage. cornbread, margarine. baked cherry cobbler, milk, coffee
or tea

Unity Cumberland Presbyterian
Church homecoming today.

JO'S DATEBOOK

Need Line Board meeting Monday
Board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line Church and Cooperative
Ministry, Inc., will meet Monday, June 3, at 7 p.m. at Weeks Community
Center. Dick Hoffman, board chairman, urges all board members to attend

Tuesday
Hilltop Baptist Church homecoming today.

Sauerkraut and wieners, potato
wedges sliced carrots, hot roll, margarine, sugar cookies and applesauce.
milk coffee or tea

Four Rivers Music Friends/2
p.m./Annex of Calloway County
Public Library.

Wednesday
Roast beef and gravy, mashed potatoes. broccoli hot roll, margarine, fruit
mix in lemon pudding. milk, coffee or
tea

Residence Halls at Murray State
University open at 12 noon for
Summer Session I.

iCont'd on page 7)
The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library has scheduled runs on Tuesday. Wednesday
and Thursday. June 4, 5 and 6.
Carolyn Adams, bookmobile
librarian, released her schedule as
follows:
Tuesday
Sunshine Center- 10 30 lo 11 a.m.
Alford - 11 30 am to 12:30 pm

,

Amy Carraway - 1 to 2 p.m.
Mrs Patton - 2 to 2 30 p.m.

ftY

Wednesday
Opal Waldrop - 10'30 to 11 a m
Thelma Brown - it am to 12 noon
Ceenies - 12 to 12 30 p m
Madrey - 12.30 to 1 pm
Crouse • 130 to 2 p m
Kay Ray - 3 to 3 30 p m

Thursday
Judy Black - 10 to 11 am
Carlene Lamb - 11 to 11 30 a m
Herman Darnell - 11 30 am to 12
noon
Sue f3azzeil - 12 30 to 1 p m
Howard f3azzell - 1 30 to 2 p m
Gibsons - 2 30 to 130 p m

Wild Hearts Can't 130
Be Broken
310
7:00

• Basic('arnera
ilkchruques
• Lighting & Composition
• Film Types & CSPS
20 Students Ofia.. Call Nov."
Starts June 13- 7 to 9 p m

Bargain Matinee's
Everyday
Adult 3" Children 2"
ift
:%I.
/.104
1
4'4
3'
3" •

%1", ';';•

Rent sour m•Airsi.at the

Presbyterian workshop Monday
Women of First Presbyterian Church will have a bazaar workshop on
Monday, June 3, at 9 a.m. at the church. A brown bag lunch will be at 12
noon. Gail Baust will have charge of the program.

Bookmobile
lists stops

LBL events include Deer Up
Close19:15 a.m.. Hawks and
Owls/11:30 a.m.. Snakes

(G)

for important business matters to be discussed. Also members are asked to
note the change in meeting date and place.

MO% it

mom Chestnut • 753-3311
Open II:om to

Four-H Camp scheduled
LaDawn (ook, center. a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High
School, was presented a S.500 scholarship to Murray State University
by Kiwanis Club of Murray. Cook, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Cook, plans to major in fashion design and marketing and will enroll
for the 1991 fall semester at MSU. With Cook are Arlie Scott, member, left. and Mel Witte. president, of Kiwanis Club.

DR.- GMT
- by Peter Gott. M.D.

DEAR DR GOTT I'm a 47-yearold female with a positive ANA titer
My doctor thinks I have lupus. although at this time I do not have any
other symptoms What, other than lupus, would cause a positive ANA indicator My doctor says we have to
wait to see what it turns into
DEAR READER The anti-nuclear
antibody test(ANA titer) measures an
abnormal protein in your bloodstream This protein reflects the
body's effort to destroy many of its
own normal cells, a condition known
as an autoimmune disease There are
several autoimmune diseases, such as
lupus, polymyalgia and rheumatoid
arthritis Actually, experts hypothesize that the many autoimmune diseases may be manifestations of a single immune disorder. )rather than
individual entities
The ANA test is ordinarily associated with lupus However, as I implied,
there is considerable overlap between
the autoimmune diseases and, in the
absence of symptoms. your doctor
may be unable to identify which one
you have Medical testing is still too
imprecise to diagnose each disorder
with certainty Therefore, while veu
may be in the earliest stage of lupus.
the ANA titer may merely be a marker of another,related affliction Heed
your doctor's advice about further
testing and follow-up
I think you and your doctor should
also consider the possibility that the
ANA test was a lab error I know pa-

tients don't like to hear this, they prefer to believe that laboratory testing
is infallible. It isn't. What's more, the
more sophisticated the test, the more
chance for a mistake. The ANA test is
not easy to perform and requires an
for
technician
experienced
interpretation
Therefore, before suffering the uncertainty and apprehension of having
a disease (that you may not have), I
suggest you have the ANA test repeated for confirmation. At the same
time, the doctor can order other tests
(for example. a protein electrophoresis and a latex fixation) — to establish
a more precise diagnosis The original
ANA titer may be incorrect — or the
additional testing may fail to document the presence of an abnormality.
Remember, too, that the ANA test
can be positive in the presence of discoid lupus. a harmless skin affliction,
and from certain drugs, such as betablockers, which are used for hypertension and circulatory disturbances.
If you do have lupus. you may need
treatment later but, until you show
symptoms or evidence of Joinror kidney disease, you can safely wait
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Lupus The Great Imitator."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1 25 plus a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to PO.
Box 91369. Cleveland, OH 44101-3369.
Be sure to mention the title.
CD 191 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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McDaniel Cemetery, located east of Almo off Highway 464, will have its
annual homecoming on Sunday, June 2. A potluck meal will be served at

about 12 or 12:30 p.m. after persons have attended their own church services. Persons unable to attend may mail their donations to Patricia Lassiter, Rt. 1, Dexter, or to Howard Coy or Doris Duncan, both on Rt. 1, Almo.

Spanish Program openings available
Registration for the Summer Spanish Language Pro_gram at Calloway
County Public Library. The program will be on Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays from 2:30 to 4 p.m. during the month of June. Participants will be
offered a variety of activities relating to Spanish language, art, cuisine, music and social life with Clare Resig as coordinator and instructor. This is for
children just out of third and fourth grades, according to Sandy Linn, youth
services director for the library. To register a child call the library, 753-2288.

Summer Reading Program available
Registration for the annual Summer Reading Program at Calloway County Public Library is continuing, according to Sandy Linn, youth services
director for the library. 'Summer Splash' will be the theme for the program
to start June 12 and continue each Wednesday through July 17, Reading
Partners for preschoolers, 2 to 5, and their parents or an adult will meet at 2
p.m. for one year and grade schoolers, kindergarten through grade 5, will
meet from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. To register a child call the library, 753-2288.

Rape board applications due
Rape Victim Services are accepted applications to fill four board vacancies occurring when July 1991 terms expire. The 15-member regional governing board of directors is responsible for setting policy and procedures
related to the operation of the rape center. Members are required to attend
board meetings the second Monday night of every other month and a com-

mittee meeting on alternate board meeting months. Members are selected
so that the membership reflects a wide range of professions and occupations. Representation from each of the nine county purchase area is
desired. Persons interested may apply by calling Carolyn Smith at
1-442-7273 or by writing to Rape Victim Services, P.O. Box 8506, Paducah,

Ky. 42002-8506.

A Freedom Feat '91 Baseball/Comic Book/Coin Show will be Thursday

GET SECOND ROLL FOR

gathl
306 Main St. 759-4979

McDaniel homecoming Sunday

Freedom Fest Show planned
and Friday, July 4 and 5, from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. each day at Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State University. Tables are still available, but the deadline

Ages 3 and up - Classes begin June 3

,
lanz Aat.tz'
i. r
an.az Studio
903 Arcadia Circle
CALL: 753-0605

Some 22,000 young people eagerly anticipate one of the highlights of
their year coming up soon — the beginning of 4-H summer camp. Dwight
Crum, 4-H specialist with the University of Kentucky's Cooperative Extension Service, said half of those participating in the largest camping program
in the country will attend a summer resident camp at one of five Kentucky
locations. The location of the camp for Calloway County children is Dawson
Springs. Calloway County youth will spend the week of July 8-12 at camp.
Other counties camping at that time include Ballard, Fulton and Marshall.
Parents who want to send their children to 4-H camp still have time to make
arrangements. They should call 753-1452 to make reservations. Children
need not be affiliated with 4-H to attend camp, according to Jane Steely,
4-H Club agent in Calloway County.

1 41141
'
..:14‘

•

Exterior Paint
$3.00 Off

• ,'

'•

'

to reserve tables is June 25. To reserve a table or for information call D&J
Sport Collectibles, RI. 4, Box 221A, Murray, Ky. 42071, phone 753-5117.
Also featured will be arts and crafts at the stadium. Events on July 4 will be
parade, street fair arid fireworks. July 5th *vents will include Country Concert with Mark Chestnut, Doug Stone and others. Admission is free.

.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Avoid pushing others too hard and
you will have a highly productive
year. Family mattersenjoy especially
favorable influences in late summer.
Romance continues to play a major
role in the decisions you make. A
positive frame of mind helps you
over any rough spots thiscoming fall.
Making money will be very much on
your mind just before the winter
holidays. Although trips are favored
after Jan. I, 1992, travel to faraway
places may lose its former appeal.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actor Charles Haid,
composer Marvin Hamlisch. actor
Stacy Keach, actress Sally Kellerman.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
'3etting together with old friends
:ould be expensive; avoid going
overboard, even if your pals do. A
"think" session will shed new light
on a tricky question. Open up to your
mate.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Getting out of the house will energize
you today. Attending church in a
different neighborhood helps you
meet new people:You are in a friendly
and sociable mood.Entertain at home.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Yesterday's positive outlook lingers
ontoday. Be alert todissension on the
home front. You and mate need to
reach some common ground where
spending is concerned.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Your intuition is excellent now.
Except for an occasional delay, nothing will mar this d4. A quiet chat
will improve a mother-daughter relationship. Accusations are best
avoided.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): As the
day progresses, you will get more
and more enthusiastic about a family

project. Confiding in your partner
will help you overcome certain inhibitions. Let go of the past.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Today marks the beginning of a period of preparation. Your plans may
have to be overhauled when you
decide what kind offugue you want.
A positive attitude is linked to good
health.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Friendsencourage you to take a quick
trip or try something exotic. A close
relationship needs more attention.Do
not let others take advantage of your
natural generosity.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Taking control of your finances will
reduce stress. Be decisive. Admitting
past mistakes will win your loved
ones' respect. Welcome ideas from
your children. Show off your tennis
backhand or golf stroke.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Return to your earlier conservative ways. A radical approach will
not work. An investigation you conduct now could prove historic. Quietly discuss a delicate matter with
your partner.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
Your upbeat nature keepsthe wheels
of progress turning. Happily, you are
in a good financial position. A distant
or out-of=the-way place plays a
prominent role i$t your social plans.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Thankstoa recently negotiated agreement, you can make record financial
gains now. Take full advantage of
this situation by aligning yourself
with those who truly count.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Shunning the spotlight will bring
welcome relief today. Afternoon or
evening is the perfect time to lend
someone Ai helping hand. Avoid
mental fatigue by giving a wide berth
to quarrelsome people.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are intelligent but restless, sometimes more
interested in what is going on outside the classroom than in it. As these
children mature,they would be wise to seek career guidance from an expert.
Otherwise,they may flit from one occupation to another. Highly sensitive to
criticism,these Geminis may hide their hurt feelings behind an "1 don't care"
attitude!

frequent interruptions.Seek financial
advice before signing papers. Cool
your heels to avoid partnership
struggles.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Reach out for new experiences. A
stranger could become a very special
friend.Confrontsomeone who wishes
to control yourlife. Romance benefits
when you act more irldependent.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Success comes when you trust your intuition. An imaginative approach will
ease your workload. Refusing to
master the art of small talk could
hamper your social life.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.21):
Quick thinking advances both a pet
project and your career. Maintain a
low profile until a legal decision is
made. Support from good friends
eases your load. Shore up a shaky
relationship.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov, 22-Dec.
21): Secrecy could be a big asset in
business. A romantic adventure
brings better balance to your life.
Your powersofpersuasion are strong.
A conniving associate bears watching.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
You may be working too hard and
feel at wits' end. Better times lie just
ahead. A real estate deal could bring
financial relief. Consult experts before signing any papers.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
A conservative approach works best
today.Do whatever you can to restore
harmony at home.Group goals should
take precedence over individual aims.
You make new friends at a party.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
While you are thinking of self-improvement,do not overlook a physical
examination. Knowledge will drive
away unspecified worries. Listening
to uplifting music boosts your spirits
tonight.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are quick-witted and versatile but may have
trouble remembering promises and appointments. Throughout their lives,
these Geminis will find it difficult to stay with one thing for any length oftime.
Their exceptional communication skills help them build a wide network of
friends. Great readers and good talkers, these Geminis are experts at persuading people to do their bidding.They make first-class negotiators and mediators.
(You can now get a personalized daily horoscope from kane Dixon based on your own birth date. It costs
only 95 cents per minute.Call 1-900-988-7788.1
(To order a revised ancrupdated copy of kane Dixon's best-selling book,"Yesterday.Today and Forever:
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan." send 58.95 plus S I postage and handling to
Dixon. Andrews and Mc Meel.P.O. Box 419150. Kansas City. Mo.64141. Make checks payabk to Andrews
and Mc Meel.

Wedding on June 22

Weekly menus are listed
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has a program called "HeartSmart" for its menus in the
cafeteria. The program is designed
following the guidelines of American Heart Association and American Dietetic Association.
For more information about the
menus and a special senior citizen
diner card, call Anne Newberry,
R.D., food service director at the
hospital.
Foods marked with an * are
heart-smart selections. Menus for
Monday, June 3, through Sunday,
June 9, are as follows:
April Haneline, senior at Murray High School, was recently selected
to be drum major with the Tiger Band for the 1991 marching season.
This will be her second season in this position. Haneline, daughter of
Artie and Annette Haneline, will attend a drum major training camp
at the University of Kentucky, Lexington, this summer, according to
John Stroube, band director at Murray High School.

CALENDAR
(Cont'd from page 6)
Monday, June 3

Sunday, June 2
Alive/12:30 p.m., Red Wolves/1:30
p.m., Eagles Up Close!/2 p.m.,
Attracting Hummingbirds/3 p.m.,
WNC; Planetarium Show/12 noon,
2 and 3 p.m./GPVC; Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850.

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Deacons meeting/7 p.m.
and Puppet Practice/8 p.m.

Calvary Baptist Church homecoming is today.

Immanuel Lutheran Church
Bible School/9 a.m.

Monday, June 3
Weaks Center/open from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. for senior citizens activities.

Cooperative Vacation Bible
School/9 a.m./St. Leo Catholic
Church.

Hazel Center/open from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. for activities by senior
citizens.

West Fork Baptist Church Vacation Bible School/9 a.m.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Murray Lodge No. 105
F.&A.M./7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
Calloway County Retired
Teachers/1 p.m./Ellis Center.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit/MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Murray-Calloway County Chapter of NAACP Branch #3104/7
p.m/Willis Center.
Weight Control Group/6
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's
Club/11:30
a.m./Calloway Public Library.
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Need Line Board/7 p.m./Weaks
Center.
First Baptist Church WMS
groups will meet as as follows:
Lottie Moon with Roberta Ward
and Betty Sledd at church parlor/7
p.m.

LBL events include Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./HP.

Flint Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School/6:30 p.m.
Murray State University classes
will begin for Summer Session I.

Rochester professor
studying telephones
ROCHESTER, N.Y.- (AP) —
What would you get if you crossed
a dolphin and a cellular phone? A
phone with a lot more channels,
says University of Rochester Professor Edward Titlebaum.
Titlebaum is searching for ways
to increase the number of channels
available to users of sonar, radar,
cellular telephones and satellites.
He takes his research cues from
dolphins and other animals such as
bats whose sonar systems are much
more sophisticated than manmade
systems.
"I sit back and learn from the
sonar systems nature has provided," he explains.

PRESENT THIS COUPON JUNE 1 THRU JUNE 30, 1991
AND RECEIVE ONE PIANO TUNING FOR

$25.00 (REGULAR PRICE - *50.c°)

o*
(IENCE - REFERENCES AVAILABLE
25 YEARS EXPER

WALKER PIANO SERVICE
J.

Larry Walker

SALES TAX
WHERE APPLICABLE

Wednesday
Saucy meat loaf, 'island broiled
chicken breast, turkey and swiss pita
pocket, 'rice pilaf, 'white beans,
'sliced beets, breaded cauliflower,
chicken gumbo soup.
Thursday
BBQ pork on a bun, pizzeria casserole, 'oven glazed chicken, baked
beans, •broccoli spears, 'fluffy
whipped potatoes, breaded zucchini
squash, 'garden vegetable soup.
Friday
'Build your own burrito bar' - spicy
beef, 'thicken enchanaidas, nachos w/
cheese sauce, •mexicali corn, refried
beans, pot roast of beef,'buttered carrots, 'whipped potatoes, cream of
broccoli soup.
Saturday
'Submarine sandwich, beef tips w/
gravy, ham and cheese quiche, 'fluffy
rice, 'mixed vegetables, crispy coated
fries, 'escalloped tomatoes, soup of
the day.
Sunday
Baked ham, 'chicken pan pie, Hungarian goulash, scalloped potatoes,
'Harvard beets, 'steamed qucchini
squash, soup of the day.
The menus are subiect to change
without notice, Newberry added,

Eggplant microwave dish given
NEW YORK (AP) — Speedy
Swiss-Stuffed Eggplant is a quick
side dish that takes about 15
minutes to cook in your microwave
oven.
Speedy Eggplant
Two 1-pound eggplants
/
1 2 cup sliced green onions,
including green tops
1 large clove garlic, minced
1-3rd cup tomato juice or water
2 tablespoons olive oil or vegetable oil
2 cups seasoned croutons
2% cups shredded Swiss cheese
(10 ounces)
/
1
4 teaspoon thyme
Vs to /
1
4- teaspoon pepper
Paprika
Halve eggplants lengthwise.
Loosen and scoop out pulp, leaving

shells about 1-3rd inch thick;
reserve shells. Coarsely chop pulp;
combine in a 2-quart microwave-.
safe dish with onions, garlic, tomato juice and oil. Cook, covered
with plastic wrap, on high (100
percent power) for 2 minutes.
Uncover, stir; cover again; cook on
high for 2 minutes. Add croutons, 2
cups of the cheese, thyme and pepper. Toss to mix. Spoon into eggplant shells, dividing equally.
Sprinkle tops with remaining 'A
cup cheese. Dust. with paprika.
Place on a microwave-safe plate,
spoke fashion. Cook on high for 8
minutes, turning a quarter turn
every 2 minutes. Let stand 5
minutes. Makes 4 servings.
(Recipe from: Wisconsin Milk
Marketing Board)

FRAMINGARTMATTINGFRAMINGARTMATTING

rtiines

FOR THE ART
IN ALL OF US

Rules • T-Squares • Acrylics • Pastels
Oils • Water Colors • Canvas and much more!

Traveling art show, "Uncommon
Views of the Uncommonwealth"/today through June
28/Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, MSU.

Custom Framing - Vacuum Mounting - Shrink Wrapping
1409 Main Street

753-0017

FRAMINGARTMATTINGFRAMINGARTMATTING

1

TV)

RENT-TO-OWN
.T.V.'s•VCR's•Appliances-Furniture•Stereos

"Now you have a choice!"
Hwy. 641 S

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

753-2600

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exercise Class/10 a.m./First
United Methodist Church.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.

Monday
'All American Hamburger' - homestyle all beef patty w/your choice of
toppings,'salmon patty,'BBC chicken
filet sandwich, crispy coated fries,
baked beans,'carrot coins,'seasoned
green beans, Wisconsin cheese soup
Tuesday
Southern fried chicken, broccoli
beef wellington, 'baked fish filet, 'stir
fried vegetable blend, 'glazed sweet
potatoes, 'petite brussels sprouts,
'sauteed yellow squash, cream of
potato soup

Registration for Summer Session
I at Murray State University/8
a.m.-4 p.m./Curris Center
Ballroom.

Bazaar Workshop by First Presbyterian Church Women/9 a.m.

PIANO TIMING
041
112 PRICE

502-838-6889
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Amy Elizabeth Elam and Brian Charles ICrizan will be married on
Saturday, June 22.
The ceremony will be held in the garden of the Hunt Morgan House,
Lexington. A reception will follow the ceremony.
Miss Elam is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Elam of Chattanooga, Tenn.
Mr. Krizan is the son of Dr. and Mrs. Buddy ICrizan of Murray.
After their marriage, the couple will live in Knoxville, Tenn., where the
bride-to-be will attend the University of Tennessee School of Law.

MONDAY,JUNE 3, 1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Sound planning and careful money
management will pay off'handsomely. By early fall, you will be
able to launch a pet project. Behindthe-scenes maneuvers bring a family
member back into thefold in October.
Although romance has had its ups
and downs, you decide to make a
commitment. Be on the lookout for
exciting travel opportunities in December.The people you meet in early
1992 will help you see things from a
fresh perspective.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actor Tony Curtis,
actress Colleen Dewhurst,poet Allen
Ginsberg, golfer Hale Irwin.
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Contemplate your long-term business
options. A romantic relationship
reaches a turning point. Compromise
will bring harmony at your work
place. You are more flexible than you
think.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Others look to you for leadership.
Try out new ideas. The time is right
for achange ofplan or scenery.Travel
enjoys highly favorable influences.
Do something special to please your
mate.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20): Firm
up your summer vacation plans so
that you can get the reservations you
want. Shyness could be hampering
your pursuit of that special romantic
partner. Keep in touch with parents,
children.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): A
cherished career goal is within sight.
Crack the whip in professional matters. Your charisma and persistence
are big assets. Put your creative ideas
into practice without further delay.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Accomplish as much as you can this morning.The afternoon will be marked by

SATURDAY, JUNE 1, 1991

We
are
pleased to announce that Kim
Witham, brideelect} of Harry
Weatherly, has
selected her decorative accessories from our
bridal registry.
Kim
and
Harry will be
married
July
27, 1991

II

Rizpah Shrine

CIRCUS
Thursday, June 6, 1991

Benton Fair Grounds
3 Big Shows
10 a.m., 2:30 p.m., 7 p.m.
Tickets Available At..,
Murray•Calloway Chamber of Commerce
Racer Oil (Across from the Post Office)
Children's Tickets
$4

Adults Tickets
$6

Proceeds from this went aro far the bonodt of Riapah Temple'

_

•
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Sports Writer

Showtime on Broadway as Riley takes Knick post
NEW YORK (AP) — Pat Riley, the No. 1 coach in
winning percentage, playoff victories and salary, is
only No. 3 in the hierarchy of the New York Knicks.
Team president Dave Checkeus announced Riley's
hiring Friday after three weeks of speculation following the resignation of John MacLeod to go to Notre
Dame. Sources said Riley, who worked as an NBC
analyst this season, was given a five-year contract for
approximately $6 million, plus incentives.
Detroit's Chuck Daly was believed to be the previous highest-paid coach.
Much of the speculation concerning the Knicks'
search for a coach was whether Riley would accept
working under Checketts arid Ernie Grunfeld, the
director of player personnel.
Three other coaches — Doug Collins, Tom Penders
of the University of Texas and Knicks assistant Paul
Silas — were interviewed for the job, but Checketts
left no doubt that it was Riley the Knicks wanted.
"Dave and Ernie are in charge of the New York
Knicks," Riley said. "This job isn't about power and
influence. It's about fitting in with a system. We'll go
head to head on decisions, but we'll make the decision
based on what is best for the Knicks." ‘ Riley said he realized on Nov. 3, when he worked
for NBC at a Spurs-Lakers game, that he would miss
coaching too much to stay away from it.
"I missed the fire down on the floor," Riley said of
his one-year hiatus from coaching. "I tried to get over
it. but Dave made it too hard for me to get over."
Riley won four championships and made three other
trips to the NBA Finals with the Lakers from 1982-90.
He is the sixth coach in seven years for the Knicks.
who haven't advanced past the second round of the
playoffs since winning- the NBA title in 1973.
"I realized in the last year, although I felt good
about my job with NBC. that I would feel a void of
competition. that I would miss being down on the
floor with a team," Riley said. "That desire put me

R.B. FALLSTROM
Associated Press

here today."
This year, the Knicks were 21-20 at Madison
Square Garden and were swept by Chicago in the first
round. No longer was a Knicks' game an event in
New York.
"Magic,will return to the Garden; not the player,
but the team," Checkeus said. "Pat Riley is acknowledged as the coach of the '80s, and there is no better
coach to lead the Knicks into the '90s."
"In my 23 years as a player with the Lakers and a
coach, there never was a bigger game for me- than
when I came to the Garden," Riley said. "I hope to
create that environment in New York again. I've been
in California for 23 years and it Wasn't ap easy decision for me to leave. But this is a great Challenge for
all of us."
Riley's regular-season percentage of .733 in nine
years with the Ulcers is the best in NBA history, and
he won 102 playoff games, the only coach with 100 or
more. Red Auerbach won 99jilayoff games in 20 seasons with the Boston Celtics.
Riley will continue to work for NBC during the
NBA Finals,- which start Sunday. He said when he
begins work for the Knicks, "we will start forming a
philosophy and a system that will be successful."
He said he was looking forward to working with
center Patrick Ewing, who recently has been unhappy
with his contract and the team's lack of success.
"I don't think Patrick is discontented," Riley said.
"He's a warrior who wants to win. His competitiveness is the same as Magic Johnson's and Karcem
Abdul-Jabbar's."
Riley was reluctant, however, to discuss the rest of
the Knicks' players until he gets to know them.
"1 have to understand the players and they have to the Los Angeles
understand me," he said. "If a player wants to win. Pat Riley, who won four NBA championships with
the New York
around
to
turning
his
attention
turn
now
will
Lakers,
in.
A
he will get into the spirit of what it takes to
Knicks.
hack
get
can
they
anything
That's more powerful that
from the game."

ST. LOUIS — When the St.
Louis Cardinals told Rex Hudler
they wanted to shoot a photograph of him for a life-size
poster giveaway, he knew what
he had to do.
First, he suited up. Then, he
slid headfirst into third a couple
*of times for the authentic look.
Then, he smiled for the camera.
They don't call him Head-first
Hudler and Hurricane Hudler
and Rex the Wonder Dog for
nothing.
"I'm not out there trying to
prove I'm Superman or anything
like that," Hudler said. "If the
crowd loves it, I love it. If my
teammates love it, I love it."
Dirt on the uniform and turf
burns on the elbows? He loves
it.
So do the Cardinals fans. The
journeyman utilityman is perhaps
the team's most popular player
— a local columnist even
started a fan club — because
of his all-out style.
"He leaves his mark on
every game," Cardinals manager
Joe Torre said. "And he gives
you everything he's got."
Hudler, 30, has to battle for
playing time. But he's carved
out a significant niche since he
can play six positions — he
staled at all three outfield
positions, first base, second base
and third base last season —
and he makes things happen.
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Connors puts up valiant fight against younger Chang
Tiger doubles
team eliminated

rim

Surging Yankees rally for victory over Brewers

Pirates continue Walk through National League
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Actions and Reactions
with 31 on the back atter Durant had
equalled it with a 32 Beau Baugh. Andy
Morse and Greg Kraft were a stroke back
after rounds of 69
OSHIMIZUMACHI, Japan (AP)
Tommy Nakajima fired a 5-under par 67
to take a one stroke lead over Canadian
Rick Gibson after the second round of
the Mitsubishi Galant tournament Nakap
ma has a two-round total of 139

PARK LEAGUE

er

In Park League play Thursday, BP East
Main defeated Ryan Milk, 22-5 Keith
Coles had four hits for BP, while
Jonathan Hedges and Gary Frank Crass
homered and had three hits Willie Morns
and Derek Schafer had three hits while
Axel France, Chesley Thomas, Jason
Lynn and Jimmy Hamblin all had two hits
and Brlak Warrent tripled and Derek
Bumpus doubled For Ryan Milke
Michael Smith Joey lmbazzo and Chase
Wallace all had two hits while Brian
Asher and Gary Mathias each doubled

OM

Bulls-Laker matchup
tips off tomorrow
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AP Basketball Writer
'Your more thun one company agency."

CHICAGO (AP) — Key players and outlook for the NBA Finals, which
begin Sunday at Chicago Stadium:
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CHICAGO BULLS
COLLEGE
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victory
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in
shooting
eight points on 3-for-12
ended visiting Minnesota's threeinning for the victory.
He's been productive in the playoffs, however, averaging 21.6 points. If
Trailing 2-0, the Yankees tied game winning streak. Jim Eisenhe's not at full speed against the Bulls, Pippen could be unstoppable. If
the score on Roberto Kelly's RBI reich's RBI double in the fourth
Worthy is at full speed, Pippen and Worthy could be the most evenly
double off Julio Machado and inning put Kansas City ahead to
matched players in the series.
Sax's run-scoring single off Crim. stay. Kevin Seltzer, in his first
753-8355
901 So. SYCAMORE
Sam Perkins — He has turned his game up a notch in the playoffs,
Blue Jays 5, Angels 1: David appearance since April 29, hit an
improving his scoring from 13.5 points to 18.1, his rebounding from 7.4
Wells pitched the first complete RBI single to cap the inning and
to 8.5 and his shooting percentage from .495 to .612. His edge in experigame of his career as Toronto help Hal McRae to his first home
ence could be decisive against Grant.
cooled off Mark Langston at the victory as manager.,
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ton debut as the Red Sox scored
could determine the outcome.
A.C. Green — His 15 points in relief of Worthy in the final game of
the Portland series put the Lakers into the finals. Green, a former All-Star
and starter, lost his place in the lineup with the arrival of Perkins as a free
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It's Snip, Clip, Rip
coupons and ads from Kentucky newspapers.
That's right, almost 2 million Kentuckians

Sports Writer ...
(Coned from page 8)
my aggressiveness," Hudler said.
"The management made a few
comments to me, like calm

down a little and I was
shocked by that. I've got to be
myself."
He's found a home with the
Cardinals. He'd rather be a reg-

ular, but he's not complaining.
"If it's over tomorrow, I'll
be able to look myself in the
mirror and say, 'Hey Hud, you

played as hard as you could
possibly play, every play, every
time out," Hudler said. "It's
been like a dream here and I
don't want to wake up."
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Hwy. 641 N. • 753-4141

Snip, Clip, Rip -- pleasant sounds when you're a newspaper advertiser. Because
your message gets action. Results. Used.
invest
Before you send your advertising dollars packing, invest your money wisely,
in newspaper advertising. 1.9 million Kentucky shoppers can't be wrong .and you
won't either by putting your message right in the hands of your customers
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Kentucky offers free
fishing this weekend

FISHING LINE
by Jerry Maupin

r
. •
'•
.1• •

We are going to have some
tough conditions to Overcome for a
few days. The water from Tennessee and Alabama floods have
reached us here and Kentucky Lake
has turned reddish-brown, plus a
super strong current to keep!you
off the main lake.
I watched in amazement Wednesday as the thousands of logs and
trees came sliding down the main
lake. Some concentrations were so
large that barge traffic had to idle
down and wait for it to pass!

-I

- The east side of Eggners' Ferry
Bridge is a solid mass of logs and
brush jammed into the pilings, so
don't venture out unless you go
slow and watch _carefully. .
We have done fairly well on

finding some good bass but the
concentrations were small. Two
fish here, one there, you know how
it is when the mud comes and a
heavy front is passing through.
It will be interesting to see how
many bass are brought in during
the tournament this weekend,
because the patterns change by the
hour. I think they will hac to find
some semi-colored water back in
the bays if,they are to catch the big
ones.
The only other way to catch in
this mud is to have the fish turn on
and really get aggressive Oring the
major feeding periods!
think crappie fishing Would be
out of the question at this .4ime
unless you know" where the under-

The Kentucky Department of
because he was standing close to
Fish and Wildlife Resources
the side.
- He managed to get into a seat (KDFWR) is offering free fishing
and hang on until it tired enough days today and tomorrow (June
1-2), allowing everyone the opporfor son Dick to net it.
to sample the fun and excitetunity
It is the largest smallmouth of
ment of angling.
his fishing career!
I fished three days with the
Free fishing days means anyone,
These guys are really nice and
Keefers and we tried everything
know how to fish, so when you regardless of their age or where
there is to try. We lost some good
hook one like that it is something they live, may fish Kentucky
fish and landed some but the high- to see the expressions andireactions waters without a sport fishing
light came when the senior Keefer
license. Anglers must still observe
which take place.
hooked into a four-pound, twoI caught a 25-pound alligator size and creel limits, as well as
ounce smallmouth bass on a Car- snapping turtle on a favorite crank- other regulations that govern fisholina rig!
bait. I didn't want to lose the bait, ing in Kentucky.
Free fishing days are observed
The bass came up out of the and snappers are good to eat, so I
year on the first weekend in
each
do.
to
d
a
lpt
I
what
did
water like a 'missile at least four
The next llay, Dick said to his Jun and are designed to promote
feet, and turne a complete somersault. When it made a deep diving dad, "you realize the lure you are recreational fishing by inubducing
persons of all ages to this healthy,
run, I thought Mr. Keefer was using is Jerry's; don't lose it!"
Happy Fishing* wholesome and relaxing outdoor
going to be pulled over the side
sport. The free fishidg weekend
also is an excellent means of showcasing the Commonwealth's outstanding sport fisheries.
• • • •
during cooler evening hours Saturday for Labor Day Weekend.
aren't a problem
mussels
Zebra
throughout the summer.
Regular operating hours of 9
And state fish
yet.
—
Kentucky
in
be
will
also
hours
a.m.-5 p.m. will remain excluding
Operating
extended at the North and South the noted holiday schedule change and wildlife department officials
Welcome Stations on July 4th, and at North and South Welcome want to make. sure these harmful
mussels don't find their way into
Labor Day weekends. The operat- Stations.
waters.
Kentucky
ing schedule over the major
For more information on new
Zebra mussels grow in dense
weekend periods will be 8 a.m.-7 hours at LBL facilities, please conp.m. Thursday-Friday for July 4th tact the Visitor Services Unit at clusters, mainly on solid, submerged surfaces like boat hulls,
holiday, 8 a.m.-7 .p.m. Friday- 924-1206.
piers, docks, buoys, lock and dam
walls and rip-rap. They're notorious for affixing themselves to
water-intake pipes, wreaking havoc
destruction on water utility
reflexiveand
They
act
active.
more
cold-blooded animal, and the way are
systems and power plants. Experts
it moves around in the water ly to quick-moving baits."
That's when quick, jerking predict S665 million in damages to
depends on the temperature, so the
with the rod tip and shak- Great Lakes plants and utilities
motions
retrieve I'll use on a jig depends in
great extent on the temperature-of ing of the lure tends to trigger a over the next 10 years.
Zebra mussels also have been
strike.
the water," Cook says.
off
it
bang
to clog the cooling systems
"I'll
known
Cook,
says
And,
50
—
cold
real
water's
"If the
degrees or so — it's extremely rocks and limbs and things to try and severely damage or destroy
important to fish the crawfish- and trigger the strike because that's boat motors. It's estimated that
imitating bait slow. That's the way the way the crawfish would act at engine repairs and replacements
resulting from zebra mussels could
the crawfish is acting out there, and that time."
that
bass
only
cost boat owners
not
interests
eventually
That
it's also,the way the bass is acting.
"He's not going to be able to are hungry but triggers the refle- upwards of $6 million per year.
From the biological point of
chase down 4 fast-moving bait so xive, predatory instinct in bass that
you want to use a slow fall, a light- aren't particularly looking for a view, zebra mussels can destroy
weight jig and move it like it's in meal, he says.
natural food sources and spawning
Finally, fish that jig in heavy grounds of sport fishes. This sort of
molasses."
As summer approaches and the cover. A properly designed jig is ecological damage could eventually
water warms, the crawfish "dart weedless and won't catch easily on cost sport fisheries as muc as $200
around the cover more and the bass those plants, limbs, rocks and logs. million annually in lost revenues
and repair efforts.
Zebra mussel-infested ballast
water from incoming freighters was
likely deposited in the Great Lakes
The National Safety Council (however unintentionally) around
throughout the boating season.
National Safe Boating Week has recommends the following safety
1986. By the end of 1989, their
been set aside each year to increase rules for recreational boaters:
presence was termed "widespread"
boating safety in order to make our
in Lake Erie. Zebra mussels also
*Don't drink and boat.
lakes and waterways a safer place 'Wear a U.S. Coast Guard - are known to be present in some
to enjoy.
approved personal floatation inland lakes of Ohio, New York
Most boating accidents and fataland Pennsylvania.
device.
ities occur when boaters are -careIt's also believed zebra mussels
*Check the weather forecast before
less and do not use good judgealready may have been spread to
venturing out.
ment. The sad fact is that nine out
*Limit the number of passengers to Dale Hollow Lake on the
of ten people who die each year in
the manufacturer's recommended Kentucky-Tennessee border.
boating accidents are drowning vicSo, how do zebra mussels move
capacity.
tims, and about half of those deaths
*Carry visual distress devices that about from place to place? Simple.
involve . alcohol. Just think how
are approved by the Coast Guard. They do it by attaching themselves
many lives could .be saved each
*Use the "one-third rule" of fuel to boat hulls and motors.
year if boaters would wear their
In early spring, many Great
management: one-third of fuel to
Personal Floatation Devices (PFDs) go, one-third to get back, and, one- Lakes area anglers and sport boaand not consume alcohol while on
ters annually migrate to the warmer
third for reserve.
the water.
'Tell someone where you are southern climes of Kentucky.
If boaters followed these safety
And, many Kentucky boaters fregoing, and when you will be back.
rules, the fatality rates on our lakes
quently travel north to enjoy Great
Let's make 1991 the safest boat- Lakes fishing and sport boating.
and waterways could be reduced by
ing season ever.
at least 75 percent each year.
ground springs are.
It looks like a good time to clean
your boat or go fishing for bluegill.
Crickets smell all the time so a
bluegill could find them in the
muddy water anyway.

LBL extends operating hours for summer
,Land Between The Lakes
is gearing up fora busy summer
season with longer operating hours.
More than half of the LBL visitation occurs May through August.
The Golden Pond Visitor Center
will be open longer on weekends
from Memorial Weekend (May
25-26) through Labor Day
Weekend (Aug. 31-Sept. 1), open-

ing one hour earlier at 8 a.m. and
remaining open until 7 p.m. Weekday hours are 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Beginning today (Saturday. June
I I, the Woodlands Nature Center
will be open daily from 9 a.m. until
7 pin. This-change will be in effect
through Labor Day. The new schedule will allow visitors to take
advantage of Woodlands programs

Dancing a jig can land big stripers
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) — A
rubber jig is one of the most effective lures for bass because it mim
ics Mother Nature's most nearly
perfect bass food, crawfish.
"A bass would rather eat a
crawfish than anything, from studies I've done and seen done"
says Ken Cook, fisheries biologisi
and professional angler.
"The reason bass like crawfish
so well is they're easy to catch and
they're high in food value. It's a
very efficient food for them.''
Cook says crawfish imitations
are the exception to the rule to
match the lure to the kind of prey
in the area.
Bass will eat a crawfish any
time, even if they haven't seen ohe

in months and even if there are
very few in the area, he says. And
the jig imitates the crawfish
perfectly.
"You can take a jig and put a
craw.svorm trailer on the back or a
pork frog trailer on the back, and
its a very good imitator in shape
and coloration if you use the right
color." says Cook. The jig with the
pork frog is the longtime favorite,
"jig 'n' pig.••
Cook thinks the jig 'n' pig is as
good in warm water as in cold.
The intelligent angler matches
technique to temperature. he points
out.
'The way to fish a jig 'n' pig is
like the way a crawfish would act.
Keep in mind that a crawfish is a

Use caution during Safe Boating Week
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the National Safe Boating Council would like to urge all

boaters to observe safe boating
practices during National Safe
Boating Week June 2-8, as well as

Use PFDs where needed
The L'S. Army Corps of Engineers would like to remind all boaters
that the area form Barkley Dam to the Right Bank Launching Ramp is a
life jacket-required area. This means that not only are life jackets required
to be present for each person in a boat. but the life jacket must be worn at
all times while in this area.
This regulation was enacted last year at all U.S. Armyu Corps of Engineers lakes in the Nashville district. Its purpose is to protect boaters from
the possibility of drowning in the turbulent waters. Remember, your safety is our concern.
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00V.Sunday Morning Breakfast Buffet
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Holland Tire Co.

ADVANTAGE

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier prcfmptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

,
and trailers —
It's the boats
Kentucky-bound from the Great
Lakes and other northern inland
lakes which are a major cause for
concern. These boat and trailerowners unknowing may be bringing dreaded zebra mussels back to
Kentucky with them.
A big problem with zebra mussels is that until they've grown
substantially, they're invisible to
the human eye — what biologists
call microorganisms.(A full-giown
adult zebra mussel is usually about
the size of your thumbnail,
although they can grow as large as
two inches.) 'Therefore, in most
cases it's impossible to look at the
hull of a boat and say "No zebra
mussels here!"
Anglers and sport boaters removing their crafts from possiblycontaminated waters should make
every effort to completely drain
their engine's cooling system right
there on the spot.
And, once a boater gets his craft
home, it's wise to again trim the
motor down flush against the transom and drain any remaining water
from the system.
Ideally, the engine's cooling system should be professionally
cleaned, flushed and serviced. If
this isn't possible, time is the next
best solution. Having thoroughly
drained the cooling system, leave
the boat out of the water for at
least 10 days. Though this measure
won't remove zebra mussels from
the system (dead ones hang on as
tightly as live ones) it will kill
them, preventing any possible
spreading.
Boat hulls and trailers should Ix
cleaned thoroughly with a hot
water, soap and bleach solution.
Make sure, too, that neither the
wash water nor the rinse water is
discharged into any other water
system such as a sanitary or storm
sewer. Should that waste water be
contaminated, zebra mussels could
survive and create future problems
in residential as well as community
water supply and drainage systems.
• • • •
What's your favorite way to prepare venison stew? Do you have a
special way of fixing Tabbit gumbo,
squirrel pot pie or wild turkey
almondine? Can you offer any tips
on walleye supreme or southern
fried catfish? Has your Cajun barbecued duck ever drawn rave
reviews from dinner guests? If so,
how about sharing your culinary
expertise?
The Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources is
interested in accumulatting recipes
for cooking and serving all kinds of
wild game, game birds, waterfowl
and fish. Special vegetable side
dishes, salads, casseroles and stuffings which complement any particular recipe also are of interest.
Send your favorite recipes)
along with your name, address arid
telephone number to the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, Attn: Recipes, Division
of Information and Education, #1
Game Farm Road, Frankfort, KY
40601.
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Warkentin-Penner
Carpentry Company
Kevin Penner • Mark Penner

759-4422

Richard Warkentin

753-4227
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Drug slows mental deterioration in Alzheimer's disease
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Desferrioxamine binds to aluminum, a metal deadly to brain cells,
neutralizing it. The brains of people with Alzheimer's disease are
known to have high levels of
aluminum.
"If you remove aluminum from
the cells,'you remove the killer
metal and the cells won't die,"
said Kruck, whose research was
published in the June 2 edition of
the weekly Lancet.
But Phelps said the true role aluminum plays in Alzheimer's disease — whether it's a cause or a
result — is still controversial.
In the University of Toronto
study, independent evaluators
assessed the level of the patients'
mental deterioration and found the
dant that some of the floodwater untreated group deteriorated twice
mosquito eggs have not yet as fast as those who got treatment,
hatched. When they do, say TVA said Kruck.
Other potential drugs, such as
officials, bug populations are likely
Tacrine, have had mixed results
to be greater than normal.
TVA is launching its fight this and do not seem to have as great an
week by fluctuating water levels in impact on patients' ability to perits major lakes. To expose eggs and form daily activities, he said.
Phelps and other Alzheimer's
mosquito larvae laid on the banks,
the federal utility will temporarily disease researchers question the
lower water in its eight Tennessee study's design because one group
got the drug by injection and one
River reservoirs.
group
got a placebo in pill form.
The agehcy plans to vary lake
"We're not questioning the findlevels about one foot, considerably
less than the 4-foot variance prop- ings, they are right there on tape,"
osed a couple of years ago. That said Phelps, but that doesn't prove
proposal drew heavy criticism from the drug is removing aluminum,
boaters and fishermen concerned which can only be measured in a
that such changes would hurt fish post-mortem examination.
Dr. Raymond Levy, a psychiatbreeding and damage boats in shalrist specializing in Alzheimer's dislow waters, and TVA changed its ease at London's Institute of
Psyplans.
chiatry, said, "I would not dismiss
The fluctuations, targeted at .the study, but I would not support
mosquitoes that lay their eggs in the findings, either."
permanent pools of water, are
There is no known cause or
expected to continue through Sep- treatment for Alzheimer's disease,
tember when colder weather begins a progressive deterioratiOn
that
to kill the bugs.
kills brain cells and destroys the
TVA also plans to begin spray- brain's function. Alzheimer's
dising pesticides in targeted lake areas ease cannot be diagnosed definito limit weeds and mosquitoes, tively until a post-mortem
Tennessen said.
examination.

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP)
— The Tennessee Valley Authority
is gearing up for its annual summer
battle with mosquitoes. And thanks
to an unusually wet spring, the
fight could be bit tougher this year.
Rainfall in Chattanooga has been
more than 20 percent above normal
in recent weeks, and comparable
amounts have been reported over
much of TVA's seven-state service
area.
That's good news for breeding
mosquitoes. But it isn't so good for
humans who have to deal with the
pesky, bloodsucking insects, which
lay their eggs in floodwaters, lakes
and mud.
"Anytime we have a lot of rain„
there is always the potential for
more mosquito breeding," said Dr.
Ken Tennessen, a TVA biologist
who monitors mosquito population.
Female mosquitoes bite humans
and animals for blood needed to
supply protein for the eggs they
lay. The most annoying to humans
are floodwater mosquitoes, which
lay their eggs in moist soil where
there are depressions.
In many areas across the South,
spring rainfall has been so abunBlondie
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Spring rains mean more mosquitoes
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They also said it is not known
whether the drug attacks the disease's CAM or merely a symptom.
"He put together a nice story,
but the critical piece is missing,"
said Dr. Creighton Phelps, the vice
president for medical and scientific
information of the Alzheimer's
Association in Chicago.
In a two-year study, University
of Toronto researchers gave 25
people with Alzheimer's disease
injections of desferrioxamine two
times a day, five days a week.
Another group of 23 patients either
got a placebo pill or nothing at all.
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LONDON (AP) — A drug that
neutralizes aluminum slowed the
mental deterioration in victims of
Alzheimer's disease in a two-year
study with 25 patients, scientists
reported in the medical journal
Lancet.
Dr. Theo A. P. Kruck, a
researcher at University of Toronto's Center for Research in Neurodegenerative Diseases, said the
drug arrests the disease but is not a
cure.
Other experts in the field crititized the design of the study and
said much more research is needed.
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SUPERAMERICA®

Specials Good
Through June 2

REGISTER TO WIN

PEPSI
12 Oz. 12 Pack Cans

Lawn
Furniture

$

Table,4 Chairs
& Umbrella
Register to win Lawn Furniture (Table, 4 Chairs & Umbrella) at the
SuperAmerica store listed below. Registration for the SuperAmerica
store is May 20 through 4 PM. May 31, 1991. A drawing will be held at
4:00 PM.on May 31, 1991. No purchase necessary. You need not be present to win. Approximate retail value of the Lawn Furniture is $679.00.
See drawing barrel inside store for complete details.

8

DORITOS

TONY'S ITALIAN I
PASTRY PIZZA

6 Oz. Bag
All Flavors

17.5 Oz.
Supreme
uori

SAVE
60C

89

SAVE
$1.00

SAVE 80C

PRAIRIE FARMS SUPERCARE SUPERCARE SUPERCARE SUPERMOM'S
ICE CREAM BABY SHAMPOO COTTON SWABS BABY OIL SAUSAGE BISCUIT
1/2 Gallon $
16 Oz.

19

All Flavors

300 Ct.

SAVE
SAVE WC $1.90

16 Oz.

ner
pany

SAVE
$1.00

SAVE
700

GRILLED DOGS HAM &CHEESE
SUB SANDWICH

$ 19

GLAZED
DONUTS

WE ACCEPT

929
SAVE SAVE
50C 20C

01.
"
1
SAVE 40C
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801 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, KY
THESE
CREDIT CARDS

oucoo

Each

r4
1234 567 890 10123

Ct
‘
Credit Cards May Be Used For All PurchasLs
Excluding Lottery And Money Orders
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
SUBSIDIARY OF ASHLAND OIL, INC.
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CLASSIFIEDS
MEN'S work and dress
shoes and boots New and
repaired starting at $5 00
per pair Lucas Shoe Re
pair 100 N 5th Street
Across from First Christian
Church Open every day
8 30 5 00 M F 8 30-12 00
Sat

SCUBA DIVING
CLASSES
Beginning
June 4
6 p.m.

• "1:•E-4. z

• ,.

For the best family
entertainment visit

HELP WANTED
REGISTERED NURSES

Backstreet Station
Family Music Show

Looking for a change and a challenge'? The
Purchase District Health Department has a
vawnt Home Health Nursing position, to provide patient care primarily in Marshall and
Calloway Counties. Possible classifications are
Nurse II-1V, based on education and experience.
Salary range is 59.05/hr. or S712.50 biweekly to
510.99/hr. or S824.25 biw eekly. Excellent
fringe benefits and 10% salary increase in the
first year. Compensated on-call and overtime.
Full time applicants are sought, but consideration will be given to part-lime and alternate
work schedules. Other vacant nursing positions
exist in clinical areas. All applicants must be
graduates of a school of nursing accredited by
the National League for-Nursing and be eligible
for Kentucky licensure. Transcripts and corn-pie-red applications required. Resume-s cannot_
substitute for applitations..Applications may he,
secured at any area Health Center. For more
information, contact Jeanetta Berry, Home
Health Coordinator,at 502-444-9625,or Sharon
Godec, Nursing Director, at 5027247-1490.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

Now Open

Carr Health Bldg

For More Information

* SPECIAL *
Fluid & Filter
Change $24.95

Call
753-0387
753-6811

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
624 N. 4th
Murray. Ky.
753-6374

SPACE
FOR RENT

OFFICE

to
Court
Close
SC'....re Or 5th St.
$16.) 00 per month.
Ca.; Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information

.

Fri. & Sat.
8 p.m.
North Benton, Ky
For resersations Call:

527-3482
050

Loa
And Found
FOUND Grey stripe tabby
cat w/white under neck and
four white paws 753-4570

Storage Buildings
8s8 S6CC, ex'2 1751 WE
$900. Variety of sizes &
styles Give us a call & our
competition will laii
L.E. Williams
489-2663

CARR1BEAN BLOWoverbought cruisers.
Honda to Bahamas, on a
lutun liner 5-days, 4-rughts,
S229/couple. Hotel paid No
Gimmicks_ Tickets good for I
year. 404-451-9908
ALL TYPE LOANS Pay
bills or buy what you need
without credit check of any
kind Free applicator
305-7317303

LOST Red and while
male husky Looks healthyneeds medication
492 8247 or 759-4141
(Animal Shelter)

ACCOUNTING & manufac
ture assistants Must be
able to type and use a
computer Secretary exper
enoe required Send resume to P0 Box 1040A

Body Shop

Free
Estimates
30 Years
Ex pe ri en ce
Latest
Equipment

WAVERUNNERS for rent
Come & enioy a day of fun
on beautiful Kentucky Lake
at Cypress Springs Resort
off Hwy 121 South
436 5496

AVON representatives
needed Up to 50% corn
mission $8 & $15 kits De
layed billing Door to door
unnecessary Insurance
available Assist Mgr
1-800-866 2243

753-5315

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY [ARSON

Once in a while couldn t we lust have some pasta/

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

37 Besmirches
39'Sofa
41 Eggar ID
42 Decays

1 Peruse
Minor
5
9 Guido s high
note
12 -- Alone
13 Female
relative

44 Approaches
45 Abstract

being
47 Vessels
49 —the

14 SuCCOr
15 Printer s

measure
16 Sympathetic
cordial
18 Omelet
ingredient
20 After noon
abbr
22 Heavy
volume

Mixture
27 Cultivate
29 Hawaiian
goose
31 Goal
32 Was ill
34 Stewart and
Seeing
36 Denson ID

24

'2

•••

3

Press
50 Pack away
52 Strokes
54 Place of the
seal abbr
55 Brown of
music
57 Shadow
59 As far as
61 Slender
finial
63 Drag
65 Hebrew
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DOWN
1 That woman
2 Flattering
speech
3 Early morn
4 Unused
5 Home-run
king
6 Cree of A

6

20
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30

29

28

27

24

23

22

21

19

•8

17

7

10 Roman 51
11 Station break
17 Near
•
•
19 Proceed
9
21 Burrowing
animal
14
UU 23 - Slaughter
25 Concerned
26 Most unusual
27 Goes by
26
25
28 Have on

38

37

3f

44

43
42UU

55
61

62

67

5'

se
63

65

66

•

69

68

60

59

58

64

48 Vapid
51 -- --the
People'
53 Yes Sp
56 - Na Na
58 Base
60 Native metal
61 - Cid
62 Hebrew letter
64 - Pacino
66 Note of scale

54

53

52

51

50

46 Not hollow

44

48

47

46

45

USED mobile homes and
campers 492 8714

COMPLETE weight lifting
equipment from business
759 1416

12x60 HOUSE trailer 2br
A/C, partly furnished Roof
system goes with it Real
nice $3500 753-8590

1 or 2BDRM apartment
753-4109

150

210

Ankles
For Sale
6 LEG swing set w 2
swings glide ride 2 pas
senger lawn swing 6 ft
slide $75 759 1020

12x65 2br, 2 full bath New
gas tank optional $4200
436-2639

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
WOOD for sale 753-9745

CAMOUFLAGE army
pants rip stop cotton
$1995 Speed lace army
boots $39 95 Motorcycle
helmets and shields
Walker work boots and
western boots Jerry's
Sporting goods 6th and
Walnut Mayfield KY
42066

1991 14x50 2br 1 bath
Total electric. W/D hookup
underpinned Located Rivi
era Cts Lot 7 389-0141

2BR apartment in Northwood $265/mo 753-3964
2BR, appliances, water
furnished, central HiA, new
carpet $275/mo Available
now
Coleman Ri
753-9898

71
7

2BR apt appliances and
lawn maintenance Near
University $275/mo Available 6/1/91 Coleman RE
753-9898

220

8
4
hi

35
1-900-454-35
#702

A-WORDiv
DIALfor Soda.. cro,...ord puzzle

'Extension
•

live

••
SERVICE
NEALE BACKHOE
RANDYSewers
Septic Tanks
Hauling • Footing
24 Hr. Emergency Service

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts
Lighted
Driving Range
Miniature Golf

489-2470

Softball 8.

diki Smith
Masonry

Baseball
Batting Cages
Lessons By
Appointment
"my Sullivan PGA Pro
Suiiivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY KY

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work

WANTED to rent 2 3br
house or apt for professor
August or earlier
PRIVATE Investigator 753-6378
D B A Confidential Investigations, Southside Shopping Center, Suite 8102.
Aportmonts
Murray, 753-2641
For Rant
Business
Services

SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales service supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319

Mot&
HOTOO For Si.
1260 2BR new refrigera
tor new heating unit, stove
dishwasher 753-2336 after
6pm
12x60, 3br
753-3229

••

1/,

bath

1BDRM furnished Close to
university & hospital Some
utilities paid 753-4012 or
753-8756
1BR upstairs apt near university, appliances
$185/mo Available 6/1/91
Coleman RE 753-9698
1BDRM furnished, low utilities $165/mo No pets re
ferences required
753-3949
2BDRM duplex Unfurnished, near university
$255/mo 753-5421
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30 Paradise
33 Let fail
35 Stalk
38 Halt
40 Chinese
currency
43 - of Liberty

40

39
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Apartments
For Rant

BANK Repos down pay
ments starting as low as
Musk*
$29900. 2 & 3 bedrooms
doublewide repos also
9 PIECE black Maxwin
available BEST HOME 2BR apt furnished, close to
drum set Made by Pearl
CENTER, Hwy 45 South, campus W/C hookup
753-4053
TN $300/mo $300 deposit
Jackson,
753-0919
HAMMOND organ for 901-422 2825
Solid
church or home
2BR Duplex in Northwood
DOUBLEWIDE SALE
wood Nice piece of furnisquare feet 4br, $300/mo 759-4406
GARDEN Tiller $65
1340
Over
ture $500 OBO Old up753 5588
baths, frost tree refrigera- 2BR Executive apartment
right piano recently rehn 2
tor Deluxe throughout Re- Central H/A, stove, refrigerGOOD condition 1980 iphed. $300 080
duced to $24,900 with tree ator, dishwasher, lawn
Chevette 4sp Also 1yr old 753-1979 or 753-0530
underpinning Gateway maintenance, outside stor_great condition 6pc living
Hobart
Mobile Homes 527-1427
Piano
SPINET
age, deck Available now.
room suit, country blue
cable, pecan finish $800
RE 753-9898
JUST Reduced 2br, 2 bath Coleman
You can see them from
492-8774
2 7pm Take 94E to 280
trailer Was $6500 now 2BR energy efficient du$6000 Can be seen at plex New paint, extra
turn on Cardinal Dr Its
2-10
Yi mile from East Elemen
E-12 Fox Meadows
clean Central H/A, aptary. (Vernon Watson)
pliances Available now
NEW 1991 14x70 Clayton
Ilieceimmous
753-9898
LARGE Westinghouse
3br, 2 bath You must see Coleman RE
12x21
Carports
AGREE
old
this
years
5
in
decor
and
freezer,
chest
the quality
2BR apt in Northwood
for
Bench Craft sofa and Reg $1295 on sale
beautiful home Only 753-0521 before 4pm
reg
on
$1795
2021x
$995
matching chair Excellent
$13,900 at Gateway Mobile 753-9475 atter4pm
Call May91A kentuck) Avenue - P.O. Box 2357
condition Earthtones & sale for $1295
Homes 527-1427
247-7831
field
2 FURNISHED apartments
blue Colonial table 4
Paducah, Kentucky 42002-2357
CKED on for rent $150 and $175/mo
OVERSTO
chairs maple Excellent
Phone: 502-444-9625
double wides New 28x56. Gas and water paid
condition 2-tiered lamp
AS SEEN ON T V
too many options to list
753-7276
table Colonial hard rock
Gate
LEARN TO DRIVE Reduced to $23,900
maple table 2 lamps
BRAND new brick duA
Mobile Homes
PART-TIME retail sales
753-2728
TRACTOR-TRAILERS way
plex 2br, a/c. gas heat, all
527-1427
NO EXPERIENCE
clerk Send resume to P
appliances No pets
NEEDED
ORDER the spa designed
Box 1040G
SOUTHERN Living 1991 753-7688 or 759-4703
for you Murray Hot Tubs
CE
ALLIAN
16x70, 3br. 2baths. frost- nights
RAC T OR TRALER TRADING CENTF
115 S 13th St ,
free refrigerator, carpet
LMNIAIOCIN. T
POSITIONS available at
AVAILABLE July 1st our
ROUND 36" coffee table
throughout Reduced to
Shoney s Inn Must apply in
new 2br green door
nearly
cut
21"
Tao lawn mower,
$16,900, with free microperson Shoney s Inn
duplex 1811 Ridgewood
like new 759-4947 after
wave Gateway Mobile
641N Murray Ky
All rooms good size, large
HOUSEWIFE will babysit in 5pm
Homes 527-1427
double sinls bath Front
SECRETARY wanted for my home 436-2818
SEARS 8000 BTU 110 air
Al SPACIOUS 3br. 2 bath. porch and rear deck Cenphysician's office Duties to
11
in my conditioner Bought new
den with fireplace, extra tral gas heat/air Lease and
include medical records, in- IRONING done
Non-smoker
1680 sq
deposit No pets $375/mo
used one summer $325
surance. and routine office home
1-800 334 1203 large utility room
Montgomery Ward 18000
ft for ONLY $34.900 Now 753-0814
duties Typing skills re- 753-7383
thru June 8th see this one at
BTU, 220 air conditioner
quired Send resume to R- I will babysit in my home
efficiency
Hwy FURNISHED
$75 492-8208
chard E Blalock M D , 300 436-2337
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS Volunteer Homes
apt Available now No
TN
79E, Paris
S 8th St Suite 201. Murpets Zimmerman Apts
SUNTAN booth 753 3488 is expanding' We now offer
WILL babysit in my home
ray, Ky 42071
stamps and stamp supplies 901.642-4466
753-6609
160
$30/week Ask for Stacy
along with silver dollars,
Home
759-1480
LARGE 2bdrm, 2bath, cenproof sets. U S and foreign
HELP Wanted Contempo
STOP BY TODAY AND tral H/A, Wit) hookup, waFurnishlics
supplies
coin
and
coins
home
Fashion Jewelry
WILL babyNt MondayREGISTER FOR FREE ter & appliances furnished.
shoe* -Career or pan-trntr.- Friday and some tOUCH, chair & recliner. ---'Corns and stamps are great MOBILE HOME to be given
No pets, references remake
also
hobbies, they
Excellent summer income weekends Kids ages 4 and Excellent condition Call
away June 8th during our quired 753-3949
wonderful gifts and investobrteachers Dream job for up Have references if anytime 489-2982
anniversary saleabration at
ments Visit us today at the
homemakers Call Kathy needed For more informaNEAR campus 2bdrm,
Volunteer Homes Hwy
size waterbed with 5
KING
Store
Antique
Ox-Yoke
527-3893
(502)
tion 753-0346
lbath, large living rm,
TN
Paris
79E
second baffled mattress
(Hazel), Treasure House
utility W/D hookitchen.
901-642-4466
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- WILL clean houses & of- Pair of table lamps
and Book Rack (Murray),
kup, stove & refng Electric
INGS NEED a job? A fices 753-4803
the Mercantile (Aurora)and YOUR Choice NEW 2 or 3 heat, no pets 753-3882
MATCHING love seat and
GED1 Hope for the future?
the Book Shelf (Pans) We bedroom, $10,999 00,
house cleaning chair, earth tones Lazydo
WILL
do
'You
if
qualify
may
You
buy coins and stamps and $127 22 per month, NEAR University Large
colored
rust
753-1016
7pm.
chair,
after
boy
Call
high
or
not have your GED
estates $88500 down, 1225% apartment w/2 bedrooms
appraise
Matching end tables (2)
school diploma 'You are WILL houseclean
Large Kitchen-dining area
502-753-4161
APR 180 mos Free delivwood
2
table
coffee
and
between the ages of 16 & 435-4147
set up BEST Large living room, all fully
and
ery
5pm
after
759-4675
Lamps
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
21 We are an E 0 E This
HOME CENTER, Hwy 45 carpeted Central electric
lcu tt bag only $1 50 ea
protect is funded by the WILL keep and care for MATCHING couch and
H/A Range, refrigerator,
Jackson, TN
South.
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50 901-422-2825
Western Kentucky Pnvate lady, or husband and wife chair $200 Large Hotpoint
dishwasher, disposer and
ea We also have sanitized
Industry Council- JTPA in my home in Hazel Ex
w/d hookup Abundant
Magic Chef microwave
Good
play sand 50Ib bag only
Call JTPA Out Of School perienced
closet space $275/mo,
oven $450 759-1914 ask
2110
9 3 7 8 . references
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40117
7 5 3
$275 deposit. 759-1301
for Scott or Media
Mobile
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to
8am-1130am
Monday thru Friday(9am to
WILL mow lawns
Rent
For
Homes
OFF white modern couch
Coast Hardware 753-8604
Pm)
3
753-0370
as
PRN-work
NURSES aid
Brown rocker. Super single
753-9866
PATIO stones 2"x8'x16' 2BR
needed on all shifts Prefer WILL sit with sick or elderly
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
waterbed. Must sell
experience, but will train Call 753-4590 or 435-2497 492-8574 after 5pm
gray or red 694 ea Also DOUBLEWIDE 2br gas Garage with auto opener
n02- square or hexagonal heat Days 527-1987, appliances plus microwave
caring person who enjoys for information
SOLID oak table and 4 patio stones gray or red just nights 354-6335
working with the elderly
furnished $450/mo lyr
chairs 753-2068
$1 69ea We have red
Pleasant working condilease Northwood Dr No
110
prioctagon-square paving NEWER 2br 14x60 on
tions Apply in person Fern
pets 753-2905
Want
Murfrom
miles
19
lot
vate
165
stones for 556 ea and 18'
Terrace Lodge, 1505 StaTo Buy
Johnathan
to
Walk
ray
NEWLY redecorateda 2br
square brickfaced patio
dium View Dnve Murray
$ 265, mo
duplex Central H/A, W/D
Antiques
- ANTIQUES by the piece or
stones $3 69 Coast to Creek
KY EOE
hookup, yard mowing procollections Call 753-9433 ANTIQUE mall at The Coast Hardware 753-8604 354-6248
vided Westwood Dr $350
after 5pm.
3br,
or
2
Oaks
SHADY
wit
Aurora
in
Hitching Post
PINE Bark Mulch or Nug759-4979 or 753-8859
disWalking
gas
or
electric
BLADE & planter for farmall be opening Memorial Day gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
college 753 5209
NICE 1 2 3br apartment
weekend Dealers wanted
ea Top soil 40Ib bag just tance to
cub tractor 753-7580
near campus
Furnished,
474-2266
40Ib
soil
Potting
$1 79ea
CASH for mobile home
Also 1-3br house, 1-4br
290
bag only $1 99 ea Also
tires $7-$12 each We will
Raging
house W/D hook-up Day
Call 753-1916
190
1gal size Shrubs or
remove Will also buy ax
And Cooing
9-5 753-6111, night
Farm
Azalea's are just $2 99 ea
les 527-2932
Coast to Coast Hardware AIR conditioner repair free 753-0606
EquiPawK
753-8604
JUNK cars and trucks
NICE 2br dupes, carport,
estimates 436-2904
1 SET of duals 18-4-34
437-4087
appl , gas heat, deck,
John Deere 1240 4-row RCA video recorder & ca
lease No pets $425/mo
300
mara 'iv/remote Cases inBABYSITTER will sit in KIRKSEY area 5-10 acre planter Newly rebuilt
710 Sycamore 753-7457
Buskwas
759-4947 after 5pm
cluded $500 753-8448
your home Monday wooded building, site
50/hour
RontaN
$2
.
Saturday
753-7608
NICE 3br stove and reCATERPILLAR Grader
SHOP Smith Mark V Home
753-8179
CenUSED and antique furni- Good shape $3500 How- Workshop System See in 4 CAR shop with office Cal frigerator furnished
Half of the
heat/air
or
N
1402
at
753-4389
tral
2-6pm
Brandon,
753-4509
ard
afternoon
quilts
tools
ture
glass
HAS your mother's mornutilities $450/mo, deposit
4th Street, Murray
753-5960
ing out program closed for 901 642-6290
No pets 105 N 16th
110
the summer? We offer 5 USED and junked air condi- GLEANER K combine
we
or
pickup
TOPSOIL
753-1953 days, 753-0870
Want
hours of creative care for tioners Will pick up
corn & gram head 100 crop deliver 753-0277 or
nights
To Rent
your youngster on Tuesday 436-2904
sprayer 4 bottom plow
759-1090 Welch Sand and
& Thursday Supervised
TAKING applications for
Culti-mulcher Hydraulic Gravel Hwy 641N Almo, NEW faculty member o
play, crafts, music water- USED lawn mowers & till
section 8 rent subsidized
log splitter, like new Rob- Ky
MSU wants to rent a 3b
fun Limited enrollment ers for parts Running or hoe 759-4947 after 5pm
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed753-6291
TOP Soil, good rich dirt house Call
753-9369 or 753-7383
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
not 753-4314 evenings
Ideal for yards and plant PHYSICIAN moving to Hardin, Ky
or call
200
beds 759-1828 753-2446 Murray June 15th needs 502-437-4113 EHO
Sports
Bogard Trucking & Exca- 3br, unfurnished home
Equipment
vating Inc
fenced yard In or between
130
& Paris Prefer
Rooms
WOODEN storage build- Murray
rural Of county
For Rent
ings 8x16' starts at $1095 close in
adults, no child
10x16' $142450, 12x24 setting 2
ROOM for rent Private
consider lease
$2395 Other sizes avail- ren Will
Subivan,.
Deposit and home 762-3785 daytime or
able Acree Portable Build lease option
753-5981 after 5pm
references furnished
Par /
ings 502-247-7831
Grill' 8
502-245-1616
Stkori,(enter

one s
person

31
35

34

33

Different
World
Living
Color

8 Devoured
9 King of birds

'
32

Lil A S

TAME

13
16

0

MEI
1301113
EDO LEW DOD
iii L E P E 13 101
OVAL
,DTEE

67 Conducted
68 Toward
shelter
69 Broad

5

Mobilo
Home For Si.

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

Answer to Previous Puzzle

measure

4

Spate
Equipment

Purchase District Health Department

PURDOM
MOTORS

CASH LOANS available
tram $2000-$20.000 Personal loans debt consoliCall
dations
1 800-955-6268

320

270

Want
To Buy

Wanted

Melee

Pleas

200

110

flee

•

Houses
For Rem
2BR. appliances, W/D hookup, central H/A, curtains,
carpeted 1004 Main
$360/mo $300 deposit
759-1265
2BR. gas heat appliances
1607 Ryan Available
6/1/91 Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, gas heat appliances
furnished $250/mo
753-9826
NICE furnished house in
residential area for shared
rental to two responsible
graduate students $250
each plus 'A utilities each
Deposit and references re
guyed All appliances
microwave. W/D furnished
753-8143 Of 606-254 6583

••••,.. I
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CLASSIFIEDS
340

eat
apartment

it in North753-3964

ces water
rat WA, new
io Available
man RE

REDECORATED 920 N
18th 2br, central H/A, appliances
No pets
Deposit/
$425/mo
References required
753-1266
37n
Livestock
fissiplise

ilianoes and
ance Near
'5irno Availoleman RE

hed, close to
C hookup
00 deposit
Northwood
4406

e apartment
iove, refrigerisher, lawn
outside stortellable now.
753-9898

efficient dupaint, extra
al H/A, apailable now
753-9898

Northwood
efore 4pm
a4pm

D apartments
and $175/mo
water paid

ew brick dugas heat, all
No pets
1r 759-4703

July 1st our
Or green door
Ridgewood
od size, large
bath Front
ar deck Cen
air Lease and
ets $375/mo

D efficiency
lie now No
erman Apts

m, 2batti, conhookup, waces furnished.
)ferences re
3949

pus 2bdrm,
e living rm,
ty W/D hoorefrig Electric
ts 753-3882

aarsity Large
e/2 bedrooms
mdining area
room, all fully
entral electric
i, refrigerator,
disposer and
p Abundant
:e $275/mo,
Sit 759-1301
Friday(9am to

2br 2 baths
auto opener,
Aus microwave
$450/mo lyr
iwood Dr No
905
decorated 2br
itral H/A, W/D
d mowing prowood Dr $350
r 753-8859

8 YEAR old sorrel gelding,
4 socks and blaze Gentle
and easy to ride wino bad
habits $850 489-2666
BULLS AND HEIFERS
PERFORMANCE TESTED
Simmental, Gelbvieh and
Maine Ar au crossbred
service age Bulls and Heif
ers Only the very top per
formers offered for sale All
animals health tested and
guaranteed to breed Smith
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz,
DAY
42211
KY
(502)235-5182 NIGHT
(502)235-5170
360
Pets
& Supplies
PET Pen, 1101 Story, tropical and goldfish, birds, reptiles, small animals, dog
grooming 759-1322
YELLOW Lab puppies Full
blooded and AKC registered 1st shots and
wormed 437-4472
AKC Chow puppies Blacks
& blues Some Championship
bloodline
901-642 1689
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
410
Public
Sale

----YARD
SALE
Saturday, June 1
Sunday, June 2
8:00 - ?

912 Waldrop Drive
off Chestnut St
Clothing, furniture
and much more.

Yard Sale/
Garage Sale

stove and re
'meshed Cen
• Half of the
i0/mo, deposit
105 N 16th
ays 753-0870
pplications for
ent subsidized
1, 2 & 3 bedly Hilldale Apts
or call
Ky
13 EHO

001111
Rent

✓

rent Private
3785 daytime or
Meg 5pm

Cu."
or flint
inces. W/D hoo
J H/A, curtains
1004 Main
$300 deposit
eat appliances
an Available
.:oleman RE
ieat, appliances
d $250/mo
ished house in
area for shared
Iwo responsible
students $250
'a utilities each
d references re
II appliances
furnished
,
)r 606-254 6583

35 ACRES in Hazel, KY
932-5462

Fri. & Sat.
May 31st•Juria lit
8 a.m.

Leta
For Sal*

Used
Ducks

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
Tr:e P:s.o Vt.
in in $21406 mei'
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Plus Tax 7,11e 8. 1.cense
48 tAo Closed End Lease

1984 GMC Siena Classic
SWB loaded $3500
474-2318 after 4pm

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system drive-ways,
hauling foundations etc
759-4664

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical Clean
ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm

510

Campers

1982 PROWLER, 30', air
awning, nice, ready.
1978 MUSTANG, 4cyl, 753-2677
white w/red in tenor 120xxx
CITY lot Plainview acres
$600 OBO. 23FT Jamboree Dodge
miles
Private area $13,000 Bob 753-0805 before 2pm or motor home Brand new
Perrin RE 759-1881, 753-9630
engine Newly recondi
evenings 753-3509
boned 759-4947 after
1983 CAMARO Z-28, AM/ 5pm
LOT 1 mile south of Ken- FM cassette, T-Top, good
lake State Park Water and tires $2800 OBO
520
sewer on lot 753-5541
753-0732 or after 5pm
Boats
LOT on KY lake 1 mile 753-5932
& Motors
south of Kenlake State 1983 SUBARU 1800 SW
15,4 FT Glastron ski boat
Park in Anderson Shores
with 4WD, A/C Like new. 50HP Johnson Motor Very
terms
Easy
New
driver
One owner-one
condition $1900
1-800-621-3894 or tires. Super nice. Asking good
489-2830 or 489-2715
474-8826
$2,000. 753-5747
CRESTLINER, 75HP
WOODED lot. Sherwood 1984 FIERO, Sharp. 16'
trailer. 753-7978
Forest. .39 acres, all city 80,000 miles, automatic, Johnson,
762-0330 ask for Mac
utilities. $7900 Bob Perrin air. Excellent condition. or
----Fitts.
R.E. 759-1881, evenings $2650. OBO. 753-8618
753-3509
1965 RUNABOUT in good
1984 FORD LTD Crown condition with 75hp Evinexinterior,
Plush
Victoria.
.160
rude OB in excellent condicellent condition New Mi- tion $1000 Call James at
Homo
chelin Radials. $2950 435-4425.
For Sala
753-4573
1984 CHEETAH ski boat
2BR House, vinyl siding,
carport, stove, refrigerator, 1985 GRAND AM $3000 164 It, 120hp, Mercruiser
Key
at
seen
be
Can
0130
stern drive Life jackets,
sattelite, newly decorated
after accessories included
On 9 acres of land 4 miles Auto Parts 759-1886
MON & TUES
$3500 negotiable
south of Murray on blacktop 5pm
June 3 & 4 . road. Owner financing to 1986 CAVALIER RS. Ex- 345-2520
qualified party 436-2041
7 a.m. til dark
cellent condition P/B, P/S, 1985 CREST 40ft pontoon
506 Richardson .. .BR home Nicely decor- Air, tilt, cruise, power locks, houseboat, sleeps 6,
nearly new tires 753-5615 generator, gas furnace, gas
curtainsLinens,
ated, needy landscaped,
or 753-2000
dishes, old jewelry,
cook stove, A/C, gas/
central H/A (gas), deold glass, lamps, teleelectric, refrigerator. (2) 34
latched garage and outphone answering ma- - building. Great access to
gallon gas tanks. 100hp.
chine, atan, old small
Benton or Murray Ap- 1986 DODGE Aries Good Johnson Commercial.
Condition Best offer
wardrobe, old quilt
Good Coadition. Fully
pliances included $35,000
753-7604 after 5pm
rack and clothes
equiped. 753-2085 or
437-4883
753-8662
38R brick 5 miles south- 1987 COUGAR LS. Cas410
east. 1360sq.ft., 1 bath 1 sette, tilt, pAv, p/s, p/m. 1986 17' INVADER, w/140
Real
acre wooded lot, new well Reduced to sell $5950. Mercruiser. 50-75 hours.
Estate
Must sell Fast. 753-6022. 1979 SeaRay, 21', wt240
and septic. Mid $40's
436.2742.
1987 FORD Tempo GL, Mercruiser. Cuddy Cabin
BOB HALEY, Real Estate
753-7192
Sales and Appraisals
3BR brick, 1a bath, fire- navy blue, 50,000 miles,
one
ladies
owner
car.
Roberts Realty 753-1651
Gatesboro
20F1', 1989 Fun & Sun
of
place West
or 489-2266
$65,000 Also 3 city lots $4500 489-2529 after cruiser, 90HP V-4 John5pm.
810,500
son, seats 8, AM-FM cas$9,500
GOMMERCIAL building
753-0800
1987 PONTIAC Trans Am sette stereo, live well w/
2800sq.h., next to golf
GTA loaded, T Tops, red depth finder. Bought new,
course on N. 16th and Ut 3BR brick near MSU. GarGreat condition New tires. used very little 753-8636
terback Rd. 753-0521 or age and also workshop.
Great
mileage. 753-6191 or
436-2165 after 5pm.
Small downpayrr.ent, fi436-5883.
4 SAILBOATS $50 & up
KOPPERUD REALTY of- nancing available. Immedi1987 PONTIAC 6000 LE Call 436-2444
fers a complete range of ate possession. 753-3690
Loaded 436-2337
Real Estate services with a 5BDRM, 3bath 1 acre
75HP EVINRUDE outwide selection of quality wooded lot. Brick, central
1988 CHEVY Beretta. Gray board motor. Excellent
homes, all prices
H/A (gas). Spacious conw/burgandy interi%,. Power Condition. $700. Call
753-1222, toll free tortable home. Bob Perrin
windows and locks, tilt, James at 435-4425
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
R.E. 759-1881, evenings cruise. 47XXX miles Day711L
753-3509.
time 753-5532. After 5pm
530
Services
753-8353
MUST sell 2br trailer and CONDOMINIUM ground
Mated
small cottage on
acres floor unit with garage. Low
Well, electric and septic utilities, wheel chair acAlA Landscaping, mowing
Good rental property in cessable. For sale or lease
and trim, tree removal and
Tickets,
Crappie Hollow 436-5005 753-3293.
hauling, major or minor
cleanups, dozing and gradAccidents, DUI's
DUPLEX by owner. 2bdrm,
ing. 492-8254
carports, paved drive, apSherwood Forest on
the corner of Sherwood Or, & Alan-adale.
Babies clothes 03T, trilty
dresses & costumes.
toys, tires, antiques, 4wheeler & more.

2 LAKEFRONT lots Pine
Bluff Shores $16,000pr
753-9741 after 5pm

BLOCK, brick, concrete fin
ishing Basements footings, garages drives,
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE

HERE

CALL
753-1916

4 PARTY
YARD SALE

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas 8c electric razes

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steeleilillbrftten Inc

pliances. $57,500. 1404-07
Stadium View Dr.
759-4717.
FOR sale: custom built 3br,
2 bath home offenng quality
workmanship and pleasing
interior design and color
Featuring raised ceilings,
round top windows, marble
faced fireplace, and designer kitchen. Call 753-3903
KY Lake property in low
$20's. Furnished. Irvin
Cobb area. 314-472-1848
8to4 ask for Miller, after
6:30pm 314-276-4130.
MARTIN Heights, Brick,
3br, 2 bath, 2 car garage,
patio, landscaped, used
little. 753-4065, 762-1123

DECORATOR'S TOUCH THROU
Spotless, like new home in
custom drapes, ft
thro
famil

OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR,
Postal Services.
Full-time position to begin July 1,.1991.
Qualifications: High school graduate or equivalent with two years college preferred. Previous
postal or supervisory experience a plus. Excellent communications skills, both written and
oral, required. Must be capable of operating a
computer-linked Pitney Bowes mail processing
system and able to do some heavy lifting.
Candidate must have excellent memory; understand and be able to assist with internal
bookkeeping; and be comfortable working with
and supervising people. The ability to read
rapidly and accurately and to work under
deadlines is a necessity. Candidate must have
valed drivers license. Duties and/responsibilities: Employee will be required to process
outgoing mail according to U.S.P.S. regulation;
perform cost chargeback and record-keeping
functions; serve customers; supervise operations in the absence of the manager; and assist
with other mailroom and administrative duties
as netted. Salary commensurate with qualifications and experience. Screening of applications
to begin June 3,1991 and continue until position
is filled. To apply, send resume, letter of
application and three references to: Chairman,
Search Committee, University Postal Services,
Murray, Ky 42071-3301. EOE/MFVH. ,

NEAR downtown area, 4br,
VA bath, vinyl siding
home. Central gas heat,
living-room, dining-room,
kitchen, basement. Excellent rental property.
753-0569
PRICE reduced! Three
bedroom, 1-'4 bath, brick,
excellent condition on quiet
street in city Central gas
heat, living room dining
room, kitchen/utility room,
large sunroom, paved
driveway, carport, detached garage or workshop, fenced backyard
Lots of extras. Call
753-1893, Chuck Foster.
.170
likktotcycies
1978 750 SPECIAL
Yamaha, full tarring, trunk
and bags 23,800 actual
miles 492-8425
aan
Auto
&Irvine
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

Auto
Palle
82-91 CAMARO or 228
Daytona style hood $300
437-4076

Used
Cars
1968 FORD Fairlane 4dr
good work car, factory air
$600 753-8085 or
436-2135

S10

530

Used
Cars

Real
Estate

Public
Sale

Ibr apartment
near campus
house, 1-4br
hook-up Day
6111, night
luplex, carport,
heat, deck.
pets $425/mo
ore 753-7457

500

.130

510
HOUSOS
FOf Rent

No Prior Coverage

We want your
automobile
insurance!

7534484
Phone Quotes
Monthly Payments

1988 CHRYSLER New
Yorker landau. Mark Cross
edition. 60xxx miles.
$8950. Excellent condition.
1970 Barracuda 440-six
pack. $6500. 753-9475
1988 MUSTANG GT, convertible Excellent automobile. 25MPG 753-3704 will
Trade
1988 PONTIAC Sunbirel
SE, auto, A/C, stereo,
ground effects, sharp.
$5500. 753-4573.
1988 Z-24 CAVALIER,
black, loaded, low miles.
Aluminum sport wheels
$7800 753-9916 after

89m
1989 FORD Escort 4 door
AM/FM stereo Air/heat,
cruise. Extra clean. 45,000
miles. Owner must sell.
$4900. 753-6633
1989 MUSTANG LX 50
Loaded w/sunroof, extra
Adult driven
clean
527-2931 after 6pm
1989 TOYOTA 4x4, excab. 5 speed, excellent
condition $10,000
759-1823
1991 ACURA Black Integra RS A/C, CD
Player, 5sp, tinted windows, loaded Take over
lease 759-1416
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSTJ
dorms.
PUNCH 45 $225 15th Anniversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. Music Murray's
Rockford-Fosgate authorized
dealer. Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
THE following vehicle will
be offered for sale on June
4, 1991 at 10 00 O'clock
a m at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc 1307 South 12th
Murray, KY 42071 One
1988 Chev Cab & Chas,
Model SCR31403, Serial
01GBL7D1B2JV110315

AlA T. ENTERPRISE Excavating, dozing, backhoe
service, hauling, levees,
ponds, roads, driveways,
parking lots, septic tanks,
foundations, basements,
topsoil, dirt, gravel, landscaping, etc. 753-0577
Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying Free
esbmates. 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc. Free estimates.
489-2303.
ANTENNA repair and installation Replace or install
channel master antennas,
rotors, and amplifiers Randell Beasley Buchanan,
Tn. 901-642-4077

0

BUSH hogging, Grader
blade work 753-8590
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Profes
sonal service Glen Bobber
759-1247, leave message
CHIM Cella Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

-Jun isa I horn,
Operator
311 Iron Experience

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
G.W. CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small. 436-2052
HAULING - topsoil, sand,
bank gravel, washed
gravel, whtterock of all
types, mulch and other type
hauling available Call
Kenny 759-1039 anytime
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates,759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
gram formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560
LAWN CARE Mowing, bagging, aerating, seeding, fertilizing. Call Bob at 753-1831.

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimate.
No job to large or to small.
474-2300
WILL mow yards Also light
hauling 435-4169
YARD work, mowing, trimming, odd jobs of any kind
Free estimates 753-8463
ax
Fres
Column
FREE puppies to good
home Collie sheperd mix
437-4016

speci4linne in Septic
I ado. %esters. FoundJtions. Ibulin2. etc.
(502)

759.4664

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668
MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5568

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels, reGENERAL Repair plumb- sidential,commercial Free
ing, roofing, tree work., estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254
436-2642.
GENERAL repair, tree
work, roofing, general
clean-up, hauling, yards
mowed Free estimates
James Sills 753-4120

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningserviang $15, most repairs
$35. all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 9-2pm Sat
753-0530

WILL do plumbing All gustanteecl 435-4169

PAINTING-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844
Free estiPLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM W0001NORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
SUNBURY-MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broad)
753-5940

409

DON'T YOU THINK IT'S TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
Wet ten dia it can as a repesenlatne WIN "'Iguana and cite Manual
sevice cducts la The Prudential Yaill be eating la one ot he 100 best
companies io sea kr' You' pi said taring stale al heart signett a
comprehensive oxnpensaecr package and amateur/ la minded earrings
;lost
cx more rlarnadco cal me icday Rack 'Man 3553 Park Plaza Rd Paduca'i
42001 1 800 264 0950
CO 00•I Cancan*, lo Sol Fa 41 CI krrok•ry md Tko Pkarkp L.kkl Gr.*
putnined5 ion. WrIkr, C 50ns Inc Nor York r9(10

Be a park of The Rock*
An eoval opconuniy envoyer

ThePrudential
,990 Tn. Pr6.0•10,11 Inkknano• Cokkany ol Arnenca
0

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand dirt, driveway rock 753-4545
753-6763 759-1823
SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
STALLONS Roofing. Siding and Painting. Free estimates 474-8064 after
6pm

NEW LISTING
Charming 3 bedroom home neat as can be Great
neighborhood, call the home team today! MLS 0 3277

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

FARRIS • July 5, 1991 • AUCTION
THE FARRIS AUCTION HOUSE continues to accept your
sale items for the July 5th auction.

AUCTION LOCATION - TRI-CITY, KY
SE Corner of Ky Hwy 94 and 97

Call now for details and watch for listing of sale items.
Contact

Dan at 492-8796 (Hazel) or Richard at 382-2605 (Tr -City).
Not responsible for accidents
Refreshments and snacks available at sale site

FARRIS AUCTION

A LICENSED electrical
contractor. JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC. Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835

CO.

MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling Over
30yrs experience Free estimates 753-1537 or
753-1221.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848
A-Z services Roofing.
fencing, painting, plumbing, electrical, hauling, tree
work, landscaping All around handy-man Free es
bmates 436-2868
DAVID Palmer Steer
Loader Service 20yrs experience Can accommodate jobs in tight places
or
502-489-2181
502-753-4181
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re roofs Written guarantee Local references
753-5812
DON'T throw that old push
mower away Complete
over-haul, starting at $45
Riding mowers $135, with
engine off, plus parts All
work guaranteed Contact
Johnny Garland at Murray
Motors 510 S 4th
LICENSED for electric,
gas. refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

trip
w.:130ea ty,:or

Yr.

WILL do painting, recoating, metal roofs On mobile
homes, barns, or houses
5yrs experience Reasonable rates 753-9838 after
3 30pm

Backhoe Service

WILL do drywall finishing
and repair or addition
753-4761

ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632

••••••

'

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petaive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nae, 753-5484

Roy Hill

BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience Free estimates 753-9552 or
437-4391

Service.
Offered

Swim
Offered

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
Mrray

Ledger & Times

classified department
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Everyday hazards with shopping carts
send thousands to emergency room
-a.
S\

g
ati
ViAt

•1-4:

The commission publishes the
WASHINGTON (AP) — Injuries
involving grocery store shopping statistics annually based on figures
carts sent thousands of young provided through the nation's
children to hospitals across the 5,100 emergency rooms.
The numbers are useful to physiUnited States last year, new federal
trying to educate patients
cians
safety figures show.
the hazards of everyday
about
More than 19,000 children 4 activities, said Dr. Peter Trafton.
sears old and under required
an orthopedic surgeon at Rhode
emergency room treatment for the
Island Hospital in Providence.
injuries. That was more than 58
Accidents are still the most compercent of the Americans who
cause of death for people to
mon
sought emergency medical care for
he said.
44,
age
shopping cart injuries, according to
a report to be released next week
The commission figures show
by the Consumer Products Safety
that hundreds of thousands of peoCommission.
ple are injured while carrying on
their ordinary routines. According
Shopping carts are just one of a
to the statistics, 998,906 people
send
that
menaces
number of daily
people to hospitals. Stairways, were treated in emergency rooms
after they were injured in falls on
skateboards. bicycles, basketball
and stairwells.
steps
their
do
all
games
football
and
About 43 percent of them were
share of hurting.
in the 25-64 age range. The second
More than 17 percent of those
who told emergency medical per- largest group, those age 65 and
older, comprised nearly 14 percent
sonnel that they were injured by
of the injuries. -Children 5-14
aged
adults
were
arts
shopping -c
25-64. according to statistics pro- accounted for about 12 percent,
while the remaining 13 percent
vided by commission researchers in
response to queries from The Asso- involved children under age 5.
ciated Press. About 12 percent
"We see that frtquently With
were ages 5-14 and 8 percent were somebody having fallen down a
65 or older.
whole flight of steps or,just two or
Children injured by shopping three.” Apple said.
The accidents arc caused by a
tans are most often left unatteaded
of factors, he said. ranging_
variety
David
Dr.
said
parents,
their
by
'getting their highwomen
Apple, an orthopaedic surgeon at from
in carpets covcaught
shoesshoes
heeled
in
Center
the Shepherd Spinal
ering Stairs to depth perception
Atlanta.

problems in' older people.
Apple said he was most surprised by figures that show more
injuries from basketball than football. Just over 400,000 people were
treated in 1990 for football injuries, while more than 600,000 were
hurt playing basketball.
"Basketball is not as dangerous
as football," said Apple, team
physician for the National Basketball League Atlanta Hawks. "From
this report you'd think that was not
the truth." •
Another 400,000 people were
hurt playing baseball.
The statistics neither include
professional sports injuries not
show the seriousness of the injuries
or indicate how many of those who
sought treatment in the nation's
5,100 emergency rooms were eventually admitted.
Bicycling remains an area of frequent injuries among children.
The statistics show that of the
-more - than 580,000 people hurt in
bicycle mishaps last year, 57 percent were children ages 5-14.
Another 16 percent were 15-24,
while 16 percent were adults
25-64.
Nearly 98,000 people were
injured while roller skating. Of
those. nearly 62 percent were ages
5-14
Another 82,000 people were hurt
using skateboards, nearly twothirds .of them ages 5-14.

Wilkinson fills important posts

_
a

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Gov. Wallace Wilkinson reached
into the past to fill two important
posts for the remainder of his lame
duck administration. Former Franklin Circuit Judge
Ray Corns, who lust Tuesday's
Democratic primary for lieutenant
governor, on Friday was appointed
secretary of the Justice Cabinet and
acting coiruniS-sibrier Of the Ke
lucky State Police.
Wilkinson also appointed former__
state budget director Gordon Duke
to the post once again.
Corns replaced Michael Troop.
who will be taking over the chairmanship of Sen. Wendell Ford's reelection campaign beginning Monday. Duke replaced Merl Hackbart,

who is returning to the University
of Kentucky.
During a morning news conference. Wilkinson had high praise for
the departing officials.
"Today we bid farewell to two
valuable members of my administration," Wilkinson said.
Troop, who practiced law in
Madisonville before moving to
Tca Wort,- - has- -rec-ervect -high marksfor a quiet tenure as chief of the state police.
Hackbart,
earlier stint as budget director, was
a central figure in putting together
the record-setting budget for education reform -adopted by the .1990
General Assembly.
Duke. who was budget director

and secretary of the Finance
Cabinet for Gov. Martha Layne
Collins, brings some controversy to
the job. When Wilkinson took
office after Collins in 1987, he
complained that his predecessors
had put the state in dire financial
circumstances by profligate
spending.
.Wilkinson joked about that
observation today. "I said this
morning that he's learned a lot
--since _then," Wilkinson_ said of
Duke.
Nevertheless, Wilkinson said his
administration will not leave his
successor in 1 - budget bind. "1
expect to leave it in much better
condition than I found it," he said.

Joe Eugene Tarry

Joe Eugene Tarry

Joe Eugene Tarry, 76, died Friday at 10:45 a.m. at his home, 817
North 20th St., Murray.
He had retired after being
employed for 35 years with the
USDA. An Army veteran of World
War 11, he received two Bronze
Stars while in service.
Mr. Tarry was a member of First
Baptist Church, Crusaders Sunday
School Class of same church, Murray Rotary Club, and of Murray!
Kentucky Lake Chapter of National
Association of Retired Federal
Employees. He had served as president of NARFE Chapter here.
Born Nov. 7, 1914, at Almo, he
was the son of the late Eugene Tarry and Ruby Mizell Tarry. One
brother, Mack Thomas Tarry, also
preceded him in death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Roberta Puckett Tarry, to whom he

Treman Cavitt
Graveside rites for Treman
Cavitt will be today at 3 p.m. at
Goshen Cemetery. The Rev. Steve
Cavitt will officiate.
Friends may call at BlalockColeman Funeral Home.

Mr. Cavitt, 85, RI 2, Murray,
Bailey Road, died Thursday at 5:38
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Christine Lawson Cavitt; one
nephew, John B. Cavitt and wife,

Officials of failed
savings and loan pay
only 5 cents on dollar
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WASHINGTON LAP) — The
president's son and other former
officials of a failed savings and
loan are paying about 5 cents on
the dollar for losses blamed on
them. U.S. taxpayers are picking
up the rest of the SI billion tab.
"These guys don't even have to
open up their billfolds to pay for
this one," Rep. Bruce F. Vento. DMinn.. a senior member of the
House Banking Committee, said
Thursday.
President Bush's son Neil, 10
other directors and officers of
Silverado Banking. Savings and
Loan Association of Denver, and
its law firm tentatively agreed
Wednesday to pay the government
549.5 million to settle a $200 million lawsuit.
The Federal Deposit Insurance
Corp. filed the suit last September,
alleging that the defendants showed
"gross negligence" in allowing
management to run Silverado into
the ground and pay itself huge salaries and bonuses.
The only other source of relief
comes from an accounting firm that
audited Silverado before its 1988
collapse. Coopers and Lybrand
officials have confirmed that they
tentatively plan to pay $20 million
to resolve lawsuits stemming from
the bank's failure.

- The Chicago native pioneered
foreign affairs coverage in the
black press. starting in 1955 when
she attended her first international
conference in Bandung, Indonesia.
She interviewed Chinese Premier
Chou En-Lai. Ethiopian Emperor
Haile Selassie and African dictator
Idi Amin, among others.
In the 1970s, she was featured
on the CBS program "Spectrum"
and continued as a broadcast commentator into the 1980s.
An alumna of Northwestern University, Payne covered two wars,
the civil rights movement, the campaigns and administrations pr, six

Services for Roy James Sells
will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Lamb-Roberts Funeral
Home. Ottawa, Kan. The Rev. Rusty Newman will officiate.
Burial will follow in Richmond
Cemetery, Richmond, Kan.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Southview Hospice
and may left in care of the funeral

home.
Mr. Sells, 74, Richmond, Kan.,
died Thursday morning at the home
of his daughter, Mrs. Janifer
Dorsey, Richmond.
He and Mrs. Sells spent several
summers at their home in Murray,
Ky.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Jetta
Sells, and one daughter, Mrs. Janifer Dorsey, Richmond, Kan.; four
grandchildren, Sharon DiBello,
Richmond, Larry Dorsey and wife,

INSURANCE

LAS VEGAS (AP) — A mother
and her small child were killed early Friday wheh their house caught.
fire from candles lit during a power
outage caused by hurricane-force
winds.
Two other children in the house
were pushed to safety from a window by their father, who also
escaped the early morning blaze.
The victims were identified as
Brenda Saulter, 39, and her 2-yearold child, whose name was not
presidents and reported from 30 released.
Their house was among 100.000
foreign countries.
homes left without electricity late
She did not confine herself to
reporting but at times participated. Thursday and early Friday when
She marched in civil rights demon- winds gusting to 80 mph ripped
strations and campaigned through through the city.
The windstorm, which hit the
letters and petitions for freedom for
anti-apartheid leader Nelson Man- area in early evening, sank six
boats on Lake Mead, forced dozens
dela in South Africa.
Her papers are included in the of flights to divert from McCarran
black history and culture collec- International Airport, shattered a
15-foot by 40-foot window at the
tions of the New York library system and Howard University. She airport terminal, and caused other
also recorded the story of her damage throughout the area.
Guests at the Vegas World hotelcareer for the oral history project
casino were briefly evacuated
of the Washington Press Club.
around 5 a.m. when arcing electricShe is survived by a sister.

Lou V. McGary
Your Policy Pay 1009k
of the Deductibles'?

Does

13 Western hostages in Lebanon
and believed held by Shiite
Muslims loyal to Iran. The proIranian Revolutionary Justice Organization has claimed to hold
Cicippio.
Cicippio, 60, of Valley Forge,
Pa., was acting comptroller at the
American University of Beirut
when he was kidnapped Sept. 12,
1986.
The 12 other Western hostages
include five Americans, four Britons, two Germans and an Italian.
The longest-held hostage is American journalist Terry Anderson, 43,
chief Middle East correspondent
for The Associated Press. He was
kidnapped March 16, 1985.
The letter to Cicippio's captors
said that Mrs. Fazio recently
"needed to be hospitalized after
receiving experimental chemotherapy for one month. She is tired and
exhausted. Her energy and will to
live are minimal."
The medical staff at the Sacred
Heart Hospital in Norristown, Pa.,
noted that Mrs. Fazio "has a very
limited time to see her dream come
true: Joseph's release and safe

HAD_
To lout

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
pay.
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not
.
$t.)28 on Part A: $100 on part B Call me for more information
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
HUE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR W1 CLIENTS

753-7890

Nancy, Altamont, Kan., Jetta
Dorsey, Naples, Fla., and Rebecca
McNeil and husband, Keith, Chanute, Kan.; three greatgrandchildren, Matt DiBello, Boulder, Colo., Stephanie Dorsey,
Altamont, and Dylan McNeil, Chanute; five sisters, Mrs. Nora Hovis,
Mrs. Carrie Silverberg and Mrs.
Nova Reece, Corning, Ark., Mrs.
Pearl Troutt, St. Louis, and Mrs.
Trulie Skaggs, Winton, Calif.; several nieces and nephews.

Mother, child killed in fire from candles

Newspapers plead for hostage's release
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) — Two
newspapers today published a letter
to the kidnappers of American hostage Joseph Cicippio pleading for
his release to allow him see his
cancer-stricken sister.
The letter, signed by the Pennsylvania doctors and nurses
attending Cicippio's sister, Helen
Fazio. said she was "gravely ill
with cancer. She has been undergoing monthly chemotherapy treatment for two years."
An-Nahar, the nation's leading
daily, published an Arabic translation of the letter and L'Orient-Le
Jour published it in French.
"She would often share her
dream that seeing Joseph come
home was part of he encouragement to continue her battle against
cancer and deal with its devastating
side-effects," the letter said.
The letter comes about a week
after hopes for the release of Western hostages were raised by a possible swap of Shiite Muslim prisoners held by Israel for Israeli servicemen missing in Lebanon.
The exchange could remove a
key obstacle for the release of the

Margaret, Murray; one great-niece,
Mrs. Cecilia Cavitt Dunn and husband, Roy Gene, Rt. 8, Murray;
one great-nephew, the Rev. Steve
Cavitt and wife, Teresa, Tiptonville, Tenn.

Roy James Sells

First lady of the black press dies at 79
WASHINGTON (AP) — Journalist Ethel L. Payne, who covered
politics, civil rights and international affairs for 30 years and was
dubbed "the first lady of the black
press." has died here. She was 79.
Payne. a longtime correspondent
and columnist for The Chicago
Defender and other publications,
died of an apparent heart attack on
Tuesday in her home.

was married on Jan. 26, 1936; two
sons, Joe Tarry, Williamsburg, and
Charles Tarry and wife, Thercsia,
Reidland; four grandchildren, Joe
Tarry, Williamsburg, Elizabeth
Tarry, Oxford, Ohio, Stephen Tarry, Paducah, and Jennifer Tarry,
Owensboro; five sisters, Mrs.
Laurene Andrus and husband, Stanford, and Miss Hazel Tarry, Murray, Miss Rebecca Tarry, Portland,
Ore., Mrs. Kate Gooch, Indianola,
Miss., and Mrs. Mary Douglas,
Orville, Ohio.
Services will be Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood
and G.T. Moody will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call from 6 to 9
p.m. tonight (Saturday) at the funeral home.

return.
"Please grant a dying woman
her final wish." said the letter.
Releasing Cicippio would give
Mrs. Fazio "the encouragement to
live until the day she would see her
brother and give him the hug she
has dreamed of giving him for so
long," it continued. Cicippio's
other sister, Rose, died in December 1986.
Meanwhile, the conservative
newspaper Ad-Diyar reported today
an undisclosed "number of American and European officials are
expected in Lebanon to follow up
the hostage issue."
The newspaper, which does not
have a record of accurate reporting
on hostage issues, said: "high-level
contacts have been under way
between Arab capitals and Lebanon
to ensure cooperation and coordination in this issue." It did not
elaborate.
The pro-Iranian Hezbollah, or
Party of God, has said it was prepared to swap two Israeli servicemen it holds for Shiite and Palestinian prisoners held by Israel.

ity from the resort sign, blown
down by high winds, ignited a
rooftop fire.
Two dozen electrical fires were
reported, and more than 150 power
lines or poles were knocked down
by winds or toppled trees, said Rob
McCoy, a spokesman for Nevada
Power Co.
Some exterior damage was
reported to towers at the castleshaped, 4,000-room Excalibur
Hotel.
At least three propane tanks

Student injured
in motorcycle,
vehicle accident
Darcy Davis, 22, of 1609 Hamilton Ave., suffers from severe
multiple injuries after a motorcycle
accident on South 4th Street Friday
evening.
According to police reports.
Davis, returning to work at Briggs
& Stratton Corporation, pulled into
the path of an oncoming automobile driven by Karen Knight, 20, of
Rt. 3 Murray, at approximately
8:30 p.m.
Knight and her passenger, Jason
Burkeen, 13, escaped the accident
without any injuries, police said.
Davis, a Murray State University
student, received treatment at the
Murray Calloway County Hospital
where officials say he will remain
in traction for several days.
NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
Or

AUTOMATIC
'AFTER REBATE

Come to SEAFOOD EXPRESS
on your birthday for a FREE
on the menu.
choice
meal of yourMust
prelera I D.

ATTENTION
FARMERS
BRAND NEW!
CROP HAIL TOBACCO
COVERAGE THAT GIVES YOU

MORE
MONEY
BACK
THAN EVER BEFORE
IN CASE OF LOSS!
ASK YOUR LOCAL
Am Ag Agent
ABOUT THE NEW
PRODUCT
AND
REDUCED RATES

Nirow Jackson
Purchase Agriculture
Credit Association
641 N. (Acmes from Cain s)
753-5602
See Don Nance or
Bob Hargrove

435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr

'8,469*

L
M_PIf

exploded during the storm at Nevada Recycling Co., near Nellis Air
Force Base. No injuries were
reported.

TRANSMISSION

sa,376*
M. andillining Perm {trine

'AFTER REBATE

RESS
SEAFOOD EXP
& MARKET
SEAFOOD RESTAURANT
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Protect your vacation money — see us for traveler's checks
before you leave!
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"One of the nation's safest banks"

Member FDIC

'THE FRIENDLY AND SAFE BANK'

Bank of Murray
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- Paid Program
•- Fraggle Rock
ED - VideoMorning (In Stereo)
ED - What Every Baby Knows
€13 - Under the Umbrella Tree
WEEKDAYS
6:30 A.M.
- Adam Curry
ABC News (CC)
O
Flying Nun
5:00 A.M.
0 j- News
CD - All News Morning Lett in Pro- NBC News
- G.I. Joe
gress
0CF - This Morning's Business
0- Yogi Bear
8:05 A.M.
O - Facts of Life
- Paid Program
▪ - Little House on the Prairie
- CBS News
- Captain Kangaroo (CC)
8:30 A.M.
Rising Damp
El)- Everyday Workout
Varied
Programs
- Bewitched
O
00C - Care Bears (CC)
- Varied Programs
O - Lassie
- Popeye
0- Maya the Bee
- Woody Woodpecker
▪ - Varied Programs
•- Paid Program
- Mousercise
6:35 A.M.
- Muppets
• - Awake on the Wild Side
- Leave It to Beaver
Today With Marilyn
ED 121) - Math Works
6:45 A.M.
- Frugal Gourmet
- Sing Out America
CIE)- A.M. Weather
Ea - Dumbo's Circus
5:05 A.M.
• - Hazel
ICCC:00A..G0.0d
.M
70
CB - Gomer Pyle, USMC
Morning •- Sunshine Mountain
5:30 A.M.
IM
AmeTicaliM
9:00 A.M.
Ag-Day
00(I)- Today (CC) (In Stereo)
Live -- Regis &
- Ralph Emery Show
This Morning
O CU
EI
Kathie lee
O CE) - CBS News
00 CC1- Donahue
- Body Electric (In Stereo)
O - Faith Twenty
Designing Women (R)
• - People's Court
- Banana Splits
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (In Stereo)
▪ - A&E Preview
CD CC - Mister Rogers (CC) (R)
(CC)
0C - Paid Program
- Magnum, P.I.
0
Survival
World
of
0- Kids World
- Peter Pan & the Pirates (In
- Inspector Gadget
•- You and Me, Kid
i
Stereo)
Program
Paid
€11 - Nation's Business Today
Fugitive
- Popeye Hour
▪ - James Robison
New Mike Hammer
Street
(CC)
Sesame
(21
Body by Janis
Castle
Eureeka's
ED - Attitudes
5:35 A.M.
0
40 Paid Program
Duck
Presents
Donald
•- My Three Sons
Movie
- Dinosaucers
6:00 A.M.
ED 41, - Starfinder
CD - Jerry Falwell
CF0CE 0- ABC News (CC)
- Sister Kate
- All News A.M.
0CF - News
•- Movie
A.M.
7:05
0CF - NBC News
15) - 700 Club
- Brady Bunch
- Robert Tilton
All News Morning Joined in Pro7:30 A.M.
- Jetsons
gress Left in Progress
0CF - Travel Magazine
- Breakfast Show
9:05 A.M.
O - Bozo (In Stereo)
Varied Programs
•- Movie
Tiny Toon Adventures
- Cartoon Express
119:3Family0 A
0ED
Crusade in Europe
CD - Mr. Wizard's World (CC)
MF.eud
- Heathcliff
- Paid Program
21,- Reading Rainbow (CC)
U)
Paid Program
IC - Fun Zone
(R)
- Welcome to Pooh Corner
• - It Figures
- Alvin and the Chipmunks
- Littles
• - Good Morning, Mickey!
▪ - Paid Program
Varied Programs
CD - Flintstone Kids
61)- E/R
- Sunshine Factory
7:35 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
- I Dream of Jeannie
O - All News A.M. Joined in Pro0cu U - Home
gress
8:00 A.M.
O - Sally Jessy Raphael
C91 - Price Is Right
0 CF - Sesame Street (CC)
Morrie Melodies
- Full House
Varied Programs
04)- 3-2-1 Contact (CC) (R)
0- Lassie
- Joan Rivers (In Stereo)

Stop in or call for more information or to apply for a travel loan
today.

We Want to Send You Packing!

Choose your destination, then see us. We'll lend you the money
you need to make your trip extra memorable. And, we'll work
with you to set up a simple, easy repayment plan so you can
enjoy your trip with peace of mind.

There are so many wondrous sights to see in this world — and
we don't want you to miss a one! And, there's no reason why
you should — not when we have the money you need to take
the trip of your dreams.

The World is at Your Feet...
when you see us for a
travel loan.
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DAYTIME CONT.

SATURDAY, JUNE I, 1991
€D 21 - Varied Programs
▪ - Tale Spin
0 Supermarket Sweep
- Dance Party USA
erl - Movie
- Hey Dude
- Power Pack
la 21 - Reading Rainbow (CC) (R)
(/) - Mickey Mouse Club (CC) (In €111 - Our House
Stereo)
_ppeve
ge
- Bewitched
5:05 P.M.
tal - All News P.M. Joined in Pro5:30 P.M.
Hollywood
gress Left in Progress
B mery/a- ABC News (CC)
Flipper
Squares
5 P.M.
D ys
Happy4::
O0CL - NBC News (CC)
- Video Soul
a (I) fl1 at - CBS News (CC) (In
ff) - Cookin" U.S.A. (R) (In Stereo)
Stereo)
, 5:00 P.M.
@El - Attitudes
- Abbott and Costello
0
OCEOWOCCOOt811-News
• - Raccoons
0- Beverly Hillbillies (CC)
(CC)
Fortune
of
Wheel
O
ft) - Totally Pauly
CD - Make the Grade
O 10- Golden Girls (CC)
ED - Father Knows Best
- Soft Notes
Copy
Hard
O
Cope
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
O
CL - Sesame Street (CC) (R)
Cope (Live Phone-In)
•21- Nightly Business Report
in Charge
Charles
2:05 P.M.
- Supermarket Sweep
(3) - Small Wonder (CC)
di) - Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
•- Varied Programs
- Avengers (CC)
- All News P.M. Joined in Pro2:30 P.M.
- Cartoon Express
gross Left in Progress
0 0, - Santa Barbara
O - Get the Picture
- Living Isles
5:35 P.M.
0
- Video LP
•
- Super Mario Bros. Super Show
- Andy Griffith
- Gilligan's Island
$25,000 Pyramid
O - Looney Tunes
• 21. - 3-2-1 Contact (CC) (R)

2:00 P.M.
somacua_ General Hospital
- Santa Barbara
Light
Garden
a Countryding G
Froln-Gui
0den
11111
113 TD Varied
d Programs

o

ED - Music sox
▪ - 700 Club
ED - Steve me:two
a_ Avengers
12:00 P.M.
- Divorce Court
g) - AN My Cliildren
- Sharon. Lois & Bram's Elephant
Show
O - Classic Concentration
O - Our Voices
'12) - News
0013
a 21 0- Varied Programs
- Image Workshop
la Ne
n News
o
- Heart to Heart With Sheila
- Beverly Hillbillies (CC)
Walsh
- Chain Reaction
Feature
O - Noozles
10:30 A.M.
O - Video Vibrations
0 8 - TrialWatch
C) 21 - Varied Programs
- Top Card (In Stereo)
- Sesame Street (CC) (R)
Divorce Court
•- Supermarket Sweep
€13 - Herbie, the Love Bug
O - Fred Penner's Place
ED - Varied Programs
▪ - Live From L.A.
•- Paid Program
12:05 P.M.
- All News Morning Joined in ProMovie
gress Left in Progress
12:30 P.M.
69 10:35 A.M.
111(1)- News
•- Varied Programs
so- TrialWatch
10:45 A.M.
am- Talk of the Town
C)- Movie
- Days of Our Lives (CC)
0
- Movie
10:50 A.M.
(j)- Bold and the Beautiful (CC).
- Varied Programs
0- Name That Tune *
1 1:00 A.M.
O - Maya the Bee
(1)- Loving ICCI
•
ED- Be a Star (R) (In Stereo)
e op0- Match Game
ED - Great Amsrican TV Poll
- Sunshine Factory
Fortune
f
s
o
Ne
hoolw
1-W
11111
11111

o

_

•

go -

o

o

o
o

•

•-

ef) - Top Card (R) (In Stereo)
(1) - Care Bears (CC)
Father Knows Best

•

-

MONDAY

truction. Noah Hathaway, Barret Oliver,
Tami Stronach. 1984. Rated PG.
- MOVIE: 'Colossus: The Forbin
M.
Country' A Project' A super computer startles its
- MOVIE: ':Wi04)IdAir;
widowed psychiatrist convinces a Ju- creator by acting independently and esvenile delinquent to develop his writing tablishing contact with its Soviet countalent. Elvis Presley, Hope Lange. Tues- terpart. Eric Breeden, Susan Clark, William Schallert. 1969. Rated M.
day Weld. 1961 (In Stereo)

6/3/91

•

O

2. - Geral
C*
3:clo
O '3, - Perfect Strangers (CC)
O - Days of Our Lives (CC)
- As the World Turns
ED
iz - Oprah Winfrey (CC)
0 8 - Wild America (CC)
9:05 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
0-43oraido
C)- MOVIE:'The Glenn Miller Story'
Adventures of the The life and times of the trombone
Disney's
MOVIE: 'Except for Me and
eamaiLa- One Life to Live
- Robert Tifton
se
•
player who became one of the most Thee' A family of Quakers risk their
GuMm
C)Di
O - Another World
• - Young and the Restless
popular big-band leaders of his day lives to help a pair of runaway slaves.
- Press Your Luck
o OID - Blitz on Cartooning
Movie
Stewart, June Allyson, Charles Based on the novels by Jessamyn
James
Heathcliff
C)
Griffith
- Andy
• The Judge (CC)
1954 Rated G.
Drake
West. Richard Kiley, Shirley Knight,
0ED - Movie
As the World Turns
• World of David the Gnome
Clifton James. 1975.
A.M.
6:00
(R)
(CC)
Street
21
O
Sesame
Programs
Varied
Varied Programs
C)
ED Club Dance (In Stereo)
•- Family Playhouse: Incredible
O - Wipeout
ED - Cookin' U.S.A. (In Stereo)
A.Me.rville Ghost'
5 Cant
Th4,
•4
9:
Ida Early Just when a widower with 0- MOVIE:
€13 Donald Duck Presents
Bits
El)- Spenser: For Hire
four children desperately needs a The spirit of a 17th-century English noDial
ffil
MTV
In
Country Standard Time
- Lunch Box
nanny, in pops Ida Early with her win- bleman haunts his American descen- Batman
€D
O
Ster-e-o
I
Uttl
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
ning ways. Stars: Ed Begley Jr , Jackee dants as they move into the family's
- Psychiatry & You
- Moonlighting
Harry and Huckleberry Fox (60 min ((In ancestral castle Sir John Gielgud, Ted
11:05 A.M.
Gulch
el - Adventures in Dry
SI - Danger Bay (CC) (In Stereo)
Stereo)
Wass, Alyssa Milano. 1986
a- Perry Mason
- We're Cooking Now
3:05 P.M.
7:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
11:30 A.M.
0)- Flintstones
1:30 P.m.
- All My Children
121 - MOVIE: '4D Man' A scientist ei - MOVIE: 'Platinum Blonde' A
▪
Bold and the Beautiful (CC)
turns to crime when he discovers the newspaper reporter clashes with high
3:30 P.M.
0CL - Loving (CC)
Another World
secret for passing his body through so- society after he marries a young sociO
o IJJ - Family Ties
0 - Closer Look
lid matter Robert Lansing, Lee Men- alite. Jean Harlow, Loretta Young, RobBCC- Painting in Maine
0
- ALF (CC)
- Young and the Restless
wether, James Congdon. 1959.
ert Williams. 1931.
Dyke
Van
Dick
Rogers
CID
0
O
Mister
(CC)
(R)
e - News
Encounters'
'Intimate
MOVIE:
a
Draw
or
Lose
Win,
a10:35 A.M.
CB - DuckTales
0CL - Crafting for the '90s
A housewife's constant sexual fanta- o - Mirthworms on Stage AniLassie
0
Rollers
High
•- The Judge ICCI
sies threaten to destroy her marriage mated Wormaline sets out to steal the
C)- Yogi Bear
e - Adventures of the Little Koala •- Varied Programs
and her sanity Donna Mills, James Bro- lead role in "Sleeping Beauty," but her
Digest
- Women's
- Teen Win. Lose or Draw (CC) lin, Cicely Tyson 1986
•- Screen Scene
plans backfire (R)
1:35 P.M.
O 21 - Child Care Safety Part 1 of 6
7:30 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
ne Factory
Sfn.sPhiS
- Varied Programs
€19 C
cp
•_ Varied Programs
- SportsCenter
- MOVIE: 'Eternally Yours' A
el - Sunshine Mountain
8:00 A.M.
young woman tries to persuade her
P.M.
MOVIE: 'Say Anything'(CC) A magician husband to abandon his carAddamsFamily
3:3
high-school graduate works up the eer and settle down Loretta Young,
4:00 P.M.
nerve to ask out the beautiful class va- David Niven, Billie Burke 1939.
ledictorian John Cusack, lone Skye, 0 - MOVIE: 'Those Daring Young
o CID - Cosby Show
John Mahoney 1989 Rated PG-13 (In Men in Their Jaunty Jalopies' AcciO Qua _ Gerald()
2 WIRN ABC Nashville
Stereo)
26 The Disney Chiliad
dents befall various competitors in a
0- Oprah Winfrey )CCi
3 WSIL ABC Ilarrisborg
1500-mile race to Monte Carlo during
27 Musk Television (144V)
O arD - Gunsmoke
Early
a - Tennis: French Open
the 1920s Tony Curtis, Dudley Moore,
4 WSMV NBC Nasivilk
21 WCSD•TV (Calloway County High)
(CC)
Boss?
the
Who's
0(I)
rounds from Roland Garros Stadium in Susan Hampshire. 1969.
5 WTVF CBS Nasivilk
29 Cable News Nttwork (CNN
- Reading Rainbow (CC) (R) Pans. (5 hrs.) (Live)
- MOVIE:'The Dream Team' Four
•
6 WPSD NBC Padocak
34 The Learning Channel
0-Chip 'n' Dale's Rescue Rangers
mental patients find themselves loose
7 WBBJ ABC *Imo
31 ESPN Sports
up ot - Inside Edition (CC)
ond the Toad in Manhattan after their doctor is
'Hart M
3
8:0
p - Bucky0
•
I WDCN PBS l'ilashvik
32 WMHS-TV (Murray High School)
so- Fugitive
Wars Animated Bucky's crew pre
knocked unconscious by thugs. Mi9 WGN IND Chicago
33 CBN
- Just the Ten of Us
pares to do battle with the evil Toads chael Keaton, Christopher Lloyd, Peter
11 KBSI FOX Cape Girardeau
Cabievision
Murray
34
Part 1 of 3
Boyle 1989. Rated PG-13 (In Stereo)
•- Mork & Mindy
11 MSU-TY
35 The Weather Channel
- MOVIE: 'Bloodstone' A couple •- MOVIE: 'Carnival Story' Rom- Rap City
•
12 KFVS CBS Cape Girardeau
36 Calloway County Public Library
honeymooning in India becomes in- ance leads to tragedy when a love
1:21, - Mister Rogers (CC) (R)
13 Arts and Entertainment (ASA)
37 Howie Shopping Guide
volved in the theft of a cursed ruby
triangle develops between a carnival
_
(In
VideoPNI
Stereo)
•
14 Murray CO Hall
Brett Stirnely, Anna Nicholas, Rap high diver and two male admirers.
3.3 Prevost Guide
so- Kids Incorporated
Kanth 1989 Rated PG-13 (In Stereo) Anne Baxter, Steve Cochran, George
15 USA dwork
39 Showboat
so- Hot Seat
Nader 1954
16 Nickelodeon
9:00 A.M.
41 Headline News
- PoP•Ye
17 WTBS Atlanta
young
A
Sinbad'
1 1:30 A.M.
of
'Son
MOVIE:
so43 ACTS
Varied Programs
II Black Entertainment (BET)
man is forced to work a miracle to win
- MOVIE: 'Full Fathom Five' Cen44 W46BE-TV END Murray
so- Moves
his freedom from the Caliph of Bagdad
tral American rebels attempt to ransom
19 Turner Network Tdevidon (TNT)
47 Video Hits I
4:05 P.M.
Dale Robertson. Sally Forrest, Vincent America by aiming a Soviet sub's nu20 EWTN Catholic Netwat
41 The Discovery Channel
so- Laverne 8 Shirley
Price 1954
clear payload at Houston Michael Mon
21 WKMU PBS MurnyfMayfield
IS QVC Shopping
'The Neverending 'arty, Maria Rangel, Michael Cavan.
dy
P.M
.p.r
MOVIE:
0
.1
4:_3
rit
a
au
al
22 Nashville Network
51 C•SPAN
Story' A bookish youngster enters a augh 1990 Rated PG (In Stereo)
(CC)
23 Lifetime
51 Financial News Network (FNN)
fantasy world when he reads a strange
Family
Mama's
24 Hose hi Met (HBO)
52 OPP( 2
novel about the struggle to save an im- •- MOVIE: 'Not As a Stranger'
3-2-1 Contact (CC) (R)
23 Cimmu
aginary kingdom from imminent des
Based on Morton Thompson's novel
▪ NI.A.S.K.
•
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weep

.M.
BC News (CC)
ws (CC)
i News (CC). (In

itello
es (CC)

Pals
iness Report
weep

IS

Joined in Pro-

IS
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- Video Soul (R)
0- Baseball Tonight
7:00 P.M.
(Live)
Kentucky
Is
This
CD - Scarecrow and Mrs. King
MacGyver (CC) (R)
a)- Frank Pollard
- Nashville Now (In Stereo)
O0(if) - Fresh Prince of Bel-Air 0- MOVIE:'Baby Girl Scott' When
10:30 P.M.
about the trials and tribulations of a
(CC). (R)(In Stereo)
3:30 P.M.
their baby is born three months prema- O
- MASH
med-school student. Olivia de Havil- Evening Shade (CC). turely, a couple is forced to confront a
- MOVIE: 'Spaceballs' (CC) Mel 0(1)
•
(CiCg)ht show (,1) on
Ton
Che..7s
o-au
am
s
land, Robert Mitchum, Frank Sinatra. Brooks lampoons the science-fiction (R)(In Stereo)
series of emotional and ethical dilem1955.
of
send-up
big-budget
HopAnthony
(CC)
genre with this
(F -O Survival
mas concerning the underdeveloped
—
-StairWistS,-1VIe1Brooks, John Candy, kins narrates this-look at-dangers threa- child's fate. John Lithgow, Mary Beth Stereo)
E)ntertainment Tonight(CC).
e0
0 CID - MOVIE: 'Billy the Kid Re- Rick Moranis. 1987. Rated PG. (In tening the wildlife that lives in proximity Hurt, Linda Kelsey. 1987.
(In Ter
to the first 25 miles of the Colorado 0- MOVIE:'Overexposed' A homi- 0
turns' A man uses his resemblance to Stereo)
O - Love Connection
Billy the Kid to restore law and order to
a
- MOVIE: 'Animal Behavior' A River. (60 min.)
cidal fan makes life miserable for
a crime-ridden town. Roy Rogers, Smi- chimpanzee complicates the romantic
Major League Baseball: Oakland beautiful television actress. Catherine 0CL - TechnoPolitics
- Man Undercover
ley Burnette, Lynne Roberts. 1938.
relationship between a sign language Athletics at Chicago White Sox From Oxenberg, David Naughton, Jennifer
O - Arsenio Hall (CC). (In Stereo)
0 - Prince Charles: The Earth in scholar and a music instructor. Karen Comiskey Park (3 hrs (Live)
Edwards. 1990. Rated R. (In Stereo)
Balance In this personal essay, the heir Allen, Armand Assante, Holly Hunter. 0- MOVIE: 'Wall Street' An ambi- •
- Mister Ed
- MOVIE: 'Anna and the King of
to the British throne speaks about the 1989. Rated PG. (In Stereo)
tious young stockbroker skyrockets to Siam' A widow accepts a post in Siam
- Screen Scene (Ri
threats to the world's environment (60
success under the tutelage of a ruthless as tutor for the King's children. Irene ED 21: - Adventures in Scale Model4:00 P.M.
min.)
- MOVIE:'Made for Each Other' corporate raider Michael Douglas, Dunne, Rex Harrison, Linda Darnell ing
▪ - MOVIE: 'The Borrowers' An (CC) Two urban misfits find one an- Charlie Sheen, Daryl Hannah 1987 (In 1946.
ED - On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
inches-tall family living under the floor- other during a series of revealing en- Stereo)
- Beauty and the Beast (CC). (In ED - Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
boards of a house, borrows from the counter sessions. Renee Taylor, Jo- O - David L. Wolper Presents: D- Stereo)
•- Conversation With Bob Hope
household to furnish their home. Eddie seph Bologna, Paul Sorvino. 1971, Day Richard Basehart takes a look at •
- Joy of Music
(CC) The comic answers questions
Albert, Tammy Grimes, Dame Judith Rated PG.
the events surrounding the June 6,
from a live audience at the Disney MGM
8:30 P.M.
Anderson. 1973.
)
min
(60
1944, operation.
5:00 P.M.
Designing Women Studios and shows clips from movies,
at
c2
- Murder, She Wrote (CC) Part 1 (CC). (R) (In Stereo)
12:05 P.M.
newsreels and his USO tours (60 min.)
- MOVIE:'Spaced Invaders'(CC)
81- MOVIE: 'Thunder Road' A dar- Midwestern children aid a crew of pint- of 2.
(R) (In Stereo)
Dragnet
O
edevil war hero joins his whiskey- sized Martians who have mistakenly (13 - Mork & Mindy
• Rockumentary
CD - Ben Haden
- Frank's Place
making mountain folk, becoming a no- landed in the American heartland.
- SportsCenter (60 min.)
•
9:00 P.M.
torious moonshine runner. Robert Douglas Barr, Royal Dano, Anana Ri- Trials of Life Part 2 of 6
10:35 P.M.
(In
(CC).
Sports
Good
(1D
Smith.
Keely
Mitchum, Gene Barry,
•l- Moyers -- Your Mythic Jourchards. 1990. Rated PG.
0 A - Head of the Class (CC)
Stereo)
1958.
philoso
The
(CC)
Keen
Sam
With
ney
AmerLatin
0- MOVIE:'Miracles' A
Power in the Pacific (CC). (R)
12:30 P.M.
ican Indian chief's daughter is cured by pher and former -Psychology Today'
10:45 P.M.
(In Stereo)
O - MOVIE: 'Pueblo' An American a surgeon who's been spirited away editor explores friendship, faith, family
• - MOVIE: 'Death Wish 4: The
- Calf to Glory
naval vessel is seized by the North Ko- from America by a pair of bumbling and storytelling (60 mmn )
Crackdown' Vigilante Paul Kersey deC)- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
reans in this true story. Hal Holbrook, crooks. Tom Conti, Ten Garr, Paul Rod- ED- On Stage (In Stereo)
clares war on Southern California's
Assignon
Geographic
Stereo)
(In
National
PG.
•- L.A. Law
Andrew Duggan, Richard Mulligan. riguez. 1986. Rated
•
crack dealers Charles Bronson, Kay
1973
MOVIE: 'Casualties of War' ment
5:15 P.M.
Lenz, John P Ryan 1987
(In
Explorers
•
recruit
,
*
_Not
agonizes
reover
young
(fi)
A
(CC)
CD
1:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Say Anything'(CC) A
11:00 P.M.
a
of
Stereo)
murder
the
Vietnamese
porting
- Talking Sex... With Your Kids A high-school graduate works up the
- MASH
- Heil Hitler! Confessions of a Hi- 0
panel of experts answer questions con- nerve to ask out the beautiful class va- woman, a crime initiated by his unbalcerning talking with children about sen- ledictorian. John Cusack, lone Skye, anced superior Michael J Fox, Sean tler Youth: America Undercover(CC) 10(I)0- Nightline (CC)
(1)- Golden Girls (CC)
John Mahoney. 1989. Rated PG-13. (In Penn, Thuy Thu Le. 1989 Rated R (In Documentary on an entire generation's
sitive sexual topics. (R)
Stereo)
loss of innocence in Germany during
- David L. Wolper Presents: 0at - MOVIE: 'Clash of the Titans' Stereo)
World War II. Based on the true experi- Day Richard Basehart takes a look at
O - Avonlea (CC). (In Stereo)
Greek hero Perseus faces mythological
ences of Alfons Heck.
the events surrounding the June 6
- MW Prime
•
6:00 P.M.
beasts and dark magic when he em1944, operation (60 min )(R)
- Beauty and the Beast (CC) (In O - Top 10 at 10
barks on a quest to win the hand of
at - 700 Club
Stereo)
O -"Equalizer
Andromeda. Laurence Olivier, Harry News
0- MOVIE:'The Dream Team' Four at - MOVIE: 'The Gods Must Be O - Looney Tunes
Hamlin, Claire Bloom, 1981. Rated PG. 0CL)- Current Affair (CC).
(In Stereo)
- MacNeil/Lehrer mental patients find themselves loose Crazy II' A Bushman and two stranded • - Midnight Love
0 CD at
in Manhattan after their doctor is physicians suffer a series of comic misNewshour (CC).
1:30 P.M.
knocked unconscious by thugs. Mi- adventures in the Kalahari desert
Jeannie
of
Dream
-I
- MOVIE: 'Arena' Success nearly
chael Keaton, Christopher Lloyd, Peter NIXau, Lena Fenigia, Hans Strydom
- Andy Griffith
ruins the marriage of a rodeo cowboy.
1990. (In Stereo)
Boyle. 1989 (In Stereo)
Gig Young, Jean Hagen, Polly Bergen.
- World of Survival
- Cope
(111 - American Telecast
1953.
- MacGyver
News
131
9:30 P.M.
O - MOVIE:'See You in the Morn- •
- Inspector Gadget
Clippers(CC) Comedy
0CEI0CtP.M.
7:05
ing'(CC) A divorced psychiatrist finds
- Our Voices
himself torn between two families after
O - MOVIE: 'Test Pilot' A dashing pilot. Antics of the proprietors, em- Great American TV Poll
•
he remarries. Jeff Bridges, Alice Knge,
aviator falls out of the sky and into the ployees and customers of a once- MOVIE:'Weekend at Bernie's'
Farrah Fawcett. 1989. Rated PG-13 (In •
of a wide-eyed farmgirl Clark Ga- elegant hotel's barbershop. (In Stereo)
arms
his
of
two
Your Community Channel
(CC) A dead man provides
Stereo)
- Twilight Zone
Loy, Spencer Tracy 1938 •
Myrna
ble,
former employees with a unique set of
O - Green Acres
2:00 P.M.
problerris Andrew McCarthy, Jona7:30 P.M.
Ti.)- Education Notebook
Tuts., June 4
•
- MOVIE: 'Between the Lines' than Silverman, Catherine Mary Ste0 X - Blossom (CC) (R) (In •
- Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
Idealistic reporters experience the wart. 1989 Rated PG-13. (In Stereo)
Cable Preview
p.m.
4:30
Stereo)
pressures and perils of publishing a •
•- MOVIE: 'Streets' A young Los
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
Major Dad (CC) (R) (In Angeles prostitute is stalked by a hom•
weekly underground newspaper in •
5:00 p.m. Education Notebook
- SportsCenter
Stereo)
Boston. Jeff Goldblum, Lindsay
icidal motorcycle cop. Christina AppleScarecrow and Mrs. King
•
5:30 p.m. Don Farmer
Bewitched
0gate, David Mendenhall, Eb Lottimer.
Crouse, John Heard 1977
Q1 - This Is the Life
- Screen Scene (R)
1990. Rated R (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Jeanne Eagels' Based
6:05 P.M.
on the triumphs and tragedies of the
•- On Stage (In Stereo)
•- MOVIE: 'Anguish'(CC) A psy- Jeffersons (CC)
Thurs., June 6
carnival dancer who rose to fame and
•- In Search of the Lord's Way chopath at a movie theater mimics the
action on screen during a horror film.
fortune as a silent film star Kim Novak,
ICC)
6:30 P.M.
10:00 a.m. Coldwater Church
Zelda Rubinstein, Michael Lerner, Talia
Jeff Chandler, Agnes Moorehead
- All News Evening
O cso - Family Feud
of Christ
/
(In
R
Rated
Paul
1957
1988
Stereo)
8:00 P.M.
O ao - Entertainment Tonight (CC)
GreaBaseball's
a;- Sports Reporters (R)
5:00 p.m. Concerning Kentucky
(In Stereo)
CE)01981- MOVIE: 'Baby M' ED - Major League
test Hits: The Seventies (R)
2:30 P.M.
(CC) A fact-based account of the cus5:30 p.m. Education Notebook
clo - News
9:35 P.M.
a)- K.I.D.S.
tody battle between a childless couple
Cosby Show (CC) (In and the surrogate mother who changed 0- MOVIE:'MacArthur' Gen. Doug6:00 p.m. Cable Preview
O
3:00 P.M.
Stereo)
her mind after the child was born JoB las MacArthur's fight to stem the Ja- MOVIE: 'Mighty Joe Young' A
Night Court Part 1 of 2
eth Williams, John Shea, Bruce Weitz panese military tide in the South Pacific
naive teen-ager and her oversized gorGolden
is portrayed Gregory Peck, Ed FlanGirls
1988 Part 2 of 2 (In Stereo)
ICC)
illa take the nightclub circuit by storm in
Fri., June 7
- MOVIE: 'False Witness' ders. Dan O'Herlihy 1977.
ID0
this Oscar-winning tale from the crea- 0CZ - Wheel of Fortune (CC)
realattorney
distnct
assistant
An
(CC)
in
Artscene
Crusade
am.
30
Europe
10
10:00 P.M.
tors of "King Kong "Colorized version.
izes she may be promoted if she can
- Looney Tunes
Terry Moore, Robert Armstrong, Ben
11.00 a.m. Interlude
convict a suspect in a controversial
CD - Live From L.A. (R)
Johnson 1949
News
Rashad, Philip Mi- CZ Phylicia
case
rape
p.m. Cardinals vs
730
ID- Be a Star (In Stereo)
GID - Nightly Business Report
chael Thomas, Robin Mattson 1989 O
- MOVIE:'Harem' A young Ameri- O - Open House Part 1 of 2
San Francisco
0
(It
News
(CC)
0
(In Stereo)
can woman is kidnapped and sold into
_
Yo! MW Raps
- Golden Girls (CC)
0j)0iit - Murphy Brown (CC) •
a Turkish harem at the turn of the cen- College Baseball NCAA World (R) (In Stereo)
0- Elizabeth Ashley the Improv (60
tury Nancy Travis, Ava Gardner, Omar
Series From Omaha, Neb 13 hrs )
Shard 1986 Part 1 of 2
O CE) - Mini-Dragons (CC) Part 2 of min.)
(Live)
- Miami Vice (In Stereo)
4 (In Stereo)
World
NCAA
Baseball:
College
- Super Dave (CC)
Best of Saturday Night Live
Magnolia Blossom A lonely
Series From Omaha, Nab (3 hrs )•
O
- Lifestyle Magazine
Frank's Place
housewife must choose between her
(Live)
News P.M. Joined in Pro- husband and her mysterious lover (60•
- Trials of Life Part 2 of 6 (R)
•_ Rip Van Winkle Will Geer nar •- All
min
rates this claymation version of the gress Left in Progress
•- On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
classic tale of Rip Van Winkle, the man
6:35 P.M.
•- Prime Time Wrestling
at - Tracey Ullman
who slept for 20 years (R)
- Oct Smart
•- Bob Newhart
at - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour

MONDAYcotit

rams
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acuama-

•

-

o

•

•

•

iay, Barret Oliver,
Rated PG
sus: The Forbin
lputer startles its
pendently and esh its Soviet counSusan Clark, WilRated M
M.
opt for Me and
luakers risk their
runaway slaves
Is by Jessamyn
, Shirley Knight,

(I3 -

•-

(cc),

•

•

•

.M.
anterville Ghost'
ontury English noimerican descen
into the family's
lohn Gielgud. Ted
1986

•

o

Lineup
Channel 34

•

•

inum Blonde' A
:lashes with high
les a young sociretta Young, Rob4.M.
on Stage An
Its out to steal the
IBeauty," but her

A.M.
malty Yours' A
to persuade her
abandon his carLoretta Young,
irke 1939.
is Daring Young
y Jalopies' Accicompetitors in a
onte Carlo during
ris, Dudley Moore
369
ream Team' Four
themselves loose
their doctor is
IS by thugs Mi
)pher Lloyd, Peter
PG-13 (In Stereol
iival Story' Rom
idy when a love
nween a carnival
) male admirers
Cochran, George

cu0 -

•

o

01)

o

-

-

xecynevlioacip

•

•

•

A.M.
athorn Five' Can
attempt to ransom
Soviet subs nu
non Michael Mor
• Michael Cavan
,G (In Stereo)
As a Stranger'
'hompson's novel

o

aa-

•

-

CAI3LE
VLSI N

o

41.4

I
fiq:141;k•

4.

•

-

.
•

•
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_
•
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la - MOVIE: 'Born Free' A Kenyan
Katherine Helmond, Charlene Tilton
become rivals for the love of one man
game warden and his wife raise an or1979
Dennis
Lizabeth Scott, Jane Greer,
of Love' phaned lion cub until they realize they
'Goddess
MOVIE:
•
O'Keefe 1950
Venus, the legendary goddess, must must set her free to survive on her own
- MOVIE:'Man in the Saddle' A
earn a modern-man's love or face eter- Virginia McKenna, Bill Travers, Geofthe
rid
to
out
sets
rancher
sized Martians who have mistakenly vengeful
frey Keene. 1966
nal banishment from Mount Olympus
range of the man who has captured his
landed in the American heartland
Naughton,
David
White,
Vanna
5:00 P.M.
Douglas Barr, Royal Dano, Anana Ri- wife's heart Randolph Scott, Joan Les- Amanda Bearse 1988
'Flight of the Navigator'
al-MOVIE:
1951
Drew
Ellen
lie,
PG
chards 1990 Rated
- MOVIE:'Time Walker' An alien (CC) An alien spacecraft holds the clue
•
- Yogi's Ark Lark Animated Yogi unearthed at King Tut's tomb goes on a
- Drag Racing: NHRA Southern
to the mystery behind a young boy's
Nationals From Atlanta (60 min )(R) Bear and his friends travel in a magical rampage at a California university Ben 8-year disappearance A "Magical
(60
place
perfect
a
of
in
search
ark
- Westbrook Hospital
Murphy, Nina Axelrod, Kevin Brophy
World of Disney" presentation Joey
min.)(R)
1982 Rated PG
12:00 A.M.
Cramer, Veronica Cartwright, Cliff De
- MOVIE: 'The Chalk Garden' A
- MOVIE: 'The Champ' A strug- Young 1986 Rated PG
0 - Inside Edition (CC)
governess attempts to provide the love gling boxer gains strength and inspiraPersonalities
6:00 P.M.
Cl)
her 16-year-old charge needs Deborah tion from his son Jon Voight, Faye
lap cp - News (R)
MICEMICIDOWSOC161Kerr, Hayley Mills, John Mills 1964
1979
Ricky Schroder
Dunaway,
News
- Party Machine With Nia PeeRated PG
9:05 A.M.
ples (In Stereo)
(I)- Current Affair (CC)
•
- MOVIE: 'I Saw What You Did'
1:00 P.M.
(2D - MacNeil/Lehrer
110 - Magnolia Blossom A lonely •
118
when
killer
a
incite
girls
Two
teen-age
After
- MOVIE:'Out of the Past'
•
housewife must choose between her
Newshour (CC).
a
as
number
dial
his
unknowingly
they
settling in California under an alias, a
husband and her mysteriousAYer (60
- I Dream of Jeannie
prank Joan Crawford, John Ireland. former detective finds he can't escape
min)(R)
11) - Andy Griffith
Leif Erickson 1965
ties to the mob Colorized version. Rob-

MONDAYcom:
- Nashville Now IR) (In Stereo)

•

- 1st & Ten (In Stereo)
•
0- MOVIE:'Another 48 HRS.'(CC)
A police detective's obsessive quest to
bring down a drug kingpin reunites him
with a street-smart convict Eddie Murphy Nick Nolte. Brion James 1990
Rated R
Stereo)

121- Karl

Wuhrer
- Beauty and the Beast (CC) (In

•

Stereo)

- Mercury Media
- All News Night Left in Progress

•

•

o

•

•

11:05 P.M.
_ Sweating Bullets (In Stereo)
1 1:30 P.M.
o - Madame's Place
- Nightline (CC}
O - Patty Duke
- Hard Copy
- Late Night With David
al al
Letterman (R)(In Stereo)
- Newhert (CC)
▪
•- Into the Night Starring Rick
peas (In Stereo)
11)

0- MOVIE:'Out of the Storm' In the

ert Mitchum, Jane Greer, Kirk Douglas
1947
- Our Voices (R)
- Against the Odds: Save the
a high-school football team seems to la
an
in
Life
End'
'Dead
MOVIE:
O
have it all, but his gambling "hobby" Kemp's Ridley Sea Turtle Documents
and
frustration
to
leads
slum
River
East
sole

- Love Connection
al - Dobie Gulls

11)- MOVIE- Out Cold'(CC) A quiet

9:45 A.M.

o

-

rebellion Humphrey Bogart, Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea 1937

•- Paid Program
- Beauty and the

Beast (CC) (In

Stereo)

wake of a robbery, an underpaid clerk
spirits off S100.000 that the crooks
overlooked Jimmy Lydon, Lois Collier,
Marc Lawrence 1948

•

- Lightmusic

12:05 A.M.
iz -

Night Heat (R)
- National Geographic Explorer(R)

12:25 A.M.
5- MOVIE: 'Total Recall' An earthl-

ing begins to doubt his sanity and his
identity after a series of disturbing
nightmares lead him on a journey to the
planet Mars Arnold Schwarzenegger,
Rachel Ticotin. Sharon Stone 1990_ (In
•_ MOVIE:'Spaced Invaders'(CC) Stereo)
Midwestern children aid a crew of pintbutcher finds himself involved in the
death of his partner John Lithgow, Ten
Garr Randy Quaid 1988 Rated R (In
Stereo)

TUESDAY

quickly turns into an addiction (R)

10:00 A.M.
al - Jack and the Beanstalk

MOVIE: 'Creatures the World
Forgot' Twin cavemen struggle for tri-

•

Anima
2:00 P.M.
tion and iive action combine in this tale
- MOVIE: 'The Baby Maker' A
of a daring youngster who trades his •
cow for a handful of magical beans and childless couple arranges for a freetakes an adventurous Journey With spirited girl to bear them a child Barbara Hershey, Scott Glenn, Jeannie
Gene Kelly (60 mm n ) IR)
1970
Berlin
A.M.

10:30
al-MOVIE:'Racing With the Moon' O -

ICC) Two high-school buddies have a
final fling before joining the service during World War II Sean Penn, Elizabeth
McGovern, Nicolas Cage 1984. Rated
PG

hooky from school, borrows a vintage
Ferrari and heads off to do the town
Matthew Broderick, Mia Sara, Jeffrey
Jones 1986 Rated PG-13
•

Baby-Sitters Club: Mary Anne
and the Brunettes A group of spirited
young baby-sitters comes to the rescue of Mary Anne. (R) (In Stereo)

so -

become romantically involved with the
same man. Carol Channing's film debut Robert Cummings, Lizabeth Scott,
Eve Arden 1950

- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour

- SportsCenter
•

MOVIE: 'Mrs. Parkington' An

80-year-old grand dame reflects on the
that saw her rise from lowly
- MOVIE:'The Talk of the Town' events
maid to wealthy wiboardinghouse
A man accused of arson hides in a
Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon
teacher's house, unaware that she has dow
Agnes Moorehead 1944
rented it to a law professor Cary Grant,
- Bodybuilding: IFBB North
•
1942.
Colman_
Ronald
Jean Arthur,

American Championship Women's
competition from Las Vegas (60 min )

•

- Scarecrow and Mrs King

€10 - Henry's Cat (R)
(ID- Backstage With Gary McSpedden

6:05 P.M.
O - Jeffersons (CC).
6:30 P.M.
01D- Family Feud
- Entertainment Tonight (CC)
(In Stereo)

al CL - News

SeStereo))-Cosby Show (CC). Part 1 of
in
2.(W
61
2:05 P.M.
O - Night Court Part 2 of 2.
e - Tom & Jerry's School's Out O - Golden Girls (CC).
Q)(D)- Wheel of Fortune (CC)
Special (60 min )
go Crusade in Europe
o
2:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Judgment'(CC) Two O Looney Tunes
From L.A. (R)
parents fight for justice after their 8- Be a Star (In Stereo)
year-old son is sexually molested by a •
Catholic priest Keith Carradine, Blythe •
- Open House Part 2 of 2.
Danner, Jack Warden 1990 (In •
- Dinosaurs Host Gary Owens talks
Stereo)
with scientists about the history and
myths surrounding dinosaurs. (R)
2:35 P.M.
el - Little Prince Claymation is used 81- Vol MTV Raps
to retell the Antoine de St Exupery •
- Major League Baseball: Teams
classic about a young boy from another to Be Announced (3 hrs.) (Live)
planet who comes to Earth to learn
O - We All Have Tales (CC). (In
about mankind (R) (In Stereo)
Stereo)

(R)

bal leadership in the wake of their fath1:00 A.M.
er's death Julie Ege, Tony Bonner, •
- MOVIE:'Outpost in Morocco' A
Robert John 1971 Rated PG
French officer attempts to safeguard
sia victim is accused of murdering her
- Hang Tight, Willy Bill Todd his troops from Arab attacks in Northhusband Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cot- •
Bridges stars as a teen-ager who is torn ern Africa George Raft, Marie Windten Anita Louise 1945
between following the straight and nar- sor, Akim Tamiroff. 1949
5:05 A.M.
row and "easy money" when he tries •
- MOVIE: 'Ernest Saves Christ•- MOVIE: 'Immediate Family' to help his mother make ends meet
mas'(CC) Santa Claus, determined to
(CC) A married couple eager to raise a
retire, enlists the aid of a wacky cab
7:30 A.M.
child meets a pregnant teen-ager plandriver in his search for a successor Jim
SportsCenter
ning to give her baby up for adoption
Varney, Douglas Seale, Oliver Clark
A.M.
8:00
Mary
Woods,
Glenn Close, James
1988 Rated PG (In Stereo)
Day
Stuart Masterson 1989 Rated PG-13 •- MOVIE - 'Ferris Bueller's
0- MOVIE:'The Last Rebel' A MexOff' (CC) A teen-age whiz kid plays ican outlaw's vendetta against miners
(In Stereo)
3:00 P.M.
131 - Jessy Dixon
hooky from school, borrows a vintage brings the Texas Rangers to the rescue
MOVIE:'Drums' An English garal- Major League Baseball: New
Ferrari and heads off to do the town
Carlos Thompson, Anadne Welter, Ro- rison in colonial India fights off Indian
5:30 A.M.
York Mots at Cincinnati Reds From
Matthew Broderick, Mia Sara, Jeffrey dolfo Acosta 1956
fanatics with the help of a native prince
- MOVIE:'The Marvelous Land of Jones 1986 Rated PG-13
Riverfront Stadium (2 hrs , 30 min )
•
12:00 P.M.
Raymond Massey, Sabu, Valerie Hob- (Live)
Or' Dorothy and her friends share new
Open Early
French
Tennis:
adventures in this animated adaptation rounds from Roland Garros Stadium in ocs,- MOVIE:'Come On, Rangers' son 1938
6:35 P.M.
Roy uses wise words to cheer the •
- MOVIE:'Harem' A young Ameri- •- Major League Baseball: Philaof L Frank Baum s novel Narrated by Paris 15 hrs I (Live)
(In
NR
Texas Rangers into action against the can woman is kidnapped and sold into
Margot Kidder 1987 Rated
delphia Phillies at Atlanta Braves
8:30 A.M.
harem at the turn of the cenlawless Roy Rogers, Mary Hart, Gabby (Le)
vurk
Turkish
a iT
Stereo)
From Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium
Toad
the
O'Hare and
Bucky
•
Omar
Gardner,
Ava
Travis,
1938
Hayes
Nancy
tury
6:30 A.M.
(2 hrs , 45 min )(Live)
Wars Animated Bucky's ship is sabo21 - Moyers -- Your Mythic Jour- Sherif 1986 Part 2 of
- Little Prince Clayrrtation is used taged by a dangerous spy Part 2 of 3
7:00 P.M.
ney With Sam Keen(CC)The philoso- College Baseball: 2• NCAA World allaDalMall- Who's the Boss?
to retell the Antoine de St Exupery
A.M.
9:00
Today"
and
former
pher
"Psychology
hrs)
another
(3
from
Neb
boy
Omaha,
From
young
Series
classic about a
(CC). (R)(In Stereo)
- MOVIE. 'The Company She editor explores friendship faith, family
planet who comes to Earth to learn
)
officer
BOW- Matlock (CC) (R) (In
min
(R)
parole
(60
her
and
and
storytelling
woman
A
Keeps'
about mankind (In Stereo)
P.M.
3:30

e - SportsCenter
al- MOVIE:'Love Letters' An amne

-

•

•••

O-

MacGyver
- Inspector Gadget
O - Our Voices
the operation of a camp next to the
5- Great American TV Poll
known nesting site of this endangered
- MOVIE: 'Ferris Bueiler's Day
species (60 min )
Off' (CC) A teen-age whiz kid plays

la- MOVIE:'Paid in Full' Two sisters

•-

5:00 A.M.

Gambler The star quarterback of

10:45 A.M.
7:00 A.M.

6/4/91

o
o - World of Survival

•

•

- MOVIE: 'Who's Got the Action?' A wife tries to curtail her bus

•

frie.4(.4t.

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at Whttnell
Hours Mon -Fri 9-7, Sat. 9-5:30

band's out-of-hand betting habits by
secretly joining forces with a bookie
Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie Albert 1962

12:05 P.M.
•-

MOVIE: 'Harry-0' An ex

policeman turned private eye accepts
an assignment from the man who shot
him David Janssen, Martin Sheen,
Margot Kidder 1973

al -

Hang Tight, Willy Bill Todd

Stereo)
an aD•

- Rescue 911 (CC). (R)
Bridges stars as a teen-ager who is torn (In Stereo)
narand
straight
the
following
between
O Gip - Word on Words
row and easy money' when he tries
O - Major League Baseball, San
(R)
meet
to help his mother make ends
Diego Padres at Chicago Cubs From
4:00 P.M.
Wrigley Field (3 hrs (Live)
- MOVIE: 'Gallipoli' Two Aus- O - MOVIE: 'North Shore' A naive
tralian friends come face to face with Arizona teen-ager challenges the perithe brutality of battle during World War lous waves of Hawaii's legendary
I Mel Gibson, Mark Lee, Bill Kerr coastline Matt Adler, Nia Peeples, Gre1981 Rated PG
gory Harrison 1987
- MOVIE: 'Family Reunion' A re- •
- Biography- Schwarrkopf
tired schoolteacher enlists the aid of a •
- Murder, She Wrote (CC) Part 2
land
family
preserve
former student to

•

•

12:30 P.M.
100 - MOVIE: 'Diary of a Teen-Age
Hitchhiker' Several teen-age girls
place themselves in danger by hitching
rides with strangers Dick Van Patten,

-IL

of 2
from conversion to a shopping mall al - Mork & Mindy
Bate Davis John Shea J Ashley Hy- New Odd Couple
•
men 1981

•

•
4. •
.
,
-71

•

-•

•

ii
•

•
•

a

-^

Free A Kenyan
wife raise an or they realize they
-vive on her own
I Travers, Goof-

.M.

ifthe Navigator'
aft holds the clue
cl a young boy's
e. A "Magical
esentation. Joey
-twright, Cliff De
PG.

.M.

040-
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10:45 A.M.
- Newhart (CC).
from their family's inheritance. Winner ▪
of four Oscars, including Best Picture. ID - Into the Night Starring Rick 0- MOVIE:'Live a Little, Love a Lit-

Dustin Hoffman, Tom Cruise, Valeria Dees (In Stereo)
tle' A struggling photographer Juggles
Golino, 1988. Rated R. (In Stereo)
0- MOVIE:'Death Scream' A wom- two jobs in a frantic effort to make
an's murder is witnessed by neighbors ends meet. Elvis Presley, Michele
11:00 P.M.
Songs performed by Myrtle Hall
who do nothing to prevent it. Raul Julia, Carey, Don Porter. 1968.
•- Trials of Life Part 3 of 6.
Green
("America the Beautiful"), Steve
O CID- P.01•A•S•H
Lucie Arnaz, Clons Leachman. 1975.
11) - Moyers -- The Home Front and Sheila Walsh (60 min.)(In Stereo) a MO- Nightline (CC)
:00 A.M.
(CC)The effects of government budget •
- Love Connection
MOVIE:'Scarlet Street' A weak- Star Trek
a
Golden Girls (CC)
a
negcuts, lost Jobs, foreclosures and
0- Dobie Gillis
willed cashier who dabbles in painting
SD- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
0- Biography: Schwarzkopf (RI
lected infrastructures on Americans.
(!) - Paid Program
victim to the manipulations of a
falls
Assignon
Geographic
National
•
Equalizer
(90 min.)
young woman and her seedy boyITI•nt
O - Looney Tunes
- On Stage (In Stereo)
friend. Edward G. Robinson, Joan BenOD(E)- Eyes on the Prize II (CC) Part 0- Midnight Love
- L.A. Law
nett, Dan Duryea. 1945.
A.M.
12:00
4 of 8. (In Stereo)
- Nashville Now (RI (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Dont Look Back' A ci- MOVIE: 'Body Slam' (CC) A
•
C23
(CC)
Edition
Inside
(CC)
r'
'Frankenhooke
MOVIE:
•
- E.N.G
nema vents chronicle of singer- An amateur scientist embarks on a bistruggling music promoter strikes gold
- Personalities
ID
- Kari Wuhrer
songwriter Bob Dylan's 1965 tour of
managing professional wrestlers. Dirk
zarre scheme to reassemble and resurCD -o News (R)
Great Britain. Bob Dylan, Joan Baez, rect his late girlfriend . James Lorinz, 0-Dirty Dozen: The Series Danko is
Benedict, Tanya Roberts, Roddy Piper
Erg
Nia
Party
With
Machine
Peeto lead the Dirty Dozen into ocDonovan. 1967. (In Stereo)
1987. Rated PG. (In Stereo)
Patty Mullen, Louise Lasser. 1990. ordered
ples (In Stereo)
cupied France to shoot Hitler's hero,
- Goofy's Salute to Father Goofy Rated R.
- MOVIE: 'Africa Screams' Dia•
- MOVIE: 'Henry V' An English
stars in a show dedicated to fathers ▪ - MOVIE: 'Bill Cosby -- "Him- Col Steinmetz. (2 hrs.)
mond thieves mistake the boys for Junking leads his troops in an invasion of
Magazine
everywhere.
gle guides and force them to lead a saself— The funnyman looks at the hu- eD Lifestyle
France in this adaptation of William
Prime
fari. Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Hillary
in
MTV
OD- All News Night Left Progress
morous sides of marriage, childbirth
play
classic
Laurence
Shakespeare's
Brooke 1949.
a - MOVIE: 'Who's Got the Ac- and family life in this concert film taped
11:05 P.M.
Olivier, Robert Newton, Leslie Banks
tion?' A wife tries to curtail her hus- in Ontario in 1981. Bill Cosby. 1982. 0
11:30 A.M.
1944
- Exile (In Stereo)
band's out-of-hand betting habits by Rated PG.
'Opportunity Knocks' A
-MOVIE:
0
11:15 P.M.
secretly joining forces with a bookie CID - 700 Club
small-time con artist runs into big probA
the
Flies'
of
'Lord
ID
MOVIE:
Al- Boxing (2 hrs,I (R)
Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie
•
lems after he plans to scam a wealthy
0-Cope
group of adolescent military cadets
bert. 1962.
Duke
family Dana Carvey, Robert Loggia,
News Evening Joined in Pro- reverts to savagery after bong O - Patty
finAll
te- MOVIE:'When Harry Met Sally' gress
Todd Graff 1990 Rated PG-13 (In
Our Voices (R)
0stranded on a deserted island. Based
Two Manhattan singles recovering
MOVIE: 'The Hurricane' Two Stereo)
▪
on William Golding•s novel. Balthazar
9:20 P.M.
from failed relationships grow closer to
lovers try desperately to escape the
12:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Flash Gordon' Three Getty, Chris Furrh, Danuel Popoly. vengeance of a relentless policeman
each other as friends. Billy Crystal, Meg
aiD - MOVIE: 'Rough Riders'
Stereo)
Ryan, Carrie Fisher. 1989. (In Stereo) earthlings travel to the planet Mongo to 1990. (In
Dostorm
tropical
a
and the fury of
Round-Up' Roy leads the cowboys in
save earth from Ming the Merciless.
11:20 P.M.
•- Catch the Spirit
rothy Lamour, Jon Hall, Mary Astor an exciting round-up, sings and romSam J. Jones, Melody Anderson, Max O - MOVIE: 'I Married a Monster 1937
7:30 P.M.
ances a pretty cowgirl Roy Rogers,
Von Sydow. 1980.
From Outer Space' A young bride dis- QD - Paid Program
Mary Hart 1939
O cue cy 0- Head of the Class
covers her husband is not her former
9:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The French Connec- 0 21 - Our Beautiful Planet Via sa(CC) (In Stereo)
a
distant
from
monster
a
but
fiance,
- Green Acres
tion II' (CC) New York cop Popeye tellite, broadcasters from various coun43 CC - Metro Council (Live)
0- Crook and Chase (In Stereo) l• galaxy. Tom Tryon, Gloria Talbott, Pe- Doyle arrives on Marseilles to break up a tries discuss local and international en0- Bewitched
Baldwin 1958
multi-million dollar narcotics ring Gene vironmental concerns (2 hrs ) (In
€11- Major League Baseball: Teams ter
- Screen Scene (R)
Fernando Rey, Bernard Fres- Stereo)
Hackman,
(Live)
hrs.)
(3
Announced
Be
to
P.M.
11:30
eD - Church Street Station (R) (In
Rated R
1975
son
0- MOVIE: 'Miracles'(CC) A Latin
9:35 P.M.
O 2D - Nightline (CC)
Stereo)
Lightmusic
a)
American Indian chief's daughter is
Diet
Micro
Amazing
An
Chemistry'
'Body
MOVIE:
•- Living Truth
by a surgeon who's been spirited
cured
David
A.M.
12:05
With
her
Night
terrorizes
therapist
Late
sex
obsessed
O0(I) 8:00 P.M.
away from America by a pair of bumNight Heat (R)
colleague after he suc- Letterman (In Stereo)
011
married
happily
amacuu- Roseanne (CC).(R) cumbs to her wiles during a brief affair.
bling crooks. Tom Conti, Teri Garr, Paul
(In Stereo)
Rodriguez. 1986. Rated PG. (In Stereo)
Marc Singer, Lisa Pescia, Mary Crosby.
O0(131 - In the Heat of the Night 1990. (In Stereo)
•- MOVIE:'Three Ring Circus' Dis(CC). (R) (In Stereo)
charged from the service, the boys loin
P.M.
10:00
0(1)0(j)- MOVIE:'Taken Away' O CUVICUOOMOCCOIDD
a circus and are forever in hot water.
Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru.
(CC) A single mother struggles to reA.M.
8:15
- News
1954.
gain custody of her 8-year-old daughter
A
Kill'
to
Hours
'Three
- MOVIE:
Report
•
after the authorities accuse her of being 0CU- Nightly Business
5:00 A.M.
12:05 P.M.
driver accused of killing his
stagecoach
(CC)
News
0
0
an unfit mother. Valerie Bertinelli, Kevin
MOVIE:'Wholly Moses!' In bibli- fiancee's brother sets out to clear his 0- MOVIE:'A Real American Hero'
0Golden Girls (CC)
Dunn, Juliet Sorcey 1989. (In Stereo)
cal Egypt, a would-be prophet named name Dana Andrews, Donna Reed, Sheriff Pusser attempts to drive a local
Herschel decides to lead the Israelites Dianne Foster, 1954
QI - MOVIE: 'Henry V' An English O - Miami Vice (In Stereo)
moonshiner, whose liquor has caused a
out of slavery. Dudley Moore, Laraine
king leads his troops in an invasion of OD - Best of Saturday Night Live
number of teen-agers to go blind, out
A.M.
8:30
Newman, Richard Pryor. 1980. Rated
France in this adaptation of William • - Sanford
of business. Brian Dennehy, Forrest
- Bucky O'Hare and the Toad
PG.
Shakespeare's classic play. Laurence CD- Trials of Life Part 3 of 6 (R)
Tucker, Ken Howard 1978
friends
his
and
Wars Animated. Bucky
Olivier, Robert Newton, Leslie Banks. fin - On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
ID - SportsCenter
12:30 P.M.
the Toadborg. Part 3 of 3.
stop
must
1944.
0- MOVIE: 'The Benny Goodman
• - Tracey Ullman
le- MOVIE:'Nightmare in Badham
A.M.
9:00
including
life,
Goodman's
- Boxing: Rodney Moore vs.
Benny
Story'
- 1st & Ten (In Stereo)
County' A psychotic sheriff tosses
Sammy Fuentes Scheduled 10-round fb - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
his courtship of a girl who didn't like a) - MOVIE: 'Low Is Better Than two innocent girls into prison after they
engaged
himself
finds
Donna
agent
Allen,
Ever' An
Junior welterweight bout the Blue Horiiazz, is dramatized. Steve
spurn his lecherous advances Deborah
• - Scarecrow and Mrs. King
to a New Haven dancing school
zon in Philadelphia. (2 hrs.) (Live)
Reed. 1955. Rated G.
Raffin, Chuck Connors, Lynne Moody
eD
Richard Jackson
Taylor,
Elizabeth
teacher Larry Parks,
O - Get Smart
6:00 A.M.
1976
1952
P.M.
Donohue.
10:30
Elinor
a - Video Soul (R)
Tintypes Lynne Thigpen stars in
- MOVIE:'18 Again!'(CC) An inoad
Bunny-R
Bugs
MASH
'The
MOVIE:
0(1)- Nashville Now (In Stereo)
this musical look at American life dur- 0birthday wish brings unforenocent
about
reminisces
Bugs
Runner Movie'
Cheers (CC)
• WI- MOVIE:'Storm and Sorrow' An
when a wealthy 81 ing the turn of the century. (60 min.)
problems
seen
in
cohorts
his antics with other cartoon
- Tonight Show (In Stereo) Part 1 of 2.
American athlete gets a last-minute 00
bodies with his teenswitches
year-old
this blend of new animation and classic
chance to prove herself at a 1974 rock- 0CIO - Entertainment Tonight (CC)
7:00 A.M.
Daffy Duck, Road age grandson George Burns, Charlie
Bunny,
Bugs
footage.
climbing competition in the U.S.S.R. (In Stereo)
Schlatter, Tony Roberts 1988 Rated
- MOVIE: 'The 27th Day' Five Runner 1979 Rated G.
- Love Connection
Based on a true story. Lori Singer,
people whisked aboard a spaceship by CD- MOVIE:'All Quiet on the West- PG
Todd Allen, Steven Anderson. 1990.
Cl)o - Travels in Europe (In Stereo) alien creatures are each given capsules ern Front' A German youth is plunged
12:45 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Racing With the Moon'
- Circle of Fear
powerful enough to destroy the world. into the terror and degradation of 0- MOVIE: 'Tell Me That You Love
(CC) Two high-school buddies have a Q)- Arsenio Hall (CC) (In Stereo)
Gene Barry, Valerie French, George World War I Lew Ayres, Louis Wol- Me, Junie Moon' Three handicapped
final fling before joining the service dur- Mister Ed
Voskovec 1957
patients decide to make a go at living
helm, John Wray 1930
Elizabeth
Penn,
Sean
II.
War
ing World
MOVIE: 'The Red Balloon' A
Q)- Screen Scene (RI
together in the outside world Liza Minal
Rated
1984.
McGovern, Nicolas Cage
nelli, Ken Howard, Robert Moore
lonely boy finds a balloon that proSi) 121. - Let's Learn Japanese
PG
9:05 A.M.
1970
Street Station (R) (In ceeds to follow him through the streets
Church
of)
eD - Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'The Millionaire' Three
of Pans Pascal Lamorisse 1956
1:00 P.M.
- Ron Herrod
peoples' lives are drastically changed
- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd Rated NR (In Stereo)
•
- Lead-off Man
$1
given
suddenly
each
they
are
when
8:30 P.M.
7:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Trouble With
million Martin Balsam, Edward Albert, 0- America's Cup '92: Setting Sail
apcuacue- Coach (CC) (R)(In Dick' A sci-fi author proves irresistible •
- SportsCenter
for San Diego (60 min )(R)
Crowley 1978
Pat
Stereo)
to his landlady and her oversexed
A.M.
8:00
1:20 P.M.
A.M.
9:30
daughter. Tom Villard, Susan Dey,
a - Dragnet
- Major League Baseball San
0- MOVIE: 'Gloria' A former gun
MOVIE: 'It Happens Every
•(E) - Mini-Dragons Series Pre- Elaine Gtftos 1987 Rated R
moll protects a young orphan from Spring' A chemistry professortliscov- Diego Padres at Chicago Cubs From
miere (CC). (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'The Trouble With New
York City gangsters Gene Row- ers a formula that turns the baseball Wrigley Field (3 hrs • 10 min ((Live)
all
into
runs
showman
traveling
Girls' A
8:35 P.M.
John Adames, Buck Henry
lands,
world upside down Ray Milland, Jean
1:30 P.M.
Midof trouble while staying in a
PG
Rated
1980
- Comedy Club All-Stars V Host sorts
Peters, Paul Douglas 1949
Marlyn
'The Return of Joe
_
Presley,
MOVIE
•
Elvis
town.
western
performances
Joan Rivers introduces
- Tennis: French Open Early
1969 Rated G
Forrester' A veteran policeman shuns
10:00 A.M.
by five stand-up comics (60 minI (RI Mason, Vincent Price
rounds from Roland Garros Stadium in
- Idiot Box
OD- MOVIE: 'Steel Magnolias'(CC) modern methods as he walks a beat in
(In Stereo)
Pans (5 hrs I (Live)
A Louisiana beauty parlor serves as the search of a dangerous robbery ring
P.M.
10:35
0- Mighty Moose and the Quarter9:00 P.M.
meeting place for six iron-willed and ec- Lloyd Bridges, Jim Backus, E die
back Kid A pro football player helps a
- China Beach (CC) 0 - Head of the Class icc)
(l-.) 111
•
women Sally Field, Dolly Par- Adams 1975
centric
0- MOVIE: 'Rain Man'(CC) A con young quarterback and his father come ton,
fin Stereo)
on ShirleyStereo)Maclaine 1989 Rated PG
2:00 P.M.
separstars
Alex
Karras
to
attempts
understanding
hustler
niving
young
an
to
ID 0(T) Billy Graham Crusade
'The Goodbye People'
MOVIE:
O)
knew
never
he
)
brother
(60 min
A Gene-al's Choice " ate the autistic
(CC) . Topic
•

•

•

El

•

•

Pk (CC).
MacNeil/Lehrer

•

rine*

,al
et

TV Poll
s Bueller's Day
e whiz kid plays
orrows a vintage
to do the town.
Nia Sara, Jeffrey
'G-13
wily Hour

o

•

Mrs. King
1 Gary McSped.M.
.M.
int Tonight (CC)

ow(CC) Part 1 of
rt 2 of 2
C)
attune (CC)
oPe
(R)
ereo)
Pi 2 of 2
Gary Owens talks
the history and
nosaurs (R)
Baseball: Teams
hrs.) (Live)
Tales (CC), (In

•
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a)
1.M.
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•

o

•

3ck (CC( (Ri (In
:ue 911 (CC) (Ri
lords
a Baseball San
icago Cubs From
)(Live)
Shore' A naive
allenges the pen
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1 1:00 P.M.
to overthrow
custody to find the hit man who killed peacekeeper attempts
the post-apocalyptic
his partner Lee Majors, Abe Vigoda, the insane ruler of
Byron, Kelly Pres- el
op cIT :
M A
l
tiline
.
Sh
Nig
(CC)
Tracy Brooks Swope 1990 (In Stereo) wilderness Jeffrey
ton, Tim Thomerson 1983.
Tonight
Show (In Stereo)
Haden
- Ben
9:30 P.M.
tu
irins
Ge
C
1111 _CETw0
pi - News
113 GID op eh)- Heroes and Strangers
Twentieth
(CriC)Part 2 of 2
Smoke Detectives Four child- op - MacGyver
7:05 P.M.
Two young adults examine their relaren teach Count Floyd (Joe Flaherty) the ap - Inspector Gadget
at Ridge- tionships with their fathers (R)
Times
'Fast
MOVIE:
lp - Our Voices
ap - Equalizer
(A)
basics of fire safety
mont High' Teen-agers struggle with
pu
Green Acres
- Great American TV Poll
up - Looney Tunes
- College World Series Highindependence, sexuality and success
0- MOVIE:'Goin' South' A shiftless Sean Penn, Phoebe Cates. Ray Wal- Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
lights 1990
- Midnight Love
outlaw is saved from the gallows by a ston 1982
- Comedy Hour: Demon Wayans:
- Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo)
2:15 P.M.
spinster who needs him to save her
The Last Stand?(CC)Damon Wayans
- E.N.G
- MOVIE: 'The Odessa File' (CC)
P.M.
7:30
mine. Jack Nicholson. Mary Steenbur("In Living Color") takes center stage
A German journalist embarks on a one- MOVIE: 'Somebody Has yxt
Pains
Growing
poclupsup
CL
gen, John F3elushi. 1978. Rated PG
at the Apollo Theater in New York.(60 Shoot the Picture'(CC) A photograman hunt for postwar Nazis before they
(CC) Part 3 of 3 (R)
(R)
min.)
Stereo)
(In
Hour
Comedy
Hour
1/2
can start World War III Jon Voight,
pher hired to shoot a condemned kill- Five Up, Two Down
op
▪
- Achievers: Charles Lindbergh A er's execution becomes involved in a
- SportsCenter
Maximilian Schell. Marta Schell 1974
married
young
A
pilot
Comedy
(CC)
profile of "Lucky Lindy "(A)
- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
•
race against time to prove his innocRated PG
couple faces the birth of triplets Stars op - 13esebell Tonight
- Josh McDowell
Roy Scheider, Bonnie Bedelia,
ence
2:30 P.M.
Cleavon Little (In Stereo)
Howard 1990. Rated R. (In
Arltss
P.M.
9:40
P.M.
6:05
- MOVIE: 'Killer Klowns From
- Battle Line
MOVIE: 'Flashback' (CC) A Stereo)
•
- Jeffersons (cc)
Outer Space' Alien bozos arrive on
Bewitched
op young, uptight FBI agent gets some les- up - Major League Baseball MagaEarth looking for victims for their cot6:30 P.M.
O - Screen Scene (R)
sons in life from the 1960s radical he is zine
ton candy cocoons Grant Cramer, SuzFamily Feud
- Insight
•
assigned to bong to justice. Dennis op- MOVIE:'Bonanza Forever' A bitanne Snyder, John Vernon 1988
Tonight ICCi •- All News Evening
in
ntertament
•
Hopper, Kiefer Sutherland, Carol Kane ter sibling causes problems between
Rated PG-13 (In Stereo)
Fter00
E
Little Joe and his new girlfriend. Lorne
1990. Rated R (In Stereo)
8:00 P.M.
- Just for Kicks The Soccer
(/)- News
Greene, Michael Landon, Dan Blocker
10:00 P.M.
Show
AXIOMS- Doogie Howser,
pimps- Cosby Show (CC) Part 2 of M.D.(CC). (R)(In Stereo)
1972
OGDOCIDOCIDOOM-News
3:00 P.M.
2 (In Stereo)
- Synchronal Research
Cham- eg
Basketball:
NBA
0
O
Report
Business
Nightly
- MOVIE: 'Morgan the Pirate' A 0- Night Court
All News Night Left in Progress
Bulls or DeChicago
-Final
pionship
- Night Court
portrayal of the loves and adventures ▪ - Golden Girls (cc)
troit Pistons vs. Los Angeles Lakers
11:05 P.M.
Girls (CC)
of the famed English pirate Henry MorGolden
G9 tz - Wheel of Fortune (CCi
or Portland Trailblazers(CC)Game 1
gan Steve Reeves. Valerie Lagrange
Improv Com- ea-Scene of the Crime (In Stereo)
the
at
Morita
Pat
(Live)
(2 hrs., 30 min.)
- Crusade in Europe
Armand Mestral 1961
ics AJ Jamal, Dan Rosen; Bob Nick .)M
C
P.M.
iC
lpP
ne
:i3
1dh1ticopy
cum: HarNig
CE) op cg - Jake and the Fatman man; Dexter Madison, Bob Sariane Nes
op- MOVIE:'JOE. and the Colonel' O - Looney Tunes
(R)
(CC)
Stereo)
(In
(R)
L.A.
- Live From
J 0 E . a soldier with superhuman pow
(60 min.)
OCE op(21)- Moyers/Spirit and Na- op - Miami Vice (In Stereo)
ers, must stop terroristic threats El?) - Be a Star (In Stereo)
op CID - Newhart (CC)
ture(CC) The Dalai Lama is among the
- Open House
against the nation s defense system
O - Best of Saturday Night Live
reliof
- Into the Night Starring Rick
role
the
exploring
participants
Gary Kasper, William Lucking, Terence (11 - Danger Bay (CC) (In Stereo)
- Desmonds
Dees (In Stereo)
gion in preserving the environment (90
Knox 1985
- Yo! MTV Raps
- Trials of Life Part 4 of 6. (R)
mint0- MOVIE:'American Roulette' An
ap - Orchestra!(Ca Dudley Moore
- Major League Baseball: Teams
- News (CC)
exiled Latin American dignitary tnes to
Part
War
at
Cities
Century:
Our
introduces the individual parts of an or- to Be Announced (3 hrs ((Live)
8 assassins in England Andy Gar1 of 4
- George Strait Live From Tucson avoid
chestra IR) Iln Stereo)
(1)- This Is the Life
Stephens
op_ MOVIE:'Silhouette'(CC)A bus- George Strait and his Ace in the Hole cia, Kitty Aldridge,
3:30 P.M.
- All News P.M. Joined in Pro- inesswoman witnesses a murder while Band perform at the Tucson Civic Cen- Mighty Moose and the Quarter- gress Left in Progress
Robertai
- Love Connection
stranded in a small desert community ter in Tucson, Anz (60 min.) (R) (In
back Kid A pro football player helps a
6:35 P.M.
Faye Dunaway, David Rasche, John Stereo)
op - Battle Line
young quarterback and his father come
- Tracey Ullman
Terry 1990 (In Stereo)
- Bob Newhart
p - Dobie Gillis
•
to an understanding Alex Karras stars
- Missing Adventures of Ozzie
0- Get Smart Part 1 of 2
- MOVIE: 'Body Chemistry' An
P.M.
:00
N
7
mocu
(RI
and Harriet
- Video Soul (R)
obsessed sex therapist terrorizes her
Wonder Years(CC)
Stereo)4:00 P.M.
Ip -1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
happily marned colleague after he sucap - Nashville Now (In Stereo)
(R) (In
- MOVIE. 'BMX Bandits' Three
SportsCenter (60 min.)
to her wiles during a brief affair
p
•
cumbs
of
Price
The
'Kopsk:
MOVIE:
Unsolved
(CC)
OGID
Mysteries
teen-age dirt bikers team with fellow O
Marc Singer, Lisa Pescia, Mary Crosby
- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
Justice' New York police inspector
(In
(R)
Stereo)
bikers to round up a gang of crooks
1990. Rated R (In Stereo)
- Robert White
ce not - Rocky and Bullwinkle Theo Kr)* investigates a woman acDavid Argue, John Ley, Nicole Kidrnan •
cused of murdering her two young
op - College Baseball: NCAA World
villain
Hollywood,
In
Animated
(CC)
P.M.
10:30
1983 Rated PG
Series From Omaha, Neb. (2 hrs.)
Boris Badenov poses as a director to sons Telly Savalas, Kate Nelligan, Pat B CO- MASH
up - NBA Today
Hingle 1987
(Taped)
swindle Bullwinkle (In Stereo)
O CID- Cheers (CC)
4:15 P.M.
op - in Search of the Lord's Way
- Smithsonian World el- MOVIE:'Another 48 HRS.'(CC) 00CID- News
•CU el
to
quest
obsessive
detective's
police
A
A
(CC).
•- MOVIE: 'The Red Balloon'
.
teirEeo)
Sy
In co
(m
X- Entertainment Tonight (CC)
him
lonely boy finds a balloon that pro12:00 A.M.
Eddie Macon's Run' bring down a drug kingpin reunites
ceeds to follow him through the streets An escaped criminal becomes the with a street-smart convict Eddie Mur- (In Stereo)
Edition (CC)
Inside
CI)
of Paris Pascal Larnonsse 1956 quarry of a ruthless law officer John phy, Nick Nolte, Brion James 1990
- Love Connection
- Personalities
op
Stereo)
(In
R
Rated
Rated NR (In Stereo)
Schneider.
9 *der, Kirk Douglas, Lee Purcell
- Computer Chronicles
0
- Late Night With David
- American Telecast
4:30 P.M.
- Roustors
Letterman (In Stereo)
8:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Destination Moon' up - MOVIE: 'The Wild Life' Two
- Arsenio Hall (CC). (In Stereo)
_ News (R)
Producer George Pals Oscar winning teen-age co-workers move in together op mama- Anything but Love
- Mister Ed
Party Machine With Nia Peeaccount of the first manned journey to to pursue what they think is important (CC). (R) (In Stereo)
Screen Scene (R)
ples (In Stereo)
drugs, sex and rock n roll Christo- op - Dragnet
the moon John Archer, Warner An- Russian Language and Poo- •
up
- Our Century: Cities at War Part
Lea
Stohz
Eric
Penn,
pher
Thompson,
1950
Powers
Torn
derson,
- First United Methodist Church Pie
of 4 (R)
1
1984
ap - NCAA Today
8:35 P.M.
- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd •
- Prime Time Wrestling (R)
•
pu - Twentieth Century Part 2 of 2
500 P.M.
0- Judy, Frank and Dean: Once in. pp - 1st & Ten (In Stereo)
op _ Patty Duke
(CC)
Wrote
She
Murder,
_
- Disney's Salute to Mom (CC) A •
Lifetime In a historic 1962 television •
- MOVIE: 'Take Me Out to the op - Our Voices (R)
tribute to mothers from Goofy, Plato. up - Mork & Mindy
special, Judy Garland teams up with Ball Game' Two song and dance mer •
- MOVIE:'The Best Years of Our
gp
Desmonds
Donald Duck, Mrs Jumbo, the Wise
Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin (R)
find themselves on a ball team owned Lives' William Wyler's multiple Oscar
- Trials of Life Part 4 of 6
Little Hen and other famous Disney •
by a woman and in trouble with gangs- winner about the postwar readjustmoms (90 min )(R)
op - George Strait Live From Tucson
- MOVIE:'Opportunity Knocks' A ters Frank Sinatra, Gene Kell) , Esther ments of three veterans returning to
George Strait and his Ace in the Hole small-time con artist runs into big prob- Williams 1949
op - Inside the PGA Tour
civilian life Fredric March, Myrna Loy,
_ MOVIE 'Touch of Evil' A police Band perform at the Tucson Civic Cen lems after he plans to scam a wealthy
- Karl Wuhrer
Dana Andrews 1946
official and his wife become embroiled ter in Tucson, Ariz (60 own )(In Stereo) family Dana Garvey, Robert Loggia,
- MOVIE 'One Night... Only' A •
- Paid Program
Todd Graff 1990 (In Stereo)
in a suspicious murder investigation on pg - L.A. Law
young law student comes up with an •
- MOVIE:'Cowboys Don't Cry' A
the Mexican border Charlton Heston, •
'Steel
_ MOVIE:
Magnolias'(CC)
interesting way to raise money Lenore young boy struggles to keep the family
9:00 P.M.
Janet Leigh, Orson Welles 1958
A Louisiana beauty parlor serves as the •
CU N - Eddie Dodd (CC) Zann, Helene Udy, Judy Foster 1984 ranch going in the face of his mother's
•
CU
meeting place for six iron-willed and ec- (Postponed from an earlier date) (In
5:30 P.M.
death and his father's alcoholism Ron
10:35 P.M.
Stereo)
White, Zachary Ansley, Janet-Lame,
- MOVIE: 'Raising Arizona' After centric women Sally Field Dolly Par
(cc)
Class
the
of
Head
•
Green 1988 Rated NR
discovering that they can't have child- ton, Shirley MacLatne 1989 Rated PG •
-48 Hours: Showdown
CI)gp
10:50 P.M.
On
Stereo)
ren, a young couple decides to borrow
(CC) On Stereo)
Comedy Club Network (In
gp - MOVIE: 'Hefter Skefter' The Stereo)
an infant quint from a wealthy local fa- MOVIE:'The Bugs Bunny-Road op _ News (CC)
Nstory of the brutal slaying of Sharon
mily Nicolas Cage, Holly Hunter, Trey Runner Movie' Bugs reminisces about
- Ughtmusic
- Star Trek
Tate and four others in her home •
Wilson 1987 Rated PG-13 On Stereo) his MIMICS with other cartoon cohorts in al - Spaceflight
12:05 A.M.
Railsback,
Steve
DiCenzo,
George
this blend of new animation and classic
- Up Close
_ Alfred Hitchcock Presents
- Night Heat (R)
Nancy Wolfe 1975
al
Duck, Road •
Daffy
Bunny,
Bugs
footage
6:00 P.M.
- National Geographic On Assign•
Runner 1979 Rated G
ment
IDCLAMIOCDOCEMOCIt••- MTV Prime
News
_ Best of the Kids in the Hall ICC)
up - MOVIE:'Three Ring Circus' Dis- •
Pert 1 of 2 (R) (In Stereo)
- Current Affair (CC)
tom
boys
the
service,
the
charged from
•(I) fp fi - PAacNeil/Lehrer • circus and are forever in hot water op _ 700 Club
- Cope
op - SportsCenter
Newshour (CC)
6/6/91
Dean Martin. Jerry Lewis, Joanne Dru
9:05 P.M.
- I Dream of Jeannie
1954
•- MOVIE: 'The Uninvited' An
5:00 A.M.
American composer and his sister en
- MOVIE: 'Keeton's Cop' A cop 0- MOVIE: 'Metalstorm The Desop - Andy Griffith
enlists the aid of the ex -mobster in his truction of Jared-Syn' A futuristic op _ MOVIE 'Made for Each Other' counter weird goings-on when they
1111 - World of Survival
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- Major League Baseball: Chicago supernatural turbulence when the
111 - MOVIE: 'Gunsmoke: Return to
Dodge' Marshal Matt Dillon comes out White Sox at Cleveland Indians From ghost of 3 murderous 17th-century
doctor comes to haunt him.(2 hrs.) Part
of retirement to face the ruthless gun- Cleveland Stadium (3 hrs (Live)
1 of 2.
fighter Mannon. James Arness, O - Golden Girls )CC(
- MOVIE:'Best Seller' An author
0
1987.
Taylor.
Buck
Blake,
(CC)
Amanda
Fortune
of
Wheel
Ital
Inner-city
move into a supposedly haunted En- DO - MOVIE: 'Sing' (CC)
with writer's block forms an unlikely
- Heil Hitler! Confessions of a Hi- a)- Crusade in Europe (R)
glish manor. Ray Milland, Gail Russell, music students stage a performance
partnership with a corporate hit man
Ruth Hussey. 1944.
extravaganza in an effort to save their tler Youth: America Undercover(CC) co - Looney Tunes
whose exploits both fascinate and rean entire generation's
on
Peter
Documentary
Bracco,
Lorraine
school.
high
(RI
- Live From L.A.
5:20 A.M.
pel him. James Woods,Brian Dennehy,
1989. Rated loss of innocence in Germany during
Steen
Jessica
Dobson,
- Be a Star (In Stereo)
0- MOVIE:'The Centerville Ghost'
Victoria Tennant. 1987.
World War II. Based on the true experiThe spint of a 17th-century English no- PG-13. (In Stereo)
- Open House
no - Get Smart Part 2 of 2
(R)
Heck.
ences of Alfons
IndiPampas'
'Savage
MOVIE:
n
bleman haunts his American descen_ MOVIE: 'Thrillkill' A woman is O - Video Soul (R)
3:30 P.M.
dants as they move into the family's ans and Argentine army deserters
stalked by gangsters who know of her 81
- Nova (CC) (R)
cav19th-century
a
overrun
to
threaten
- MOVIE: 'Wicked Stepmother' part in a computerized embezzling
ancestral castle. Sir John Gielgud, Ted
alry officer's wilderness outpost. Rob- (CC) A couple's concern turns to alarm scheme. Robin Ward, Gina Massey, ein - Nashville Now (In Stereo)
Wass, Alyssa Milano 1986.
ert Taylor, Marc Lawrence, Ron Ran- when they find their father's elderly Laura Robinson. 1982. Rated NR.
€111 - MOVIE: 'Peter Gunn' Street7:00 A.M.
dell. 1966.
smart private eye Peter Gunn is hired by
bride replaced by a ravishing young
Raps
MTV
Vol
- MOVIE: 'The Night the World
a mob boss to prove that he was not
- MOVIE:'Hollow Triumph' A con beauty Bette Davis, Barbara Carrera,
World
Baseball:
NCAA
- College
Exploded' A seismologist discovers a artist hiding from the law murders a
responsible for his rival's murder Peter
Colleen Camp. 1989 Rated PG-13.
Series From Omaha, Neb (3 hrs.) Strauss, Barbara Williams, Peter Jurasubterranean element that will blow up psychiatnst in order to assume his
Andy (Live)
Finds
'Love
MOVIE:
_
the world unless neutralized. Kathryn identity. Paul Henreid, Joan Bennett,
sik 1989.
Hardy'(CC) Troubles of the heart be- MOVIE:'The Pick-Up Artist' An
Grant, William Leslie, Tristram Coffin. Eduard Franz. 1948.
his girl returns attractive museum tour guide proves to 0-MOVIE:'Lethal Weapon'(CC) A
when
Hardy
Andy
set
1957.
unexpectedly from a vacation trip. be more than a match for a 21-year-old veteran detective is paired with a brash
12:00 P.M.
so- Gulliver's Travels Animated. The
Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, Lana ladykiller Molly Ringwald, Robert Dow- young partner to investigate a prostiadventurous Gulliver is shipwrecked on al CP- MOVIE:'In Old Caliente' Roy
tute's death. Mel Gibson, Danny
Turner. 1938.
ney, Dennis Hopper. 1987. (In Stereo) Glover, Gary Busey. 1987. Rated R. (In
an island inhabited by the tiny Lillipu- is vindicated with the help of the daughmurof
accused
P.M.
is
4:00
he
rancher
the
of
ter
ea - Gloria
tians. (90 min.)
Stereo)
dering. Roy Rogers, Katherine DeMille, .1E- MOVIE:'Thousands Cheer' Dur- All News P.M. Joined in Pro- SD - MOVIE:'Strapless' An American
7:30 A.M.
Gabby Hayes. 1939.
ing World War II, an American Army gress Left in Progress
woman living in England becomes ini- SportsCenter
•
- MOVIE:'My Friend Irma Goes post is treated to a star-studded evenvolved in political activism after a failed
6:35 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
West' A woman tags along with two ing of entertainment. Kathryn Grayson,
- Major League Baseball: Phila- affair. Blair Brown, Bruno Ganz, Bridget
- MOVIE: 'Disorderlies' (CC) men when they go West to seek for- Gene Kelly, Mary Astor. 1943.
Phillies at Atlanta Braves Fonda. 1989. Rated R. (In Stereo)
delphia
Three bumbling orderlies are hired by a tune. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis 1950. 111 - Motoworld
County Stadium.
- MTV Prime
Atlanta-Fulton
From
greedy nephew to drive his millionaire
12:05 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
(2 hrs., 45 min.((Live)
0- MOVIE: 'Wild Orchid' A naive
uncle to an early grave. The Fat Boys,
'Climb an Angry Moun- Harness Racing '91
- Rupert and the Frog Song Ani- lawyer's business trip to Rio leads to a
Ralph Bellamy, Tony Plana. 1987. Q)- MOVIE:
tain' A oral sheriff and a New York
mated. A curious bear cub named Ru- steamy relationship with an American
P.M.
5:00
Rated PG.
cop stalk an Indian who has escaped
- Tennis: French Open -- Wom- from
- MOVIE: 'Disorderlies' (CC) pert travels to the Kingdom of Singing financier. Mickey Rourke, Jacqueline
prison. Fess Parker, Arthur HunniBisset, Came Otis. 1990. (In Stereo)
en's Semifinal From Roland Garros
bumbling orderlies are hired by a Frogs. (R)
Three
cutt, Stella Stevens. 1972.
- Invitation to Life
Stadium in Pans. (4 hrs.) (Live)
7:00 P.M.
greedy nephew to drive his millionaire
P.M.
12:30
Boys,
Fat
The
grave.
early
an
to
uncle
Dowling
Father
8:30 P.M.
OCEOCES8:15 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Great Wallendas' Ralph Bellamy, Tony Plana. 1987. Mysteries (CC). (R) (In Stereo)
0 IL - Seinfeld (CC). (R) (In
O
el - MOVIE:'The Three SIV)01116-GO
Based on the careers of the legendary Rated PG.
0IL - Cosby Show (CC). (R) (In Stereo)
Around the World in a Daze' Three
Wallendas, a family of circus high-wire
- MOVIE:'Beauty and the Beast' Stereo)
0- Dragnet
bumblers accompany Phineas Fogg's
performers. Lloyd Bridges, Britt Ekland, Based on the fairy tale classic about a
- Top Cops (CC) (R) (In
CS3 IS
great grandson on a globe-trotting jourCathy Rigby. 1978.
beautiful young woman's relationship Stereo)
ney. Moe Howard, Larry Fine, Joe De
* time Live
- *Prime
13 P
0
9:00
CD
- Women's College Softball: with a fearsome beast. Rebecca De- 0
Rita. 1963.
w - Tennessee Crossroads
NCAA Division 1 Championship Mornay, John Savage. 1988. Rated G.
- Simpsons (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
9:00 A.M.
CC - L.A. Law (CC). (R) (In
From Oklahoma City, Okla. (2 hrs.)
- Thoroughbred Digest
- Victory at Sea
- MOVIE: 'Three Strangers' Di- (Taped)
Animated
so - Madeline's Rescue
- Murder, She Wrote (CC)
saster results when three strangers
- Over My Peed Body
GE10
Madeline, a young French girl, falls into
12:45 P.M.
meet, share a sweepstakes ticket and
0- Mork & Mindy
(CC). (In Stereo)
dog
a
by
rescued
is
and
TySeine
(CC)
the
There'
'Being
MOVIE:
win. Geraldine Fitzgerald, Sydney so 0 alp - Warriors Part 1 of 3.
•- On Jazz (R)
coons and politicians mistake a child- named Genevieve.
Greenstreet, Peter Lorre. 1946.
CD - Trials of Life Part 5 of 6
- Star Trek
Girl'
bewildered silence as brilliMOVIE: 'Go West, Young
man's
like
n - MOVIE:'The Wizard of oz• Ani- ance. Peter Sellers, Shirley MacLaine, Two high-spirited young women take
- Kentucky Afield
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
mated. Dorothy, Toto and her friends
- On Stage (In Stereo)
- National Geographic on Assignoff their petticoats, strap on gunbelts
Melvyn Douglas. 1979. Rated PG.
find adventure in the land of Oz. Voices
ment
- MOVIE: 'D-Dey, the Sixth of and set out in search of Billy the Kid. DO - L.A. Law
of Lorne Greene, Aileen Quinn. 1982.
- MOVIE: 'Honey, I Shrunk the 111 (it - Frontline (CC). (R)
June' During World War II, two Allied Karen Valentine, Sandra Will, Stuart
Rated NR. (In Stereo)
Kids' (CC) A suburban backyard be- MOVIE:'The Longest Day' The
officers recall their relationships with Whitman . 1977.
so- MOVIE:'Andy Hardy Meets De- the
comes a perilous jungle for four story of the Allied invasion of Norsame woman. Robert Taylor, Ri5:30 P.M.
butante'(CC) Andy sets his sights on
youngsters accidentally reduced to the mandy during World War II. Richard
chard Todd, Dana Wynter. 1956. (In DC - Up Close
a glamourous New York debutante
size of insects Includes "Tummy Trou- Burton, John Wayne, Henry Fonda
Stereo)
musical
A
Animated.
Madeline
Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, Lewis
ble," a Roger Rabbit cartoon short 1962. Rated G
12:55 P.M.
adventure about the antics of a young
Stone. 1940.
Rick Moranis, Matt Frewer, Marcia
0- MOVIE:'Three Bites of the Ap- French girl. Narrator: Christopher Plum- Strassman 1989. Rated PG.(In Stereo)
- 700 Club
9:05 A.M.
calculating woman schemes to mer. (R)
A
ple'
-Cope
0
- MOVIE: 'Divorce, American hook a man and his money David
Movie
Summer
Picture:
- Big
6:00 P.M.
Style' A couple starts divorce pro9:20 P.M.
Preview
Tammy
Koscina,
Sylvia
McCallum,
ICteEICE0113DOCEING
ceedings after 17 years of marriage.
Goes
Irma
Friend
'The Honeymoon
MOVIE:
'My
MOVIE:
_
Grimes 1967.
News
Dick Van Dyke, Debbie Reynolds, JaWest' A woman tags along with two Machine' Sailors in Venice with Max,
P.M.
1:00
son Robards. 1967.
- Current Affair (CC)
men when they go West to seek for- an electric computer that will enable
_ MacNeil/Lehrer tune Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis 1950 them to break the bank at the casino
(1() DID
O Lead-off Man
9:30 A.M.
find themselves up to their necks in
- Our World
- MOVIE:'Hot Stuff' Three Miami IO (r) - KEA President's Spelling Newshour (CC)
trouble and romance Steve McQueen,
- Dream of Jeannie
News
cops entertain an endless parade of cri- Bee
Brigid Bazlen, Jim Hutton 1961
minals when they set up an undercover 0 - MOVIE: 'The Bear' (CC) An CD - Andy Griffith
P.M.
7:30
fencing operation Dom DeLuise, Suz- award-winning account of an orphaned
- World of Survival
)0 P.M.
9:3
Different World (CC) (RI
anne Pleshette, Jerry Reed. 1979. grizzly's friendship with a wounded koMacGyver
News (CC
(In
Stereo)
WalJack
Canada
diak bear in 1885
Rated PG
- Inspector Gadget
- Green Acres
O (11) - Tennessee Outdoorsmen
lace, Tcheky Karyo, Andre Lacombe O
- Our Voices
10:00 A.M.
€E1 - Crook and Chase (In Stereo(
1989. Rated PG. (In Stereo)
▪ _ Babes iCC) (R) (In Stereo)
- Great American TV Poll
0- Crazy About the Movies: Mont_ Baseball Tonight (60 min )
1:20 P.M.
- World in Action
gomery Clift: His Place in the Sun
MOVIE: 'Roxanne' (CC) A
_
9:45 P.M.
San
Baseball:
League
Major
O
(CC) Home movies and interviews
- Bewitched
modern-day "Cyrano de Bergerac,'
- Rage On! Tyson vs. Ruddock II
Cubs From
trace Montgomery Ckft's film career Diego Padres at Chicago
Screen Scene (RI
complete with an oversized nose,
10:00 P.M.
from Broadway to Hollywood (60 Wrigley Field (3 hrs , 10 min.) (Live)
coaches his shy buddy in the art of On -Wild America(CC) (In Stereo)
2:00 P.M.
mm.)(R) (In Stereo)
courtship Steve Martin, Daryl Hannah,
American Music Shop (R) (In II1JEDE2D01111D03)0
(to - News
no - MOVIE:'The Borgia Stick' Two Rick Rossovich 1987 Rated PG (In Stereo)
10:30 A.M.
to break Stereo)
Nightly Business Report
CI
Joy of Music
0- Wind-Up Wilma Fred and Wilma men in a crime syndicate tryDon
Mur- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
- Golden Girls (CC)
Flintstone argue over Wilma's ambition away from the organization
All News Evening
Stevens
- SportsCenter
- Mickey Rooney at the Improv
•
to pitch for the Bedrock Dodgers (R) ray, Fntz Weaver, Inger
8:00 P.M.
1967
- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
and
Man
The
'Ziegfeld:
- MOVIE:
Gabriel's Fire (CC)
IIICUIOCUS2:30 P.M.
- Christopher Closeup
IB nimMiami Vice (In Stereo)
(6°His Women' The life of the legendary
(In Stereo)
master showman as told by four of the
- MOVIE: '4D Man' A scientist
- Best of Saturday Night live
6:05 P.M.
Cheers(CC) (R)(In Stereo)
es
ea
women who were most important in turns to crime when he discovers the
- On Jazz (R)
Jeffersons (CC)
(CC)
Badges
Broken
isansin_
his life Paul Shenar, Barbara Parkins, secret for passing his body through so- Trials of Life Part 501 6 (R)
(In
date)
earlier
(Postponed from an
Samantha Egger 1978
lid matter Robert Lansing, Lee Meni
_ News (CC)
•
6:30
P.M.
Stereo)
wether, James Congdon 1959
1 1:00 A.M.
- On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
Morse
Inspector
Family
Feud
Mystery!.
C2
ea
- Inside the Senior PGA Tour
0- MOVIE.'My Favorite Brunette'
- Tracey Ullman
el)- Entertainment Tonight (CC) IV (CC) Part 2 of 2
3:00 P.M.
A mysterious woman persuades a
- Heil Hitler! Confessions of a Hi(In Stereo)
Beverly Hills, 90210(CC) (RI (In
•baby photographer to become a super
_ MOVIE: 'The Warriors' A
tler Youth: America Undercover(CC)
Stereo)
- News
sleuth Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour, Pe swashbuckler fights his way to his lovGreen Man Albert Finney is an Documentary on an entve generation s
Cosby Show (CC) 1ln •
o
•
O
)
l
C
1947
Peter
ter Lorre
er's side Errol Flynn, Joanne Dru,
alcoholic innkeeper who experiences loss of innocence in Germany during
Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Three Wise Fools' Finch 1955

THURSDAYcoNT.

•

Part 2 of 2

•

•

•

[In Stereo)

•

•

ody Has jo
A photograxlemned killinvolved in a
ve his innocnnie Bedelia,
Rated R. (In

•

•

•

•

•

•

ieball

Maga-

bitms between
lfriend Lorne
Dan Blocker.
NOVO!' A

ch
t in Progress
1.
ne (In Stereo)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

tarring Rick
Roulette' An
nitary tnes to
d. Andy Garin Stephens

•

•

•

•

•

(CC)

•

e

•

iemistry' An
terronzes her
after he sucla brief affair
Mary Crosby.
))
ICAA World
eb (2 hrs)

•

•

Stereo)

•

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

Lord's Way

CC)

•

•

With David

•

rth Nia Peetat War Part

•

-

ling (R)

Years of Our
rultipie Oscar
var readjustreturning to
I, Myrna Loy,

•

•

•

•
o

o

•

•

at0

•

OID

-

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

Don't Cry' A
)ep the family
r his mother's
,oholism Ron
Janet-Leone,

o

•

•

•

•

•

Network (In

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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•

•
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THURSDAYcon Imo

9:05 A.M.

tormentors with the aid of an experimental anti-matter gun. Rodney Eastman, Kim Walker, Gary Frank_ 1988
Rated PG-13. (In Stereo)
1:35 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Patton'

▪ -

MOVIE: 'In the Custody of
Strangers' A restless and high-strung
ples (In Stereo)
▪ - Green Man Albert Finney is an - teen-ager is arrested after a drunken
alcoholic innkeeper who experiences binge and imprisoned with hardened
supernatural turbulence when the criminals. Martin Sheen, Jane Alexanghost of a murderous 17th-century der, Emilio Estevez. 1982.
doctor comes to haunt him (2 hrs,) Part
9:30 A.M.
1 of 2 (R)
- Inside the PGA Tour (R)
- MOVIE: 'Prince of Bel Air'
9:45 A.M.
- Patty Duke
11)- MOVIE:'Say Anything'(CC) A
- Our Voices (R)
high-school graduate works up the
- MOVIE:'Up In Arms' A soldier nerve to ask out the beautiful class vaaboard a transport must keep his com- ledictorian John Cusack, lone Skye,
mander from learning he has smuggled John Mahoney 1989 Rated PG-13.(In
his girl aboard ship Danny Kaye, Dinah Stereo)
Shore, Dana Andrews 1944
10:30 A.M.
Paid Program
- MOVIE:'Big Bad John' A former
- MOVIE:'Beauty and the Beast' Louisiana sheriff is forced out of retireBased on the fairy tale classic about a ment to track down a miner wanted for
beautiful young woman's relationship manslaughter. Jimmy Dean, Ned
with a fearsome beast Rebecca De- Beatty, Bo Hopkins. 1990. Rated PGMornay, John Savage 1988. Rated G
13. (In Stereo)
- Lightmusic
10:45 A.M.
With Nia Pee-

11:05 P.M.
World War II Based on the true experiences of Alfons Heck (R)
- Fly by Night (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Tie Me Up! Tie Me
2:00 P.M.
11:15 P.M.
Down!'
- Lead-off Man
11) - MOVIE: 'Blood on the Moon'
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
- MOVIE: 'The Forty-Eight Hour
11:30 P.M.
Mile'
et - Scarecrow and Mrs. King
• - Nightline (CC)
- Nelson Price
2:20 P.M.
•CE - Amazing Micro Diet
Baseball: Los AnMajor
League
010:15 P.M.
Late Night With David
geles Dodgers at Chicago Cubs From
- MOVIE. 'RoboCop 2'
Letterman (In Stereo)
Wrigley Field. (3 hrs., 10 min.) (Live)
•CL - Newhart (CC)
10:30 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
- MASH
- Into the Night Starring Rick
MOVIE:
'The Boy and the PirDees
(In
Stereo)
(CC)
Cheers
al 3,ates' A 10-year-old boy finds an old
O0cs, _ Tonight Show (In Stereo) O MOVIE: 'Hills of Oklahoma'
bottle washed ashore and makes a
- Love Connection
- Entertainment Tonight (CC)
wish to be aboard a pirate ship. Charles
World in Action (R)
(In Stereo)
Herbert, Susan Gordon, Murvyn Vye.
Dobie
Gillis
Oil- Love Connection
1960.
- Kan Wuhrer
o IL - Naturescene
- MOVIE:'Penalty Phase'
so - Paid Program
O - Eischied
- MOVIE: 'Beverly Hills Brats' A
Arsenio Hall ICC) In Stereo)
11:45 P.M.
spoiled 15-year-old arranges a mock
- ott:ster Ed
12:05 A.M.
- MOVIE. 'Dont Look Back'
o- MOVIE:'Flight for Freedom' An kidnapping to draw sympathy from his
( - Night Het (R)
- Screen Scene
ambitious aviatrix finds her love life ab- preoccupied parents. Burt Young, Pe12:00 A.M.
0 71 - TechnoPolitics
breviated because of her aerial suc- ter Billingsley, Martin Sheen. 1989.
12:15 A.M.
O 2 - Inside Edition (CC)
cesses.
Rosalind Russell, Fred Mac- Rated PG-13. (In Stereo)
fin
- Amencan Music Shop
Monkey
House
Vonnegut's
€0- Kurt
- Personalities
Murray, Herbert Marshall. 1943.
Stereo)
- College Baseball: NCAA World
- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
Series From Omaha, Neb. If necessary.
11:00 A.M.
_ 1st & Ten (In Stereo)
ID- MOVIE: 'City Across the River' (3 hrs )(Live)
A Juvenile delinquent struggles to sur- Big Picture: Summer Movie
- Special Gift
Preview (R)
vive in Brooklyn in this adaptation of
4:30 P.M.
- SportsCenter 160 min )
•- MOVIE: 'We're Not Dressing' Irving Shulman's "The Amboy Dukes."
6/7/91
Playhouse: Incredible
Family
When a yacht is shipwrecked in the
10:35 P.M.
MOVIE:'Dancers' While prepar- Ida Early Just when a widower with
Bing
charge
takes
sailor
a
Seas,
South
A.M.
5:00
O - Head of the Class
ing a film production of "Giselle" in four children desperately needs a
(D
roafi-a MmeClaVslEs,:e43'TnhiehroV:ghlacthhiePeaypeesrs_0;__Cr_os_by,_Le;:30ErrolA, jwEthal. Merman Italy. a world-renowned ballet star be- nanny, in pops Ida Early with her win11:00 P.M.
cdinet infattiatat with a young Ameri- ning ways. Stars: Ed Begley Jr., Jackee
so ILi - MASH
famed informer Joseph Valachi •
MOVIE:'Beverly Hills Brats' A can dancer. Mikhaill3aryshnikov, Ales- Harry and Huckleberry Fox. (60 min.)
Cy;0- Nightline (CC).
Charles Bronson. Gerald S Oloughlin, spoiled 15-year-old arranges a mock sandra Fern. 1987. Rated PG. (In (R) (In Stereo)
3, - Golden Girls (CC).
Jill Ireland 1972 Rated PG
•
kidnapping to draw sympathy from his Stereo)
CD - MOVIE: 'Project Z' English
preoccupied parents Burt Young, Pe- CD- MOVIE:'Case of the Babysitter' schoolchildren on expedition in Africa
- SportsCenter
O Victory at Sea
ter Billingsley, Martin Sheen 1989
become embroiled in espionage and
Rated PG-13 (In Stereo)
11:30 A.M.
adventure. Annabel Littledale, Michael
- MOVIE: 'Light of Day'(CC) A Howe, Michael Crockett. 1987 Rated
6:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Project Z' English brother and sister bridge family ten- NR. (In Stereo)
HBO for kids brings you the classic Tale
schoolchildren on expedition in Africa sions by playing rock and roll on the
4:45 P.M.
become embroiled in espionage and local bar band circuit. Michael J. Fox, €10 - MOVIE:'Silver Streak'
adventure Annabel Littledale, Michael Gena Rowlands, Joan Jett. 1987.
5:00 P.M.
Howe, Michael Crockett 1987 Rated Rated PG-13. (In Stereo)
of Peter Rabbit. Told with humor and
Watt Disney World Celebrity
NR (In Stereo)
12:00 P.M.
Circus Highlights include appearances
7:00 A.M.
o GC- MOVIE:'The Arizona Kid' A by Malcolm-Jamal Warner and Jim
- MOVIE: 'Destination Moon' cowboy must kill the accomplice of an "Ernest" Varney as well as performwarmth by Carol Burnett. Learn that a
Producer George Pal's Oscar-winning outlaw soldier. Roy Rogers, Dale ances by clown Denis Lacombe, the
account of the first manned tourney to Evans, Gabby Hayes. 1939.
Berousek Bears, trapeze artist Mark
- Cool Moves -- Teens To- Lotz and the award-winning Winn
the moon. John Archer, Warner An- •
parent's words of warning lit
gether (CC) Malcolm-Jamal Warner Troupe daredevils. (60 min.)(R)
derson, Tom Powers 1950
hosts a showcase of young people
7:30 A.M.
5:30 P.M.
who are making positive contributions
so - Sp...isCenter
MOVIE:'Harold and Maude'
at
to
the
world.
(60
((In
min.)
Stereo)
are spoken out of love.
AM.
6:00 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Daddy's Dyin'... Who's
'Man
Boy' A black Got the Will?'(CC) Four grown child- 01)00CID03DE10(11a
8:
•
- MOVIE:
homesteader faces resistance when he ren bicker incessantly when they are 0- News
Because sometimes things that seem like
tries to carve a niche for his family in the reluctantly reunited at their ailing pa- Current Affair (CC).
Arizona desert Bill Cosby, George triarch's deathbed. Beau Bridges, Bev- MacNeil/Lehrer
(D
Spell, Gloria Foster 1972 Rated G
erly D'Angelo, Tess Harper 1990
Newshour (CC)
Rated PG-13. (In Stereo)
ei - Baseball Tonight (R)
an adventure, can end up
O - I Dream of Jeannie
- Tennis: French Open -- Men's
•- Special Gift A teenage boy is•
- Andy Griffith
forced to choose between playing on Semifinal
- World of Survival
basketball
team
and
rehis high school
0
- MOVIE: 'Who's Minding the
_ MacGyver
being quite dangerous.
hearsing for his first professional ballet Store?' A young man hoping to sup111) - Inspector Gadget
role (60 min ((RI
port his fiancee lands a Job in a depart- Great American TV Poll
ment store, unaware that the young
8:30 A.M.
• - MOVIE: 'The Little Princess'
learning,
Because children want to enjoy
woman is the daughter of the store's • - Thoroughbred Digest (R)
Idiot Box
wealthy owner. Jerry Lewis, Jill St
- SportsCenter
John, Agnes Moorehead. 1963.
m.eirSchool'(CC)
8'
4
Su
5mA
- MOVIE::
€11 - Big Brother Jake (CC). (R) (In
12:05 P.M.
there is children's programming on HBO.
Forced into summer service, a highStereo)
school gym instructor uses a variety of Q) - MOVIE: 'Tales of the Unex- MOVIE:'Loverboy'(CC)
unorthodox teaching methods to main- pected' A man who was imprisioned
- Catch the Spirit
tain his sanity Mark Harmon, Kirstie for seven years stalks the man who
6:05 P.M.
Alley, Robin Thomas 1987 Rated PG- sent him there Lloyd Bridges, Eve
Plumb, Pat Crowley 1978
- Jeffersons (CC)
13 (In Stereo)
•

•

o

•

•

•

•

•
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•
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HBO.or K‘ctis

•

9:00 A.M.

HBO's Storybook Musical
"The Tale of Peter Rabbit"
Premieres Tuesday, June 11
7:30 pm ET/PT

12:30 P.M.

_ Tennis French Open O a Semifinal
From Roland Garros

▪
MOVIE:'Widow' A woman with
two young children tries to pull herself
Men's
together and make a new life after the
Stadium in Paris (3 hrs (Live)
ed death other husband Michael Learned,
t'
heTdwaongdearrous
siygntant
loO
tsValrEe: 'S
ask
l
eveil-piM
Bradford Diliman, Farley Granger
task of charting a new aerial route to 1976
the Orient Richard Dix Chester Morris,
12:45 P.M.
Joan Fontaine 1938
O - MOVIE: 'The Gypsy Moths'
- MOVIE: 'Candleshoe' (CC) A
1:00 P.M.
street-wise Los Angeles tomboy sud- MOVIE- 'Intimate Encounters
denly finds herself the heiress to a tat1:30 P.M.
tered English manor Jodie Foster,
David Noven, Helen Hayes 1977 Rated (1) - MOVIE 'Deadly Weapon' An
angry teen ager turns the tables on his

CArSLE
VLS1111N

•

•

Bel-Air Center

753-5005

6:30 P.M.
O(r)- Family Feud
O CL) - Entertainment Tonight (CC)
(In Stereo)
DI 4)- News
0 IC 0 - Cosby Show (CC) 110
Stereo)
0- Night Court
- Golden Girls (CC)
(19 12? - Wheel of Fortune (CC)
- Crusade in Europe
(13 Looney Tunes
1[1:1 Personal Diary (RI
ED BP a Star (In Stereo)
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3id of an expenin Rodney Eastiry Frank 1988
so)

• Texas Connection (R)(In Stereo)
ED - 1st & Ten (In Stereo)
•- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
•- MOVIE: 'Heart Condition'

FRIDAYcoNT.

.M.
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SATURDAY

- Open House
0- Video Soul (R)
10:35 P.M.
Jim Henson's Muppet
s• - Yol MTV Raps
ED - Washington Week in Review e ii - Head of the Class (CC)
Babies (CC)
ED- College Baseball: NCAA World (CC). (In Stereo)
- Camp Candy (CC)
11:00 P.M.
0
Series From Omaha, Neb. If necessary. ED - Nashville Now (In Stereo)
5:00 A.M.
2
of
2
Part
- GED
MASH
CC
C2D
0
(3 hrs.) (Live)
- MOVIE:'SpaceC-amp'
ED- New Leave It to Beaver
U.S. Farm Report
CDU - Nightline (CC)
- Maniac Mansion (CC) (R) (In
Television
Golden Age of
- Peter Pan & the Pirates (in
ED - MOVIE: 'Viva Las Vegas'
- Tonight Show (In Stereo) ▪ 0
Stereo)
- New Mike Hammer
O
Stereo)
(CC)
Girls
Golden
a
- Day of Discovery
ED - MOVIE:'Total Recall'
- Lassie
8)- Journey to Adventure
0- Secret Policeman's Biggest Ball
- Kentucky Afield
ED - Missions '91
Fishing With Orlando Wilson
•
- Financial Freedom
0
Fern'Naked Warriors'
6:35 P.M.
- Paid Program
8:30 P.M.
- Count Duckula
l ED
gladiatoria
up
liven
s
combatant
MonGringo'
Baseball:
ale
e - Major League
oxaliC.- Going Places (CC)
•- MOVIE: 'Fighting
Grier,
- Video LP
0
Pam
Rome
ancient
in
contests
treal Expos at Atlanta Braves From (R) (In Stereo)
- Lilies! (In Stereo)
Margaret Markov, Lucretia Love ED - Mousercise
Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium (2 hrs.,
- Ray Bradbury Theater
•- Paid Program
- Awake on the Wild Side
1973
45 min.) (Live)
0- Dragnet
Days (A)
ED - Briber (R)
ED
•- Bewitched
7:00 P.M.
ED - Wall Street Week: The Word ED - Midnight Love
MV Ey: 'She-Devil' (CC)
- Jim Henson's Mother Goose
-GI°110DIa
--•
(CC).
House
Full
acapacueFrom Brown Brothers(CC).(In Stereo)
Stereo)
(CC)
Stories
(In
(R)
Now
Nashville
•
Life
and
Bible
ED Part 1 of 2. (R) (In Stereo)
ED - Free Preview
ED - Great Outdoors (R)
•- Tina Turner: Private Dancer
5:20 A.M.
00 GE) - Billy Graham Crusade •- Window on the Word
•- American Baby
(CC) Topic: "Noah's Warning.'' Songs
MOVIE: 'Spaceballs' (CC)
ID
ED - MOVIE: 'Cartel'
8:45 P.M.
• - MOVIE: 'Hail the Conquering
(patriotic
Patti
Sandi
by
performed
- Crazy About the Movies: Dennis
ED
Calm'
'Dead
(CC)
A.M.
MOVIE:
Hero'
5:30
min.)
ED
medley) and Larnelle Harris. (60
Hopper (CC) A profile of actor Dennis
(CC)
Candy
Camp
- Sunshine Factory
•
inter(In Stereo)
and
clips
film
including
Hopper,
9:00 P.M.
(13 - For Golfers Only
- Hangin' In
aliCan- Guns of Paradise (CC)
members and colfamily
with
views
(CC)
napaCiDED- 20/20
(R) (In Stereo)
▪ - New Leave It to Beaver
7:05 A.M.
leagues (75 min I (RI (In Stereo)
(CC) (Ft)
0 - Washington Week in Review ED CE)- Frontline
- Wild World of the East
MTV
Club
Bonanza
ED
O
- Star Trek
(CC) (In Stereo)
O - Spartakus and the Sun Beneath
•- Paid Program
7:30 A.M.
ED - Hitchhiker
0- Dugout
Night Left in Progress the Sea
News
All
•
- Wizard of Oz (CC)
4.,63
(1)10
O
Presents
Hitchcock
113) - America's Most Wanted (In O - Alfred
CD - Between the Lines
11:05 P.M.
- Captain N and the Adven0
0- National Geographic on AssignStereo)
Program
Paid
O a)
- Dark Justice (In Stereo)
tures of Super Mario Brothers 3(CC)
IR
•- Secret Policeman's Biggest Ball ment
ED - Under the Umbrella Tree
OP- GED
0
Against
Plot
P.M.
'The
11:20
- MOVIE:
O
O - Murder, She Wrote (CC)
ED- Secrets of Speed: Emerson Fit- 0- People to People
bookie's efforts 0- MOVIE: 'Sleeper'
Jewish
A
(CC)
Harry'
- Mork & Mindy
tipaldi (R)
ID- Bobby's World (In Stereo)
to go straight backfire when he agrees
11:30 P.M.
Senford
ED - Good News _
to testify against the mobsters who be(0C).
Nightline
6.
of
6
Part
of
Life
e - Trials
6:00 A.M.
trayed him. An "American Playhouse"
O Heathcliff
_ Hard copy
- Comment on Kentucky
p
•
- Fishing: Small Mouth USA 0- Kimboo
presentation Martin Priest, Ben Lang, O
(CC).
Newhart
(In
Stereo)
Stage
go
On
ED Henry Nemo. 1969.
- Sportsman's Friend
ED E- Joy of Painting
- In Concert Series Premiere (In
Ea - L.A. Law
- MOVIE:'Bad Influence'(CC)
- Mornings on Five
O
- Paid Program
•
Stereo)
ED - MOVIE: 'Night Game' (CC)
0- Larry Jones
•- Wonderful Wizard of Oz (R) (In
- 700 Club
ED
Little Sex' A swing'A
MOVIE:
0
- MOVIE: 'A Shock to the Sys- ED - Cope
▪ - Ready to Quit
Stereo)
ing newlywed finds it hard to give up
tem'(CC) A vengeful executive acciO 12) - Perspective
MOVIE:'Think Big'
Kate
Matheson,
Tim
women.
P.M.
other
9:20
can
boost
murder
that
dentally learns
▪ - All Creatures Great and Small Ea - Darkwing Duck
Herrmann_ 1981
Edward
PusCapshaw,
the
and
Owl
'The
MOVIE:
EDhim back up the corporate ladder. Mi- Paid Program
appioca
play about O - Love Connection
ED - Sportsman's Challenge
chael Caine, Elizabeth McGovern, Peter sycat' Based on the 1954
Castle
Eureeka's
inbecomes
who
nerd
an intellectual
0- Dobie Gillis
ED - Gerbert
Riegert. 1990. Rated R.
ED - MOVIE: 'Casablanca Express' CD - Quigley's Village
volved with a street-wise photogra- • - MOVIE: 'Flaming Feather'
ED - Street Party
pher's model. Barbra Streisand,
ED - Welcome to Pooh Corner
O - All News A.M. Joined in Pro- MOVIE: 'Who's Minding the George
a- American Telecast
Segal, Robert Klein. 1970
gress
- SportsCenter
ED
Store?'
12:00 A.M.
9:30 P.M.
ED - Just Kids
8:00 A.M.
- Josh McDowell
(CC)
Edition
Inside
O CI) - All News A.M. Joined in Pro- O CL 0 CU 5- Slimer! And the
0- Spring in Spring Hill
O
- News
O (123 - Personalities
gress
Real Ghostbusters (CC)
ED Swamp Thing
7:30 P.M.
- Late Night With David
00
Acres
Green
A.M.
6:05
eD ED rd- Garfield and Friends
oXaliCa- Family Matters S 0
Stereo)
(In
Letterman
•- Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
ED- Gunsrnoke
(CC)
(CC) (R) (In Stereo)
(R)
News
_
a
of Ozzie
g[3- Wall Street Week: The Word ▪ - Missing Adventures
011) - Survival (CC) Anthony Hop6:30 A.M.
C) - Party Machine With Nia Peenarrates this look at dangers threakins
From Brown Brothers (CC).(In Stereo) and Harriet
ED CL - Widget
Teams ples (In Stereo)
Baseball:
League
Major
wildlife that lives in proximity
go
Chicago
tening
Baseball:
League
- Major
e - Green Man Albert Finney expert 0 - Captain Planet and the Pla- to the the
(Live)
)
hrs
d
(3
Announce
Be
to
25 miles of the Colorado
first
Royals
City
White Sox at Kansas
ences supernatural turbulence when neteers
(60 min )
River
10:00 P.M.
ry
From Royals Stadium (3 hrs (Live)
17th-centu
murderous
a
of
ghost
the
O - Family Ties (CC)
0- Charlando
O - Bewitched
OCLOODOXIDOCt-News doctor comes to haunt him; the ghost CO - World Tomorrow
Part
mm.)
▪ - Tom and Jerry Kids (In Stereo)
(90
- Nightly Business Report
and Finney create a pact
- Screen Scene (R)
go la - U.S. Farm Report
2 of 2 (R)
O _ MOVIE: 'My Man Godfrey'
- Golden Girls (CC)
ED E- Headwaters
0 - Paid Program
O
Stereo)
Improv
Duke
(In
the
(R)
n
Patty
at
- Robin Leach
- Texas Connectio
O
O - Paid Program
0- Kids' Court
- Sanford
- Inspector Gadget
als- Admiral and the Princess (R)(In Guests impressionist Pam Matteson
0
- MOVIE: 'Powdersmoke Range'
and comic Max Alexander. (60 min.)
Stereo)
- MOVIE:'The Jungle Book' Rud
- Video Soul
O
Circus
Dumbo's
yard Krpling's classic tale of Mowgli, a
- Miami Vice (In Stereo)
ED - Lifestyle Magazine
King
Smith
Arthur
Fishing:
boy raised by wolves in the Jungles of ED (A)aturday Night Live
N stofS
Best
ft- Computer Chronicles
ED -Hondo
O
nt (R)
India Sabu, Joseph Calleia, Rosemary Mackerel Tourname
O - All News Evening
- Backyard America (In Stereo)
ED
Backroads
America's
•
DeCamp 1942
8:00 P.M.
•- Trials of Life Part 6 of 6 (R)
- What Every Baby Knows: The
ED
•- Davey & Goliath
- Paid Program
First Three Years
OCESCIDO - Perfect Strangers ED - On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
A
A.M.
(CC)
oe'
'Candlesh
6:45
(CC) (R) (In Stereo)
• Elayne Boosler: Party of One Ca- • - MOVIE:
ED - MOVIE. 'Look Who's Talking'
Cham- meo appearances by David Letterman, street-wise Los Angeles tomboy sud- o 6 - Weather Info
009E3 - NBA Basketball:
tat
a
to
heiress
the
herself
finds
denly
ED - Pound Puppies
enhDeor
Bill Cosby and assorted friends
7:00 A.M.
pionship Final -- Chicago Bulls
tamed English manor Jodie Foster.
MW
es)
of
es
Adventur
New
troit Pistons vs. Los Angeles Lakers ance an hour of stand-up comedy (60
4)0David Niven, Helen Hayes, 1977. Rated 0(2.)0
2
Game
Jimmy
Houston Outdoors
(CC)
rs
)
min
Trailblaze
(CC)
Portland
or
Winnie the Pooh
- Popeye
•
•- MOVIE: '9 to 5'
(2 hrs , 30 min )(Live)
Morning
Saturday
O
• - Video Disc Jockey
Outside
O m eft- MOVIE:'The
- Street Party
Woman'(CC) A growing relationship ED - Bordertown (CC) (RI (In Stereo) CD - Lightmusic
12:05 A.M.
with a convict leads a bored Louisiana ED - Making of Terminator 2
millwork er to become involved with her
- Night Heat (RI
as
12
- Charles Stanley
lover's escape plans. Sharon Gless, •
10:30 P.M.
Scott Glenn, Max Gail 1989 (In
12:15 A.M.
el 2 - MASH Part 1 of 2
Stereo)
Life
Auto
ap - MOVIE. 'Wild Orchid' (CC) A
- Nova (CC) (R)
- Cheers
▪
0
Health
Home
Rio
to
trip
business
lawyer's
naive
(CC)
'i; - News '
e - DEA: Special Task Force
Annuities
Business
a steamy relationship with an
(R) (In Stereo)
▪ :11-J - Entertainment Tonight (CC) leads to
financier Mickey Rourke,
service
in
American
tradition
experiA
Finney
Albert
Man
(In Stereo)
0- Green
since 1981
Jacqueline Bisset, Carrie Otis 1990
ences supernatural turbulence when a _ Love Connection
Rated R (In Stereo)
the ghost of a murderous 17th-century 0 8 - Tony Brown's Journal
r--(502)
- MOVIE: 'Sahara Heat' Murder
doctor comes to haunt him, the ghost CD 0 21 - News (CC)
Tracy D. McKinney
Euroa
for
doom
and blackmail spell
Jima Fain
and Finney create a pact (90 min )Part 0 Arsenio Hall (CC) (In Stereo)
an oil
with
p
relationshi
beauty's
pean
2
2 of
0 Mister Ed
company executive Fiona Gelon Enzo
614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
Personal Diary (R)
Yves Collignon 1988
Caro,
0
De
- Get Smart

1

•

,M.

13

6/8/91

orty-Eight Hour

1,

•

o

M.
iseball: Los An:ago Cubs From
10 min ((Live)

•

o

•

•

M.
oy and the Pirx)y finds an old
and makes a
ate ship Charles
n, Murvyn Vye

▪

-

„

MOVIE:

o

, Phase'
y Hills Brats' A
rranges a mock
mpathy from his
Burt Young, PeSheen. 1989.
o)
I: NCAA World
eb. If necessary.

M.
ise: Incredible
a widower with
ately needs a
ly with her winNgley Jr , Jackee
Fox (60 min )

7

•

o

-

Oct Z' English
edition in Africa
espionage and
ttledale, Michael
,tt 1987 Rated

-

M.
treak'

M.
world Celebrity
de appearances
'arner and Jim
/ell as performLacombe, the
•ze artist Mark
-winning Winn
min )(R)

•

•

•

•

-

M.
and Maude'

M.
ID OS

•••• •

o

iz

ir (CC)
VlacNeil/Lehrer
nie

•

o

it

TV Poll
/the Princess'

(CC) (R) (In
iy'(CC)
M.

M.

N INSURANCE

it Tonight (CC)

AGENCY

Show (CC) (In

)
(CC

tune (CC)
Pe

•

ran)
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- MOVIE: 'The Return of Joe ffl - Bordertown (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
12:05 P.M.
Forrester'
O - Over the Hill Gang
MOVIE: 'Witches' Brew'
•- Outdoor Trail
- Super Handyman
12:30 P.M.
Outdoor Encounters
5:05 P.M.
- Mr. Belvedere (CC)
0- World Championship Wrestling
3:00 P.M.
Pee-wee's Playhouse O - Auto Racing: Grand
•aD
C) - St Bernard
Prix of Ohio
0 Ti - Victory Garden (CC)
- All News Morning Left in Pro- (CC).
Paid Program
(In
Studio
My
to
Welcome
0 - PGA Golf: Buick Classic(CC) O CL - ABC News (CC).
gress
CI) Frugal Gourmet (CC) (In
Stereo)
- When You're Ready to Quit
Square Pegs
8:05 A.M.
13SteraDeole)
- Its Your Move
WCW Power Hour Wrestling
0- You Can't Do That on Television 0Oa)- NBC News (CC).
- SK8 TV
C$3 - WKRP in Cincinnati Part 2 of
°
EDRemodeling
Laaaia
& Decorating To- 0- Video LP
8:30 A.M.
American Interests
2
•
day (R) (In Stereo)
0 21) - GED: Social Studies V
Gravedale High (CC)
O
Remodeling & Decorating To- Runaway With the Rich and Fa- It's Garry Shandling's Show
ED - Spenser: For Hire
- Heart of Chicago
day (In Stereo)
G
mou8
s
ED - Zorro
ED - MOVIE: 'Full Fathom Five'
•- Torn and Jerry Kids (In Stereo)
)McLaughlin Group
Best of Mickey Mouse Club
Cheerleading:
National
Colle
ED
'Pinocchio'
MOVIE:
Insider
▪ - Hollywood
(CCi (In Stereo)
- Hangin' In
giate
Championships
(Taped)
- Inspector Gadget
ED - Top 20 Video Countdown
- SportsCenter
(it - World Tomorrow
- Rifleman
ED J - Oriental Rugs
ED
dsproge
mok rarn
CD - American Telecast
- Welcome Freshmen
ED
MOVIE.
'The
Gods
Must
Be
ED - Joy of Gardening (In Stereo)
Paid
133 - All News Morning Joined in Pro- Crazy II"
Q)
- Bookmark (CC)
- Growing Up Together
ED - Salt Water Ventures
gress Left in Progress
- Big Picture: Summer Movie
Train
Your
Dog
in
Ten
Minutes
CD
ED - Donald Duck Presents
Preview (R)
3:30 P.M.
10:45 A.M.
CD - Bulletin Board
- Outdoor Writers
- Zorro (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
Bel5- MOVIE: The Detective'
Heathcliff and Marmaduke
12:45 P.M.
ili
s
etakTs ICC
-)
Hcwse Racing:
MOVIE:
C)
VIE: 'Ernest Saves Christ11:00
A.M.
- Kid Time
lal
to -MOVIE::::LiY
_
1
ng
.er Brothers' monto CCImg3as-'
Joy of Painting (In Stereo)
- Underdog
MOVIE
ED - Dog House (R)
Ci - Billy Westmorland Fishing
Little Rosey (CC)
O
etl'ejuice (CC)
BeM
9:00
111 -A
• J•CL
ID - Out of Control
P.M
(CC)
Saturday
Videos
0
6:00 P.M.
O
Kid 'n Play (CC)
- World Wide Wrestling
ED - Paid Program
CU
(1* - Dink, the Little DinoO CU 5- Hee Haw (R) on Stereo)
0CI)a
- Teenage Mutant Ninja
- Synchronal Research
ED 0.,1- GED: Math I: Fractions Part 1
saur (CC).
-CurrentNA
effa
wsir Extra
Turdes (CC)
of 2 (R)
- Adventures in Scale ModelProgram
Paid
Lap Quilting (CC) Part 3 of 4 ing
€161- Winners Featured. Scott Parker
- Classic Car Shop (In Stereo)
O(-1)- American Gladiators
(In Stereo)
(In Stereo)
- soul Train ((n Stereo)
- Rod and Reel
Lead-off
Man
13
Minority
Business
Report
O
• - Auto Racing: NASCAR Kodalux
▪ - WWF Superstars of Wrestling
- Fugitive
gr)- Attack of the Killer Tomatoes fir
(90
min.)
200
From
Sonoma,
Calif.
Survivors: The Mystery of a MilStar
tar Trek: The Next Generation
Ca - MOVIE: 'House II: The Second (Live)
Stereo)
lion Seals
(CC). (In Stereo)
Story'
Story
Crime
- Plant Groom
- MOVIE: 'Ghoulies
Growing Pains
e -The Wilder Summer
- Yogi Bear
lb - Best of Bill Dance
All Creatures Great and Small
(18 - Dennis the Menace
•- Sports Report (60 min )
•- How the West Was Won
Counterstrike
▪ - Teen Summit
ED 21 - Collectors (CC) (In Stereo)
021,- Summer Music Games High- • - MOVIE:
345
'She-Devil'
P
(CC)
Inspector Gadget
ED '21 - Great Decisions
lights
ef) - Aleene's Crafts (In Stereo)
wrestiing
3:50 P.M.
11111)- Adam Smith's Money World
Country Kitchen (R) (In Stereo)
- Moonlighting
C)- Michael's Arts & Crafts
11) - Frugal Gourmet
•- MOVIE: 'The Little Mermaid'
- MOVIE: 'Heaven Can Wait'
•- Goofy's Salute to Father
Avonlea (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
4:00 P.M.
- SportaCenter
- Paula Abdul Weekend
- MOVIE: 'Sesame Street Prery
- College Tennis: NCAA Division
sents Follow That Bird'
- Rin Tin Tin K-9 Cop (CC) (R) (In
- Wagon Train
0U
0CGE-P:1
-A
William Alexander and Stereo)
ffil - Vol MTV Raps: Ed & Dre Count- 1 Men's Championship From Athens,
Bible and Life
Ga (90 mm (Taped)
Robert Warren
- Gospel Celebration Fit for a King
down
- Wheel Power
- Virginian
111 - Star Search (R) (In Stereo)
▪ - All News P.M. Joined in ProFly Fishing the World
P.M.
1:20
- MOVIE: 'Ernest Goes to Camp'
- Caroline's Comedy Hour
gress Left in Progress
▪ Heathcliff and Marmaduke
0- Major League Baseball: Los AnTeens Talk
- Miami Vice (In Stereo)
6:05 P.M.
111)- MOVIE:'Brainstorm'
geles Dodgers at Chicago Cubs
- Teamwork
- Mr. Wizard's World (CC).
- Major League Baseball: Mon- MOVIE: 'The Gay Ranchero"
1:30 P.M.
Rap City (R)
11:05 A.M.
treal Expos at Atlanta Braves
9:05 A.M.
0 CID - To Be Announced.
Logan's Run
Munsters
6:15 P.M.
National Geographic Explorer(3)
0 Cl)- Paid Program
Firing Line: Is Political Fund- 61) 0
11:30 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Look Who's Talking'
ing
Yankee
Workshop
(CC).
Ruining
0
CU
New
Colleges?
9:30 A.M.
Dudley Do-Right
6
w
:t
.
Ol
Country Beat (In Stereo)
Powerboat Racing: Offshore Pro
New Kids on the
Weekend Special: Here
•
Pof.MFortune (CC)
Tour
- L.A. Law
Block (CC)
Como the Littles (CC) Part 1 of 3 (R)
- Good News
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
• 131D - NBA Inside Stuff
0
0EI
CE)
C :Tennessee Outdoorsmen
E
sotovit
l
Knight & Halo Hunting
(11) - Paid Program
Chiranunka
r1Z - Storybreak (CC)
CE)
0- 8100,000 Fortune Hunt
Quilt
in
a
of
2
Day
Part
2
Q)- This Week on Pit Road
0
2:00 P.M.
47; - Amish Cooking From Quilt
Looney Tunes
Runaway With the Rich and
4:05 P.M.
Country (in Stereo)
4:t
-Fr!
O
o
n Sn‘nfla
PiggsbUrg Pigs (In Stereo)
Famous (R)
Fishing With Roland Martin
Dennis the Menace
Innovation
119 - Yogi Bear
Cr
- PBA Bowling: Showboat
ED 11 - KEA President's Spelling
4:30 P.M.
- Church Street Station (In Stereo)
Lap Quilting (CC) (In Stereo) Bee
Senior Invitational(CC)
• - This Old House (CC)
69 - Rockumentary
Tennis: French Open -• Side by Side (In Stereo)
O
- Side by Side (R) (In Stereo)
0- Twilight Zone
ED - Speed Week
61 - E/R
- Sister Kate
•- Family Double Dare (CC)
▪ - Adventures of the Black Stallion
baidi
vvolThin
.
g9 ......p.i
'so
Fy
inal
lE:'The House on Gad- Rabin' Hole
- Baby-Sitters Club: Mary Anne e
- McLaughlin Group
(CC). (R) (In Stereo)
- Flintstone Kids
and the Brunettes
ED - MOVIE: 'Spaceballs' (CC)
MotorWeek (In Stereo)
- Gospel Music Today
CID
o
Junction
Joy
CD 11:35 A.M.
0) - Kentucky Lottery Fun and
C)- MOVIE: 'Firefox'
C) - MOVIE: 'On the Line'
9:45 A.M.
- Happy Days
Games
- Animals of Africa
els _
- MOVIE: 'Night of the Living
ot
:
h
ce:
a
'Wicked Stepmother
Paid
Program
12:00 P.M.
Dead'
10:00 A.M.
2, - Kate & Allie (CC)
7
6:5
e
miereDay My Kid Went Punk Pre - Ci - Wild Game and Country Cook- ffl - Free Preview
Om 0(ES Bugs Bunny & ▪ '3.
ing
- Senior PGA Golf Senior
7:00
Tweety (CC).
Players Championship (CC)
4:35 P.M.
Profiles
▪
Sports
CE
CI.)
5- Young Riders(CC)
Saved
by
the
00r.1) O Travel Discounts
Fishing With Orlando Wilson
Auto RimWinston
fieNsA(6
SCA
°mRm)
Amen (CC) (R)(In Stereo)
Bill & Ted's Excellent
$ - Tarzan
West Grand National -- California
5:00 P.M. '
Adventures (CC)
Flash (CC) (R) (In
O 3D
0 s, - Paid Program
400
T.)
News
Stereo)
0 i - Hometime Framing ICC)
's - Van Can Cook
- Hotel
ABC News (CC).
Part 1 of 2
- Lawrence Welk Show: Sal- 21 Jump Street (CC) IR) (In
- Convicts on the Street One O - Roggin's Heroes (R)
ute to Sinatra (R)
0- WCW Pro Wrestling
Stereo)
Undercover
Year on Parole America
Who's the Boss? (CC)
- Major League Baseball: Chicago
- WWF Wrestling Challenge
MOVIE . 'Salsa'
White Sox at Kansas City Royals
• - Down and Out With Donald 0 rj. - Oriental Rugs
Life on Earth
12. - College Baseball NCAA Duck (CC)
Super Force (CC) (R) I(n Stereo) Q) - Totally Hidden Video (R) (In
Youthquake
Series Championship Game
World
▪ - Hee Haw (R) (In Stereo)
- Big Valley
- Think Fast
Stereo)
David L. Wolper Presents 11
it - Lou Hobbs
- Williams TV
110 - MOVIE: 'The Rain People'
- Rap City
Day
Midwest Angler
Magnolia Blossom
- MOVIE: 'Fort Apache'
MOVIE: 'Edge of Sanity'
Lassie
2:05 P.M.
- MacGyver
- European Journal
QD - Looney Tunes
Screen Scene
Kids
)
Cr
0- MOVIE 'All the Kind Strangers ale
- Great American Outdoors (In
O - Video Soul (R)
Against the Odds: Save the
•
andSummit
-4 Stereo)
Teen
MOVIE:'The Naked Spur'
2:15 P.M.
Kemp's Ridley Sea Turtle
- Attitudes
•
- Bugs Bunny g Pals
0- MOVIE:'The Badianders'
1111 - Travels (CC)
•
Going
Our
Way
(In
Stereo)
- Paula Abdul Weekend
ID *1 - Tony Brown's Journal
- Opry Backstage (In Stereo)
Supermarket Sweep
2:30 P.M.
- Outdoors
111 - MOVIE: 'Honeysuckle Rose'
MOVIE: 'The Secret Life of KaGenius (CC)
1111
Star
Search
(R)
(In
Stereo)
Great American Healthy Kids
thy McCormick'
111 CU - Volunteer Gardener
Quiz
Danger Bay (CC) (In Stereo)
MOVIE 'Short Time'(CC)
111 - MOVIE: 'Side Out'(CC)
10:30 AM.
Dr Jim's Animal Clinic
- SuperBouts Roberto Duran vs
Club MTV
- Belmont Stakes Special
Got Wet
0a
- Roorrikis (CC)
Sugar Ray Leonard
•
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•- MOVIE:'Flight of the Navigator'
7:15 A.M.
•- Headbanger's Ball
(CC)
- Drag Racing: IHRA Modifieds -- What's Nu?
Cajun Nationals From Baton Rouge
- Major League Baseball Maga7:30 A.M.
La (Taped)
zine (R)
Grace
Amazing
O ED
- Baseball Tonight
- American Telecast
CD - Batman Part 2 of 2
CD - Auto Racing: Mickey Thomp0(ID - Day of Discovery
- Maniac Mansion (CC) (Ft) (In O - All News Night Left in Progress
son's Off-Road Grand Prix From SeatED- MOVIE:'The Dream Team'
James Robison
tle (60 min.)(Taped)
Stereo)
11:20 P.M.
- Come Alive
- World Tomorrow
•- Super Dave (CC)
ED - MOVIE: 'Villa Rides!'
0- MOVIE:'Captain Apache'
Be Announced
To
(=3
9:05 A.M.
O
• - MOVIE: 'Ernest Goes to Jail' 0- Ughtmusic
11:30 P.M.
- Heritage of Faith
- Happy Days
O
(CC)
10:30 P.M.
- Mr. Belvedere (CC)
▪ - World of Survival
9:30 A.M.
- MASH
(I)a
CD - Sing Out America
- Saturday Night Live (In •- Cartoon Express
CD
Rivers
Two
(1)13
0CID - Cheers (CC).
•- MOVIE: 'The Beachcomber'
Stereo)
0- Heathcliff
0(I)- Robert Schuller
Stereo)
(In
Live
Night
Saturday
7:30 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Daredevils of the
O
- Paid Program
a - Amazing Facts
a ai cc - American Dreamer (CC) 0CL - All in the Family Part 1 of 2 Clouds' The head of a small airline O 21j - Sesame Street (CC) (R)
- Charles Stanley
a
- Mama's Family
finds larger competition moving in
(In Stereo)
- Wonderful Wizard of Oz (13) (In a - Garner Ted Armstrong
Clark,
James
Mae
Robert
Livingston,
- ABC News (CC)
▪ - Yearbook (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
Stereo)
O - American Telecast
Cardwell. 1948.
0- MOVIE: 'Thundering Jets'
CD - Bewitched
ED - Comedy Experiment: K.O. Kip- a cg - Western Hour
(2
Pageant
Miss
Missouri
2Night
- Grand Ole Opry Live (In Stereo) 0- America
pers (CC)
(3- Design Classics
- MOVIE: 'The Boatniks'(CC)
- Grand Ole Opry Live (R) (In hrs )(Taped)
- Darkwing Duck
CD
- Yogi Bear
- Dobie Gillis
O
Stereo)
8:00 P.M.
€11 - Lee Haney's Championship
- Video Gospel
the
to
Bottom
MOVIE:
'Voyage
Workout (R)
0CI) OCESD- MOVIE:'Stranger ED - Bootleg
of the Sea' (CC)
S)(211) - Long Ago & Far Away The
SportsCenter
on My Land'(CC)
Pied Piper of Hamelin icc,
- Auto Racing: Firestone Indy
Videosyncrasy on Stereo)
Len
Berbe
• Gen
00 CID - Golden Girls (CC). (R) (In Si) - Winners Featured Steve Kinser
Lights
From
•
State
Park
Wisconsin
- MOVIE: 'Sensations'
Stereo)
7:35 A.M.
(In Stereo)
Speedway in Milwaukee (Taped)
amen- MOVIE: 'Laker Girls' • - Jessy Dixon
▪ - Captain Planet and the Plane- Internal Medicine Update
O - Zola Levitt
10:45 P.M.
teers
Ef)- Austin City Limits (In Stereo)
- Just Say Julie
11)- Paid Program
•
ti - WCW Pro Wrestling
- SportsWeekly
8:00 A.M.
•- Cops (R) (In Stereo)
•
11:45 P.M.
- Get Smart
- Kenneth Copeland
• - Big Brother Jake (CC) (R) (In
• - MOVIE: 'Mortal Passions'
O _ To Be Announced,
Stereo)
Robison
I (21) - Mystery!: Inspector Morse
James
•
a
12:00 A.M.
10:50 P.M.
IV (CC). Part 2 of 2
Vision
9:35 A.M.
World
O
O c2D - Robert Tilton
- MOVIE: 'Them!'
•- Barbara Mandrel! & the Manmen-Sunday Morning (CC). O - MOVIE: 'The Dollmaker'
O
(In
Train
Stereo)
- Soul
droll Sisters (In Stereo)
11:00 P.M.
0 ii - Tennis: French Open -10:00 A.M.
a we
- Paid Program
ED - MOVIE: 'Private Benjamin'
- NI•A•S•H
Men's Final
O cu a
Mr.
Belvedere (CC)
American
Gladiators
CD - Video Disc Jockey
0(I) - MOVIE: 'Hello, Dolly!'
- James Kennedy
- Paid Program
FeaThunder
Night
• - Saturday
0CU- Gunsmoke
ED - MOVIE:'Jocks'
0CC- Wild America (CC) Part 3 of
- Lifestyles of the Rich and Fatured Midget racing from Indianapolis 0(I)- Who's the Boss? (CC)
3.
mous (Ft)
Duke
Patty
(2 hrs.) (Live)
Stereo)
(In
Live
- Comic Strip
CD - Sunday Mass
13D - Tennessee Crossroads
- Rap City (R)
ED - Bible Life
- MOVIE: 'The Rain People'
Charles Stanley
0
- MOVIE: 'The Ballad of Cable
O
(In
(R)
Shop
- American Music
8:30 P.M.
▪ - MOVIE: 'Passport to Pimlico' Hogue'
- Bewitched
Stereo)
(In
(R)
(CC)
0(3(1)- Empty Nest
Cartoon Kablooey
- Midnight Love
- Star Trek: The Next Generation
0- Auto Racing: IMSA Barber Saab O Stereo)
Gospel
(In Stereo)
Jones
(CC)
Bobby
▪
- Barbara Mandrel! & the Man- (Series
Conn
Park,
Rock
Lime
Taped)From
- Cops (R) (In Stereo)
drell Sisters (In Stereo)
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
(3- Revue
O
- Dragnet
•- Exciting World of Speed and ▪ - Cartoon Kablooey
•- Spenser: For Hire
ED - Williams TV
- MOVIE: 'Ernest Goes to Camp' •- MOVIE: 'Predator' (CC)
Beauty Featured the world's largest •- On Jazz
- Good News
air show, the Oshkosh Fly-In, in Osh- 3-2-1 Contact (CC) (R)
kosh, Ms (Ft) (In Stereo)
8:50 P.M.
•- Inside Winston Cup Racing (In
CD - Living With Diabetes
Stereo)
▪ - U.S. Olympic Gold (60 min )
(
opGun'(CCI
__
• -MOVIE:'T
(Taped)
- Cardiology Update
MOVIE: 'Roxanne' (CC)
_ Wimbledon '90: A Look Back
9:00 P.M.
Puppies
Pound
Stereo)
(In
- MOVIE: 'Mrs. Parkington'
6/9/91
• 0 CL - Sisters (CC)
O Jerry Falwell
• - Video Disc Jockey
Top 20 Video Countdown
0CL - MOVIE:'Mr. Robinson Cru6:30 A.M.
5:00 A.M.
- Inside the PGA Tour (R)
soe'
- Sports Reporters
Business
Your
It's
CUO
0- One Day at a Time
€E1 - Pole Position
•- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
O - MOVIE: 'In the Mood'
ID - Diamonds
a
- Ag-Day
- Methodist Hour
•
CD - Catch the Spirit
▪ - Comedy on the Road
O - Lassie
- Community Worship
0- All News Morning
10:30 A.M.
0- Hitchhiker
- World Tomorrow
(I)- Sunday Today
8:05 A.M.
Baptist Church
Woodmont
O
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
0 CD - Paid Program
a - Family Ties (CC)
▪ - Leave It to Beaver
(R)
min.)
(60
Report
Sports
0Cl)- When You're Ready to Quit
- Courtship of Eddie's Father
O - Robert Schuller
8:30 A.M.
CD - MOVIE:'Two Rode Together'
0CU - Larry Jones
- Mousercise
Living Hope-Trinity Lutheran
0CL - Kenneth Copeland
0 - Austin City Limits (In Stereo)
0(I)- Word on Words
- Video Disc Jockey
O - Kids' Court
- Day of Discovery
0- American Music Shop (In Stereo)
0(a- To Be Announced
- SpeedWeek (RI
0
- Paid Program
0
CL - Travel Magazine
•- Tracey Ullman
(3- Cartoon Express
- NewSight
O - Fraggle Rock
- Leave It to Beaver
- Heathcliff
- MOVIE: 'Andy Hardy Gets • _ Dumbo's Circus
CD - MOVIE: 'A Show of Force'
- Flipper
Fever'
110u_ r Voices
Spring
€D 0
- Vol MTV Raps
- Bodyshaping (R)
ij Zoobilee Zoo
Newton's Apple ICC)
Pollard
Out
Frank
MOVIE:
'Born
Free'
It
Act
•CD
•- Truckin' USA Featured the 18th
Motorsports Magazine In
- All News Evening Joined in ProLone
5:30 A.M.
at
owners
van
for
Annual Truck-In
89Stereo)
6:35 A.M.
gress
Oak, Texas (R) (In Stereo)
O - One Day at a Time
Flintstones
ED - Obstetrics/Gynecology Update
9:30 P.M.
•- Physicians' Journal Update
O - Spartakus and the Sun Beneath
Part 2 of 2
7:00 A.M.
the Sea
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
Presents
•- Donald Duck
- Legend of Firefly Marsh
Hour
Gospel
Old-Fashioned
_
O CL
- it Is Written
•
• - Inside the Senior PGA Tour (R)
0- Green Acres
- SportsCenter (60 min )
CU a (5) - Oral Roberts
- Paid Program
•- Texas Connection (In Stereo)
•- COPS.
Day of Discovery
ED
Gospel
Dodd
Nashville
Father
Molly
of
Nights
Eddie's
O - Courtship of
CD - Days and
•- OWL/TV (In Stereo)
11:00 A.M.
- Charles Stanley
- MOVIE: 'The Wackiest Ship in al - Under the Umbrella Tree
8:35 A.M.
- Sesame Street (CC) (R)
- WLAF Football: World
the Army'
- Baseball Tonight (R)
▪ CL)
•
- Andy Griffith
Bowl (3 hrs , 30 min )(Live)
O - Chicago's Very Own
go - Maniac Mansion (CC) (In Stereo)
- James Robison
9:00 A.M.
- Faith Crusade Ministries
O - Tennis: French Open -- Men's
9:50 P.M.
6:00 A.M.
a CL - Larry Jones
Final Joined in Progress From Roland
Swaggart
Jimmy
(3(Z)
- Wall Street Journal Report
- Night Tracks (In Stereo)
O
O - Robert Schuller
Garros Stadium in Pans (2 hrs I (Live)
Adventure
to
Journey
•
Spree
O - Home Shopping
10:00 P.M.
11)- Gerald and Brenda Duncan
CE) - American Telecast
•- Jem
Morse
OCLOODO0C(DOODOCt- O CE) - Jimmy Swaggart
Inspector
Mystery?:
- Nature (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
CL
- Count Duckula
•
- Oral Roberts
News
IV (CC) Part 2 of 2
- American Gladiators
•
Program
(11
Paid
•
Flambards
- Love Connection
CD - Star Search (R) (In Stereo)
•ati0- Paid Program
7.1 _ Popeye Hour
CD - Calliope
- News (CC)
- Garner Ted Armstrong
▪
- MOVIE: 'Henry V'
•
(Ft)
(CC)
Mister
Rogers
•
- Eureeka's Castle
- Vikki Carr at the Improv
Yogi
- All-American Wrestling
(Ft)
Babar
•
(I)
- Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
- MOVIE: 'Snowballing'
Record
i Beear
rth
up - Wild and Crazy Kids
•_ Jim Henson's Mother Goose
0- Paid Program
•
- two of Saturday Night Live
a - MOVIE: 'Rock-A-Bye Baby'
- For Veterans Only
(CC)
Stories
a
- Fraggle Rock
- Sports Profiles (60 men ((R)
- Shining Time Station (cc)
O
a- Championship Rodeo From Mes- Lifestyle Magazine 18)
•
Incredible
Family
Playhouse
God
for
Powerhouse
O
- Trucks and Tractor Power Fea- quite, Texas (60 min )(In Stereo)
(2])-•
- Swiss Family Robinson
•
Ida Early
mud-racing competition at
tured
- Opry Backstage (8) (In Stereo)
- Physicians' Journal Update
Lee
•
Richard
•
Bayou George Community Park in Pan•- MOVIE '40 Man'
- L.A. Law
- MOVIE. 'One Man's War'
•
- All News A.M.
•
ama City. Fla (In Stereo)
- Welcome to Pooh Corner
0- Comedy Hour. Garry Shandling.•
A.M.
of
7:05
- Family Practice Update Part 1
• Best of Wait Disney Presents
Stand-Up (CC)
- SportsCenter
•
Inside Outer Space
Flintstones
2
•
Kennedy
- Idiot Box
•- James
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10:25 P.M.
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
00_ P.M.
CLcs
7
:):0
(I) - Voice of Peachtree
America's Funni- O - MOVIE:'The Steel Lady'
- All News P.M. Left in Progress
ExposeVideos CC).)
(
(H)
.R)
on
(InstS:1:0
7)
10:30 P.M.
4:15 P.M. -- Missing/Reward (R)
O
1:30
P.M.
- Virginian
ED - MOVIE: 'National Lampoon's O CS)is 12 - Sunday Dinner(CC) (In O CL - ABC News (CC)
06
- Paid Program
Christmas Vacation' (CC)
- MOVIE 'Invaders From Mars'
°
S
es
tetra
eHl
own
';
l
i
O - Rockford Files
8 - Innovation Part 1 of 7
0
- Nature (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
P.M.
4:30
a) - Ed Young
- All in the Family Part 1 of 2
0 Rapunzel
0 - Magic of Music
Golf
CL
U.S.
Open
C)- Paid Program
X
0
11.15 A.M.
- MOVIE.'The Last
Preview Featuring Jack Nicklaus
Outpost'
ce
k nttoarbyack 0- Searching the Scriptures
go toersF oDuorcbuarri
Creadcdki nD
:
W
C
O
O
MOVIE The Glass Bottom
Degrassi High (CC).
(g) 21 - The Mind (CC) Part 9 of 9
- Billy Graham
Boat
Twilight Zone
- In-Fisherman Angling Advenweddings from TV Land 12 hrs
- Arsenio Hall (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
11:30 A.M.
ture (In Stereo)
C - New Leave It to Beaver
CI
Paid
Program
0
12 - M•A•S•H
O 2 - WLAF Football: World Bowl
- Victory at Sea
CiD - Cardiology Update IR)
- MOVIE.'The Guns of Navarone' 0- America 2Night
Joined in Progress (3 hrs (Live)
- NJT Special Programming
(9 21 - On the Waterways I In Stereo)
O - Alfred Hitchcock Presents
- Making the Grade
12. - To Be Announced.
C) is:,
- Family Double Dare (CC)
Internal Medicine Update (R)
9)- MOVIE: 'The Josephine Baker
2:00
P.M.
- Clarissa Explains It All Clarissa
Story'(CC)
- Top 20 Video Countdown
Darling dreams of driving, keeps a pet 00CC- NBA Showtime
21Paide
- N Pw Yankee Workshop(CC)
alligator and plots against her little 0CC- Lawrence Welk Show Sal
- Major League Baseball: Toronto
- MOVIE: 'Real Genius' (CC)
brother from her bedroom headquart- ute to Sinatra (R)
- Road Test Magazine (In Stereo) Blue Jays at Baltimore Orioles
- Week in Rock (R)
ers
•- MOVIE: 'The Cannonball Run' (g)- New Mandates for Asthma Care
- Bordertown (CC) (In Stereo)
- Winning Walk
- Paid Program
- MOVIE' 'Man Outside'
(9- MOVIE: 'RoboCop 2'(CC)
(1) - It Is Written
• - MOVIE: 'The Rain People'
- Comment on Kentucky (R)
- Joel Gregory
4:35 P.M.
• - Hunchback of Notre Dame
10:45 P.M.
a- Family Practice Update Part 1 of
Planeand
the
Planet
Captain
ai7:30 P.M.
Paid
O CL - Entertainment Tonight (CC).
•
Program
2(R)
teems
axellwal- America's Funni- (In Stereo)
ED - Dentistry Update
- Road Race of the Month: Cleve
P.M.
- Comedy Club All-Stars V
est People (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
5:00
91Auto
Racing:
NASCAR Winston
land 10K & Marathon From Cleve- Real Life (CC) (In Stereo)
Cup - - Banquet Frozen Foods 300 •
News
11:00 P.M.
land (Taped)
(2)
_ 227 (CC)
News (CC)
CL
CD
- AB
- Big Valley
m
- On Scene: Emergency Res_ All News Today
ponse (R)
•- Get a Life (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
Cd - CBS News (CC)
CD - Shalom Show
01)
12:00 P.M.
_
All
in
0
OE - Perry Mason
the
(R)
Family
Dummy
(CC)
a
What
(R)
(In
C)
P.M.
2:05
Oa,- Univite
Stereo)
- To Be Announced.
▪ - Spaceflight (R)
C)- American Sports Cavalcade
▪ - Paid Program
11(I) - Nova (CC) (R)
ABC
News (CC)
She
Wrote
Murder.
(CC)
P.M.
2:30
- MOVIE: The World's Greatest
(9- NHRA Today (R) (In Stereo)
- MASH
O
- Wild and Crary Kids
PGA
Golf:
Senior
a
_
2
Athlete Raised Tarzan-style in Africa,
O - Crack Doctors Documentary
Championship (cc)•
- Mediators of Allergic Disease
8:00 P.M.
a primitive blonde youth is carried off to Senior Players
Avonlea
(CC) (R) (In Stereo)
smacue- MOVIE:'Weekend O - Hollywood Insider (R)
NBA Basketball: ChamAmerica for potential athletic glory
Paid Program
Jan-Michael Vincent, John Amos, Tim pionship Final-- Chicago Bulls or De- 0- Big Brother Jake (CC) (In Stereo) War'(CC)
troit Pistons vs. Los Angeles Lakers•
am
Conway 1973
MOVIE:'A Cry for Help: (1)- Deal-A - Meal
or Portland Trailblazers(CC) Game 3
- Trucks and Tractor Power FeaThe Tracey Thurman Story' (CC)•
---Fi
MO
rsVtIU
E;liT
ted
he Methodis
up 4 _ Paid Program
dist
Tet
l"Church
'
(2 hrs 30 min ((Live)
- MacGyver
C)cu al E - Murder, She Wrote tured, mud-racing competition at
5:05
P.M.
Bayou George Community Park in Pan▪ - Paid Program
(CC) (R) (In Stereo)
Fifteen
- WCW Main Event Wrestling
ama City, Fla (R) (In Stereo)
Internal
Update
Medicine
(R)
El)
Cardiology
s
e
-*Ft
Update
(R)
Moyers/Spint
Nature
and
C)
5:30 P.M.
- 120 Minutes
13)
MOVIE 'Driving Miss Daisy'
- MOVIE:'The Hunt for Red Octo-•
- Bassmasters (In Stereo)
- ABC News (CC)
- Baseball Tonight (60 min ) (13,
ber'(CC)Based on Torn Clancy's best-•
91)- Internal Medicine Update IR)
- MOVIE 'Made for Each Other' O CE - Wild Kingdom
- Larry Jones
seller about the hunt for a Soviet nu-•
MOVIE 'My Town'
- NBC News (CC).
9)- All Star Tribute to Woody Guth- 0
- Twin Star Productions
clear submanne headed towards the
News
rie & Leadbelly Artists including Ado
coast of Maine_ Sean Connery, Alec
- Week in Rock (R)
- All News Night Left in Progress
Baldwin, Scott Glenn. 1990 Rated PG.
al -3--)SuPart 2 of 2. (R)
- Motorcycle Racing. Laguna Guthrie, Bruce Springsteen, Little Ri- n
11:05 P.M.
Seca 250 From Monterey. Calif (60 chard and Emmylou Hams honor the 11) - Harry and the Hendersons (R) •
_ In Touch
MOVIE:
'Vietnam, Texas' A
•
two American folk legends (60 min.) C)
mm )(Taped)
- Growing Pains
•- Methodist Hour
soldier-turned-priest Journeys into
(In
Stereo)
- Paid Program
go - Jerusalem on Line
Texas' Asian underworld to free his
8:30 P.M.
- Hineni
•(2j) - Frugal Gourmet (CC) (In go - Top of the Heap (CC). (R) (In former girlfriend from the clutches of a
12:05 P.M.
- All News Today
Stereo)
sadistic drug dealer
€11 - MOVIE. 'Bite the Bullet'
Stereo)
3:00 P.M.
- Motorsports Magazine
Dance
(R)
a§
(In
Outdoors
Bill
11:15 P.M.
12:30 P.M.
Stereo)
O 5 - Hawaii Five-0
Stereo)
ap - Movie
la au
la - PGA Golf. Buick Clas- Gusto Trials
I - On the Waterways(In Stereo) •
- Internal Medicine Update (R)
sic(CC) Final round from the Westch
11:30 P.M.
_ To Be Announced.
a§ - Week in Rock (R)
ester Country Club in Rye. N V (2 hrs,
9:00 P.M.
▪
- Reunion (R)
Classics
Design
(R)
SportsCenter
•
30 min ) (Live)
O CU 11) - Trials of Rosie O'Neill O - American Telecast
O - Square Pegs
(9 - Word for Today
- This Week in Baseball
(CC). (In Stereo)
001)- Simon & Simon
0- You Can't Do That on Television (§ - Feature
0- News (CC)
O - Welcome Freshmen
0- MOVIE:'Crime, Inc.' A crusad▪ - Paid Program
▪
Sunday
▪ - Paid Program
Comics
In
6:00 P.M.
Stereo)
ing reporter blows the whistle on ProhiMOVIE'
'The
Wild
Westerners'
- Hank Parker's Outdoor Maga
- Biography: Schwarzkopf
aCL 0 Cl)
Sea World Starbition Era hoods posing as respectable
line (In Stereo)
0 11 - Classic Car Shop (In Stereo) Spangled Summer (CC)
Equalizer
citizens. Leo Carrillo, Tom Neal, Martha
Disease
Infectious
•
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
C) Pediatrics Update
-toC.TEeveenrettegeKrsoop, .D.:
Tilton. 1945.
- Animals of Africa
oListilaeninT
- For the Record (R)
(CC)
C) MOVIE. 'Stanley 8. Ins . (CC)
O - Party Machine With Nia Pee(1) - Gunsmoke
(t§ - 60 Minutes (CC) (In ISS - Bassmasters (R) (In Stereo)
ples (R) (In Stereo)
CE)
Rockumentary
Stereo)
(I) - Breath of Life
(5) - Obstetrics/Gynecology Update
CBS News (CC)
Part 2 of 2 (R)
O - Inspector Gadget
- Financial Freedom
3:30 P.M.
(M
ei)
:MOVIE
lE'Erik the Viking'(CCI
- Rockumentary (R)
- Love Boat Aegean Cruise
- Dog House
0CID
- Paid Program
- Jewish Spectrum
- Ben Haden
C - Paid Program
- World Tomorrow
O - Out of Control
12:35 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Rainbow Drive'
(9) - Reaching for the Skies
- Paid Program
- Inside Winston Cup Racing (R)
- Happy Days
(9 21 - Nature (CC) (In Stereo)
(In Stereo)
go 11. - MotorWeek (In Stereo)
9:30
P.M.
1:00 P.M.
- American Sports Cavalcade
eis - NHRA Today (In Stereo)
11:45 P.M.
- Green Acres
To Be Announced
- Milestones in Medicine
- Algorithmic Diagnosis & Man•
Siskel & Ebert
- Video Gospel (R)
ga au)0- Paid Program
(9-1
'Gremlins 2: The New ea - Rockumentary
agement
- Perspective
Video Collection ▪
▪ Cp - Firing Line' Is Political Fund- O - MOVIE - 'Parent Trap II'(CC)
Batch'(CC)
- John Ankerberg
11:50 P.M.
ing Ruining Colleges?
- MOVIE. The Picic•Up Artist'
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
- MOVIE: 'Keaton's Cop'
9:40 P.M.
- Lead-off Man
Baseball Tonight (60 min I
- Instant Replay
- Missions '91
_ MOVIE:'You Can't Hurry Love' •
12:00 A.M.
- fin Tin Tin K-9 Cop (CC) (In
_ Lady and the Lion
- Siskel & Ebert
10:00
3:50 P.M.
P.M.
O
CL
•
el
Stereo))
- Bill Dance Outdoors (In Stereo) •
- Torn & Jerry's Funhouse
O - Tony Robbins
IS Cl]0Cl.-00CC0(1)
Falwell
- MOVIE: 'Little Women'
5 - To Be Announced
4:00 P.M.
O _ All News P M Joined in Pro- CO- News
▪
Fire
- Paula Abdul Weekend
Life on Earth
0
(CC)
on
(In
the
Rim
nap- Hawaii Five -0
la
gress
- -1e"
Stereo)
O(300- Paid Program
_ Auto Racing IMSA Exxon Ser- •
cip - Outdoor Idaho
MOV)
:,25 P.M.
Monsters (R)
go Your Kids-Hidden Keys
ies From lexington, Ohio (60 min )
- Charles in Charge (CC)
•_
'Worth Winning'(CC) ▪ - Roggin's Heroes (R)
(Taped)
- NHRA Today (R) (In Stereo)
- World in Action IR)
•
•- Physicians' Journal Update
_ Wagon Train
gp - MOVIE: 'Little Women'
6:30 P.M.
- Swamp Thing (R)
- JNF Entertainment
ap - Parker Lewis Can't Lose(CC) (R) •- Missing Adventures of Ozzie •
- Bowling: Intercollegiate Cham- Fifteen
•
and Harriet
(In Stereo)
pionships From Columbus, Ohio 160
1:05 P.M.
- Paid Program
- Unplugged
•
min (R)
- Looney Tunes
- Major League Baseball. Mon- •2-t„ - This Old House (CC)
•- SportsCenter 160 min
- Moody Science
- Paid Program
treal Expos at Atlanta Bravos
•
•- Inside Winston Cup Racing (R)
- John Osteen
•
a§
Milestones
in
Stereo)
(In
Medicine
12:15 A.M.
1:20 P.M.
•_ Day of Discovery
- Ld TV
- Vaginal Candidiasis A Wom-•
di cu - News (R)
a - Major League Baseball' LOS An
O- Adventures of the Black Stallion
10:15 P.M.
- Face the Nation
a
gales Dodgers at Chicago Cubs From en's Story
a _ Free Preview
_ Paula Abdul Weekend
(CC) (In Stereo)
Wrigley Field (3 firs . 10 min I (Live) •
- Trailer Camp
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